NIGERIAN BRIDES ACADEMY

Warm House * Warm Food * Warm Bed
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, or by any informational storage or retrieval system without
express written, dated and signed permission from the publishers at
www.WealthAcademyAfrica.org
DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES:
The information presented herein represents the view of the authors as
of the date of publication. Given the rate at which conditions change,
the authors reserve the right to alter and update their opinions based on
the new conditions. The manual is for informational purposes only.
While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided
in this manual, neither the authors nor their affiliates/partners assume
any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions, or contrary
interpretation of the subject matter herein. If advice concerning legal or
related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional
should be sought.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no
guarantees. Readers are cautioned to rely on their own judgment about
their individual circumstances to act accordingly

For Counselling, Speaking Engagements or Information on
The Nigerian Brides Academy Workshop email
info@NigerianBridesAcademy.com Tel /WhatsApp (234) 09090431690
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INTRODUCTION
The Nigerian Brides Academy Manual is the reference manual at the
Brides Academy Workshops held to help young brides that are married
or getting married to adjust to their new roles as a wife and Mother.
This manual comes as a response to a need for a “Finishing School” for
brides; said need arising from the outcome of counseling sessions held
with young couples who were going through the adjustment stage in
their marriages.
Some of the issues that led to disagreements and conflicts in the home
of newly married couples had to do with preparation of good meals in
the house, sexual intimacy, basic housekeeping, relationship with inlaws, finances, baby and toddler care.
The Brides Academy was then set up to address these issues by working,
counselling and mentoring the bride.
The limitation and challenges with the husband is recognized as there
were issues on both sides. However, our decision is to focus on
mentoring the young ladies to become “virtuous women”.
One fact kept re-occurring during the counseling sessions; the fact that
some of the young ladies had not been trained effectively on their roles
as a wives and mothers in the home while growing up due to the busy
lifestyles of their parents.
We attempt to cover the major areas that a new bride would need to
focus on to enjoy marital bliss under three main headings, viz: Warm
House, Warm Food and Warm Bed as we believe these are the main
areas of conflict in the home.
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We hope this manual will be an indispensable resource that would help
reduce the stress, conflicts and break down of marriages in our
community.
Reference books are available for download on the website
www.NigerianBridesAcademy.com
The reference books are in two broad categories:
Romance & Love life
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premarital counselling
Marriage Bliss
Tying the knot only once
101 Romantic ideas
Lovemaking techniques
Great sex every time secrets
Improving marriage to newly weds
Organizing your home
How to set up a family budget
Save your marriage

Pregnancy & Parenting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to create a super baby
My first baby
Maximize getting pregnant
Nutrition during pregnancy
Baby must have
Pre-natal workouts
Labor and Delivery
After Birth exercise
Baby’s first year
Positive parenting. Making
your children winners

Visit http://www.NigerianBridesAcademy.com to
download printable books and video training on Marriage,
Pregnancy, Parenting, Relationships, Finance and Creating
Multiple Income Streams

For Counseling, Speaking Engagements or Information on the
Nigerian Brides Academy Workshop email
info@NigerianBridesAcademy.com - Tel /Whatsapp (234) 09090431690
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Note to my daughter on her wedding day
My baby,
I remember the day l held you in my arms for the first time. Hmmm!!!!! l
am now a “Mother”. l felt a sense of responsibility that someone’s life,
survival and future will depend a lot on my care, provision, wisdom,
choices and input.
I held you close to my heart and asked God to grant me wisdom and the
resources I would need to raise you to succeed and excel in life with a
love for God. More than your father and l have attained.
Your father and l have loved and cared for you from day one. You have
brought so much joy, happiness and love to our lives. You made our
family complete. We thank God for your life and are proud of all you
have accomplished.
You have been a beautiful and loving daughter, sister, niece, and friend
to everyone you meet, sorting and solving everyone’s challenge as your
own and I am so proud of the woman you have become. I know this trait
and your values will carry you with grace, dignity, and strength through
life and your marriage.
Today, we are celebrating your union with the love of your life and as
you embark on the journey; a life with a family of your own, I would
like to give you some advice to help along the way:
• Love God with all of your heart, mind, soul, and strength. Next to
God your love for your husband must outshine any love on earth.
He is your Life Partner. This includes family, friends, and even
future children. Always give top priority to your soul mate and
face life’s challenges as a united front. Pray together daily. A
family that prays together stays together
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• We have taught you that marriage is a covenant. A life time
commitment. It is not a contract. Please always remember
whenever you face any challenge that love conquers all obstacles.
Love is patient, love is kind, love is not proud, it is not easily
angered, it always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always
perseveres and keeps no record of wrongs. Love never fails.
Plan the future with your husband. Be patient. Resolve all issues,
discuss issues, forgive one another and try not to go to bed angry.
• Respect your husband. Be quick to listen and slow to speak. Please
don’t raise your voice or argue with him in public. Take the things
that he says seriously and listen to understand, not to respond or
win an argument. Be attentive to your husband’s wisdom and
direction as the head of the family. Understand, appreciate and
embrace his love language. Communicate your love language to
him as well so he will understand how to meet your needs .
• Finance is an area that causes friction in marriages. Please open
up the communication channel on spending, saving, giving to God
and being a blessing to other people.
• Godliness with contentment is of great gain. Never compare your
husband or home with another person’s. Appreciate and thank
him for what he can afford to give you. Never use another
person’s marriage or husband to judge yours. Your journey and
your stories are different. Work on yours.
•

Make love passionately with your husband. The way to a man’s
heart is through love making. Make it a pleasurable experience, be
inventive and creative. Discuss with him your needs as well so that
you are both satisfied sexually
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The second route to a man’s heart is food. Please cook what he
loves to eat and be there as often as possible to serve him the
food and sit with him to share the highlights of your day.
• Honour, Love and Respect your in-laws. They are your new family.
They should become your “in-loves”. See them as the channel God
used to raise your husband. Love and pray for them
• Finally, please do not discuss your marital issues with friends and
family. Try to resolve your challenges and if it lingers look for a
marriage counsellor or someone you both respect that can help
walk you through the challenge.
Your father and l will always be there for you in the background. We will
always love, support and pray for you. Our desire is for you to have the
wedding you’ve always dreamed of, and a happy marriage beyond your
wildest expectations. May God grant you wisdom and favour.
Much love and prayers,

Mum
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Questions to Ask Yourself Before saying I do
“A wedding ring is the smallest handcuff ever made, choose your prison
mate carefully and sentence yourself wisely.”
Getting married is the one of the crucial decisions you’ll ever make
in your life as it will change the course of your life. Forever.
Saying Yes to a LIFE PARTNER signifies the commitment and love you
have for someone with whom you want to spend the rest of your life.
However, love is not enough. There are questions to ask each other
before marriage that go beyond love, like children, dealing with conflicts,
beliefs, finances and the extended family.
1. Marriage – Why do you want to get married? Why did you choose
me? How do you think life will change if we got married? What
are five things we have in common? In what ways has our
relationship changed you? What can I do that provides the
greatest comfort and encouragement for you when you are hurt,
fearful, anxious or worried?
2. Religion - What role does religion play in your life? How strong is
your faith and belief in God?
3. Finances - How compatible are we in our money styles and how
will we handle finances once married? Will we be having separate
bank accounts or a joint account? Are you in debt?
4. Sex - Is there anything from your past that might affect our sex
life? (Examples: sexual abuse, molestation, early interactions
with pornography, toxic relationships, depression, side effects of
medication, etc.)
5. Intimacy - When one of us is not in the mood for sex, what should
be communicated so neither of us feels rejected? What are ways
in which we can make sure our sexual intimacy remains a priority
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once we’re married? How would you communicate when you aren't
satisfied sexually?
6. Conflict - What makes you angry? What do you do when you’re
angry? How do we resolve differences in our marriage?
7. Children - How many children do we want? What values do we want
to instil in our children? What happens if we can’t have children?
What are your views on adoption? How do we discipline our
children?
8. External Help - Do you feel comfortable seeking
professional counseling if needed? Why or why not? Would you
be willing to go to marriage counseling if we were having marital
problems?
9. Extended family - Are you prepared to put our relationship first? Do
you have any issues with my family? What role do you see them
playing in our lives? How do we handle in-laws so it does not affect
our relationship? If your parents became ill, would you take them in?
If my parents became ill, would you mind taking them in?
10. Medical – what is your blood group, genotype and Rhesus factor?
What is your family medical history? Diabetes, mental health, would
you be opposed to mental health treatment? If I had to change my
diet because of medical concerns, would you be willing to change
yours? Are you willing to exercise with me to improve our health?
11. Career – What are your career aspirations? What would you like to
be doing five or ten years from now? Whose career takes priority in
the family? What would happen if you or I lose our jobs? Would you
mind moving if I had to relocate for my job?
12. Love language- How do you feel loved? There are five love
languages: words of affirmation, quality time, receive gifts, acts of
service, and physical touch. Knowing your love language can explain a
lot about how you prefer to receive love. And knowing your partner’s
love language can help you better connect with them and understand
them.
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13. Household chores - Who should do the household chores? Would we
hire help? How do we share chores in the house especially when the
children arrive?
14. Miscellaneous - What do you see in our future? Do you have any
hesitations? Is there anything you’re afraid to talk to me about?
Secrets can ruin a marriage. Honesty is always the best policy.
15. Divorce - How can we make sure that divorce is NEVER an option
for us? Are you truly prepared for “for better or for worse”? Do you
want this to last forever?
If you are not able to find an answer to these questions, sit down and
plan things out with your partner.
Remember Getting Married should be for life. View your marriage as an
UNBREAKABLE COVENANT and not just a CONTRACT.

Now That You’ve Said YES!
GOAL: This section is to serve as an eye-opener for would-be brides on
the depth of the decision they have made to embark on the marital
journey, how to weigh the pros and cons without sentiments, in order to
achieve harmony and tranquility in marriage.
LESSON
He asked you to marry him. You accepted his proposal. The lovely
expensive ring is glittering beautifully on your finger. Family and friends
are exuberant about the good news. Your relationship has changed
category. Your status has changed. Congratulations! And a big one at
that.
Let’s have some blunt talk. Let’s put aside the exuberance of the
moment and face some bitter sweet truths before you say, “I Do.” My
purpose here is to open your eyes to the depth of the decision you have
taken and the journey you are about to embark on.
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1. Know Him; Know Them
A wise bride desires to know her groom’s family in the same way as she
knows her fiancé. Your husband- to- be has a root. In the African
traditional context, this root has different levels - his nuclear family, his
extended family, his tribe etc. Before you say, “I do,” understand his
family especially the mother figures in his life. I am not an advocate of
being a sycophant to your in-laws because you want their 100%
approval. However, I think it is very important for you to know them to a
considerable extent; their likes and dislikes, their cultural practices, their
peculiar family traditions, etc. Know them. Interact with them. Develop
a systematic relationship with them individually. By doing this, you
would be able to draw your own silent assessment and develop your
strategies to relate with them in order to ensure a successful marriage
with their son.
2. Carve your love in their hearts
Ever wonder why many African parents shed tears when they give their
daughters away in marriages? It is because of the realization that, “Ah,
my daughter is about to be grafted into another family; I won’t be able
to protect her as I used to do”. “How would they treat her?” “What
would happen to her?”
Questions. Fears. Uncertainties. You are being “grafted” into the family
of your husband and they may see you as their “Investment”.
As their “Investment,” what do they expect of you? They expect you to
love and take care of their son, to give their son children to propagate
their family name, to respect, please, and take care of them. I suspect
you do not like this fact. But, in wisdom, do not disdain it. Use it as a
ladder to carve your love in their hearts. Become the “most valuable and
loving investment” in the family. You will eventually become their
daughter and their mother.
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3. Stoop to Conquer
Before you finally say, “I Do,” please remember that Blood speaks. You
are a grafted branch. You will become one with your fiancé when you
get married. Shockingly, you are not still “blood” to his family. The
children you have will be their “blood”. So, act wisely. Why do men obey
their mothers’ wishes to the detriment of their marriages and why do
some in-laws succeed in destroying their sons’ marriages despite the fact
that they love their wives? Blood speaks.
Do not be afraid. STOOP TO CONQUER. Do not react to every
provocation or derogatory remark. Your goal is to build a happy home
and grow your own root in your husband’s family.
Honor your in-laws, especially the mother figure in your husband’s life,
as the one who raised your fiancé to this stage where you can take over.
Grow her confidence in you. Love her as you would your own mother
because in reality, she is your other mum.
4. Honor Family Values and Traditions
Be humble. Respect your in-laws, do not talk back at them even if you
disagree with their viewpoints. Do you say “Hi/Good morning “to your
parents or in-laws with a wave of your fingers from a distance? Get close
to them, kneel down/prostrate (if that’s your culture) and say “Good
morning Sir/Ma”. Do not leave your mother or mother in-law alone in
her kitchen while you watch Tv.
5. Get Wisdom, Get Understanding
I invite you to meditate on this verse in the bible Proverbs 4: 7-9 (KJV) –
“Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore, get wisdom: and with all thy
getting, get understanding. Exalt her, and she will promote thee, she
shall bring thee to honor, when thou dost embrace her. She shall give to
thine head an ornament of grace, a crown of glory shall she deliver thee.
Having done all these and yet things remain unchanged in your
relationships with your future in-laws, what should you do?
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If you observe that your future in-laws are cantankerous especially your
future mother-in-law, if you see that your fiancé is not strong and
mature enough to strike and maintain a healthy balance between his
nuclear family and you; if you notice that he is not willing to work on this
weakness, I advise you to pause and reconsider the relationship.
This is a RED FLAG alert. You still have a chance to say “No” even after
you’ve said “Yes”, before you say “I Do.”

Personal Accountability: It starts with ME
GOAL: The ability of the bride not to pass the buck but to stand
responsible and accountable for decisions made and actions carried out
is the objective here. Realizing that you have left the comfort zone of
your family home to a not- so- familiar one and be able to integrate well.
Personal accountability can be defined as the “willingness to claim 100%
ownership for the results produced as a consequence of your
involvement, both individually and collectively, with others…” (William A.
Guillory, CEO Innovations International Inc.).
It is an accountability relationship with oneself and an internal
responsibility to be accountable. It involves looking to oneself for
personal results and a willingness to explain your actions.
So when you say - “I Ife, take you Femi, to be my wedded husband, to have and to
hold, from this day forward, for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness
and in health, to love and to cherish, until parted by death. That is my solemn vow” –

It means you are also signing a contract to be personally accountable for
upholding this vow. It means you are committed to this union forever.
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ACTION STEPS - So how can you be more personally accountable as a
wife?
When something goes wrong or you don’t understand why your
husband is not being considerate of your feelings, the questions you ask
tend to send messages about your focus and values. Learn how to
express yourself using positive words so your relationship does not
disintegrate. Compare these statements.
“Why must I wash the plates all the time? Vs.“ Can we do the dishes
together? I really would appreciate your assistance.”
“Who left these dirty clothes here?” Vs– “Please can you drop your dirty
clothes in the laundry basket?”
“Am I your house girl?” Vs “Can someone come in to help me with the
house chores maybe two times a week?”
“Why don’t we go out anymore?” Vs “How about I set up a date night
for us?”
2. Be true to your word and honour your commitments. Your yes must
be yes and your no, no. Don’t promise what you cannot deliver. If you
know you will be home late, let your partner know.
3. Focus on what you can control -you, your attitude, thoughts, actions,
choices – to influence appropriate behaviours.
4 If you make a mistake, admit it. Then work immediately to resolve and
use it as a springboard for moving forward.
You need to remember, it’s about the choices you make each moment,
the thoughts you chose for your mind…IT starts with ME! And with God
by your side, nothing can stop you from having a happy and stable
marriage.
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PERSONAL LOVE: Woman Love Thyself
In the bible Mark 12 :13, Jesus instructs us to love our neighbor as
ourselves which means that if you don’t love yourself, it will be quite
hard to love your neighbor.
Love flourishes when we give it to other people, but love always starts
with ‘ME.’ Research has proven that a child’s happiness and success are
largely determined by the experiences they had in childhood. That is
why if parents want to teach their children to love themselves, they
should learn to love themselves first. When you love yourselves, you set
a healthy and vital example for your kids.

DEVELOPING POSITIVE SELF WORTH
1. Don’t Put Yourself Down - Our culture in Nigeria does not always help
women to appreciate themselves and be appreciated. Thinking back to
my formative years in my culture, girls around me were taught not to
think much of themselves so as not to be perceived as proud, arrogant
or badly brought up.
2. Appreciate yourself - It is interesting how users of Apple devices have
so much confidence in the product because it is made by Apple. To
question the quality of the product is to question the ability of the
maker. You are God’s masterpiece, appreciate yourself.
3. Live in an attitude of gratitude - It is important to remember the
words of the Psalmist in Psalms 139:14 that says “I praise you, for I am
fearfully and wonderfully made. Wonderful are your works; my soul
knows it very well”. These words are a clear statement about the
amazing capabilities of the human body God has created.
From God’s perspective, our lives are of inestimable worth. So, just as a
great painting reflects the glory of the master artist, God is most
glorified when his creation works like it was designed to work. That
means we must know ourselves, value ourselves, appreciate ourselves,
invest in ourselves and of course, love ourselves, and by so doing we will
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all release our personal glory and fill the earth with the glory of our
maker.

THE BRIDAL JOURNEY
Many ladies go into marriage with novel ideas of marital bliss, a spirit of
exhilaration, believing that it’s all a bed of roses and forgetting that in
every rose bush are thorny thistles. Every marriage gets pricked once in
a while. Would it heal or remain a festering sore? It is how you manage
the situation that determines its status.

TOOLS TO MARITAL BLISS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

GOD FIRST: I do not know how others have coped without relying
on God in their marriages. I can tell you categorically that my
marriage would have long ended if not for dependence on God
and His word.
EXPECTATIONS: Do not expect your husband to do what only God
can do. He cannot fill every vacuum; he is your husband, not God,
not your parent, not your sibling or kid, etc. You must learn to
evaluate and manage your expectations.
AMITY: You must be friends with your spouse. Marriage is for
companionship. If you cannot share your life with your spouse
then you cannot be happy.
ACCEPTANCE: You cannot change your spouse. My husband and I
still have the same idiosyncrasies that caused us to get irritated
and quarrel 21years ago. We have learnt to accept them and live
with them for peace to prevail. You should find a way to
accommodate and redirect that aura to spice up your relationship.
LOVEMAKING ART: According to my husband, the way to a man’s
heart is through love making. He says love making trumps food
any time any day. Make it a pleasurable experience, be inventive
and creative. Explore various ways to bring some zest into
lovemaking with your spouse.
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6. BE ATTENTIVE: Take the things that your spouse says seriously
and listen to understand, not to respond or win an argument.
Sometimes, all he wants is just to know that he has your undivided
attention.
7. MAKE LOVE, NOT WAR: In-laws still matter, and they should
become your “in-loves.” Love them as you love your spouse and
your marriage will be happier for it.
8. AVOID COMPARISON: Never use another person’s marriage or
spouse to judge yours. Your journey and your stories are different,
work on yours. It is an anomaly to compare what happens in your
marriage and relationship to another person’s; appearance could
be deceptive.
9. PERSONAL SPACE: Give your spouse alone time to watch his
favourite sport or enjoy himself. It will put him in a better frame of
mind to spend time with you.
10. BE AMENABLE: No matter whether the truth was told in love,
when and how it was told, if it is important to him, listen
attentively and take correction
11. APPEARANCE: Do not let yourself go. Personal grooming will not
only help your self-confidence, it keeps your husband attracted to
you.

ACTION STEPS
WATCH YOUR COMPANY: Have genuine friends that you can
speak to and with whom your secrets are safe. Be careful. With
some friends you certainly don’t need enemies.
BE EXPRESSIVE: Tell him how you feel, what you are thinking and
what ticks you off. Do not expect him to know, he’s no sorcerer nor
mind-reader.
BE HOSPITABLE: Create a loving, peaceful, neat and welcoming
environment in the home. Make it a stress and fatigue relieving
condition which is very welcoming to your spouse.
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BE SELFLESS: Intentionally be good to your spouse and look out for
his best interest. Knowing you have his well-being always in mind
endears you to him more.
BE A TEAM PLAYER: You are a team. If the marriage fails, you both
fail. If the atmosphere in your home is uncomfortable, you will
both be miserable. Decide to set the right mood in the home.
BE SUBMISSIVE: It is truly difficult sometimes to leave the final
decision with him, but learn to trust and hand over the issue to
God. Never define your spouse by someone else’s standards or
experience. He’s unique in his own way.
PURGE YOURSELF: Let it go, the pain, hurt and every negative
experience. It’s a drawback. Avoid this pitfall. Be empathetic, not a
nag! Try to put yourself in his shoes sometimes.

BLOOM WHERE YOU ARE PLANTED
Goal: As a Bride we might be in a marriage or negative situation that is
not what we bargained for or planned to happen. The expression,
"bloom where you're planted", means a person should take advantage
of the opportunities they have in their life and be grateful for the
present situation” – wiki How
The Lesson
I first heard the phrase; “Bloom where you are planted” from one of my
husband’s senior colleagues. I was not happy with my job and I felt like
my life was stagnant and boring. I had been identified with different
appellations; ‘a spouse, a contract staff, a Nigerian, the woman in the
house who did not have children’. I was sick and tired of the tags, I just
wanted to be me, pursue my dreams, which I felt I had put on hold for
my husband’s career.
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I felt I was losing my identity, my dreams, and the essence of who I was.
My life was passing me by, right before my eyes and it seemed there was
nothing I could do. Or so I thought. I could not see beyond my present
and I felt trapped. I kept asking myself if that was all there was to my life
or if there was more? I had lost my dad and I was struggling with
depression. During that season of my life, I cried a lot and then I heard
the phrase; “Bloom where you are planted”.
Suddenly, I realized that I did have a choice. I was not just a passenger in
the journey of life, I was a driver and I could drive my life with the
choices that I make.
• I could choose to be ungrateful and ignore all my blessings and
focus on the things that I did not have or were not happening in
my life and be miserable, or
• I could decide to do something about it, appreciate the present,
intentionally look out for opportunities in that season, realise that
life is indeed a journey and I could enjoy the different phases,
seasons, scenes, stops, moments, experiences, etc. along the
journey.
That year, I decided to intentionally bloom wherever I found myself in
life and maximize the moments in my life.
Since that decision, my life has taken different twists and turns. My
husband ‘s job has made us relocate twice and moved house three
times. I have had a traumatic life changing experience. I have had five
invasive surgeries; two that practically took my life. I have experienced 5
burglaries, lost my best friend. I mean life has happened and changes
have occurred; some pleasant and some I would not wish on anyone.
However, in all of the above situations, I realized, I still have a choice to
bloom where I am planted, to look out for the good in every
circumstance and make the best of it
There may be seasons in your life when, as a spouse or parent, you feel
short-changed, as if you are giving up so much to make your marriage
and family work. You will be wondering what about me and when will
my time come? I cannot give you the perfect answer to that or tell you
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that I understand how you feel. However, what I am saying to you right
now is that I recognize the emotion and I have been there. The funny
thing is that right now, I am doing what I love, and I still have to bloom
where I am planted and I must say all the other seasons of my life have
led me to where I am today and I would not be where I am today if not
for those seasons.
SO HOW CAN YOU BLOOM WHERE YOU ARE PLANTED?
1. Believe that God has a plan for your life and every season of your
life is a part of that plan. Therefore, make every season count by
learning to enjoy the moments, growing through the experiences
and intentionally preparing for the next season by doing the right
thing in each season. Do yourself a favour. Learn from your past,
live in the moment and prepare for the future.
2. Take responsibility for your happiness. A lot of people attach
their happiness to conditions. When a particular event happens,
they will be happy. Happiness is not dependent on who we are
with, what we are or have. It is totally dependent on our choice.
Happiness is choice-driven.
3. Build relationships that add value to your life. In every season of
your life, you need to cultivate your relationship with God, family,
friends and make your relationships count. Your relationships
determine the quality of life that you live. Enjoy your
relationships.
4. Develop every aspect of your life; your spirit, soul and body.
Have a “To Be” list that helps you to be a better version of
yourself every day and a “To Do” list, that helps you to achieve
your goals and ultimately your dreams. Make short term goals
that enable you to celebrate your moments.
5. Be a blessing to those around you. When you are looking out for
ways to be a blessing to others, you will find out that you will
become blessed in the process. In every season of your life as you
reach out to help people, you will be creating opportunities for
yourself by increasing your social credit or goodwill. According to
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“You will get all you want in life if you help enough other people
get what they want.” Zig Ziglar

Nigerian Culture and Traditions
There are over 250 ethnic groups in Nigeria, the reason for the diverse
traditions and culture. The major ethnic groups are the Hausa, Yoruba,
Igbo, Ijaw, Fulani, Kanuri and Ibibio
The traditions practiced in the different ethnic groups are similar to
those from other parts of the world. However, there are some special
and unique traditions practiced by most tribes in Nigeria.
• Greeting people older than you
Ethnicity, background and gender play a big role when greeting
people older than you. For example, certain tribes require a
female to kneel on the floor or curtsy to greet an elder, while
males are expected to prostrate, squat, or bow completely to the
ground.
• Using your right hand to give things to people
Never use your left hand to give things to older people. Nigerians
see it as a sign of disrespect to eat, hand over, or collect things
from people with your left hand.
• Organizing three different wedding ceremonies
o Introduction
o Traditional wedding
o Court, Christian or Muslim weddings
Introduction ceremony - The groom’s family visits the bride’s
family at the bride’s house to introduce themselves to the bride’s
family and will “state their intentions”. After the bride-to-be’s
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family accepts the official proposal, there is celebration
accompanied with food, drinks and music.
Traditional wedding – This depends on the part of the country the
bride is from. It usually involves the presentation of gifts from the
groom’s family, payment of the bride price, prostrations, wine
carrying etc. Also, another excuse to have a celebration party.
The Court, Christian or Muslim weddings - Nigerians are very
religious so you can expect a religious ceremony to crown the
marriage rites with a carnival-like party / reception after the
religious ceremony.
• Aso-Ebi – A Fashion statement
One thing that always stands out at Nigerian parties is the culture
of wearing the same fabric by a family or groups of people made
into different “flamboyant” styles. Sometimes it might not be the
same fabric it could be the colour code for the day. It is another
way of personalizing your party and making it more interesting.
• Omugwo (New baby care)
An important tradition after child birth when the bride’s mother
or mother-in-law comes to the home to take care of the mother
and baby.
The Ibos call it “omugwo”, Yorubas call it “Itoju omo” and Igalas
call it “Iwagwala-oma”. The new mother is not expected to do
anything in the first few weeks after giving birth to a baby.
Everything is done for her by relatives and friends, including
bathing the baby, massaging the new mother’s tummy,
performing household chores and cooking special meals.
• Naming Ceremony and Child Dedication
Eight days after the birth of a baby, the family will gather to
celebrate the arrival of the new baby with a naming ceremony.
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This is where the official names of the baby are presented to the
public with a reception afterwards to entertain the guests.
Child dedication is different from the naming ceremony and it cuts
across different religious faiths. The purpose of a dedication is to
thank God for the baby’s life and present the baby back to God for
protection, wisdom and provision. This usually takes place during
a religious service.
• Spraying Money at parties
A tradition that is being discouraged but which has prevailed.
Nigerians usually come forward while dancing to rain money on
the celebrants of the day, the musicians and sometimes those on
the dance floor. They do this to show how much they appreciate
the celebrant or the musicians. Sometimes it is a show of
flamboyance and affluence.
Nigerians are usually easy going, helpful, caring and love to have an
excuse to celebrate. It is what makes us “the happiest people on earth”
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Warm House
This is an important aspect of marital life. A man would like to come
home to a stress-free, strife-free and neat home where he feels at
peace, respected and his authority as the “king” is not contested.
Your husband is the head of the house but as a wise woman, you should
be the “flexible neck” that directs the affairs in the home.
We would be looking at the different areas that would require your
personal attention so that your house would remain a warm house
where everyone feels and experiences your love, peace and hospitality.
We would cover the following
1. Housekeeping
2. Home Finance
3. Family Life
4. Family Altar
5. Family Planning
6. Fertility and Conception
7. Pregnancy & Delivery
8. Baby and Toddler care
9. Raising Exceptional Children
10. Submission in marriage
11. Good Relationship with in-laws
12. Childhood friends and husband's friends
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Housekeeping - Keeping Your Home
Organized
There are some easy steps you can take to keep your home organized.
Take out 15 minutes a day and arrange your home in stages for your
family.
Maintaining the Kitchen
• When you walk into a kitchen, your eyes go straight to the cooker
and the sink as these are the areas where most activities in the
kitchen are carried out. It is important to keep these two areas
clean. If possible, wash the dirty dishes immediately or stack them
neatly in the sink.
• If you have a dish washer, arrange the dirty dishes in your
dishwasher after rinsing out the leftover food. When the
dishwasher is full, do the dishes. If you run your dishwasher while
you are asleep at night, you will pay lower utility rates and the
dishes will be cool and clean in the morning, ready to be put away.
• Run a napkin or sponge with the cleaner of your choice over the
countertops and tabletop once a day. This will take just a few
moments, yet will help keep your kitchen organized and neat. You
don’t have to scrub or take everything off the counters, just wipe
where you’ve cooked or eaten.
• Clean the sink daily. Scrub it with a soap pad or use some
household cleaner and a duster. If your sink is clean, you are less
likely to let dirty dishes pile up in it.
• Sweep the floors daily. Just take a broom across it and sweep up
the big crumbs. Then run a damp mop over it to get the week’s
dirt washed off. You don’t have to polish the floor. Using a damp
mop will suffice.
• Clean the cooker daily before going to bed. At least once a month,
re-arrange your cupboards and if you have a store or pantry
organize it neatly.
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Maintaining the Living Room Areas
• Pick up the papers that land on your flat surfaces and either throw
them away or file them appropriately every evening. If you are
diligent about keeping the papers picked up, your room will
appear much more organized and cleaner, even if no deep
cleaning has been done.
• Dust once a week—run your duster over the flat surfaces. It is a
5minute job that will make a big difference in the living room.
• Sweep or Vacuum twice a week. You don’t need to move the
furniture just do the spaces where you walk. Maximum time fifteen minutes.
• Take your glass cleaner and go over the TV screen and any other
glass that collects fingerprints once a week. Maximum time - three
minutes.
Doing quick and easy tasks gives you the push to get started. That is the
key when it comes to staying organized. Once you get going, things get
done!
Maintaining the Bathrooms
• Take some window cleaner and a duster and squirt on the mirror
at the point where it was sprayed with toothpaste. You don’t need
to do the whole mirror daily –that is a waste of time and cleaner.
Just clean the section that is dirty.
• Use a quick swipe of a duster with cleaner to wipe out your sink
and faucet from the toothpaste, hair and shaving cream residue.
• Swish out the toilet bowl with a quick flick of the toilet brush. No
cleaner is necessary but it helps. Run the toilet bleach on it and
leave. It gives the toilet a sanitized smell.
• After every shower, take your duster or wash cloth and use some
of the cleaner to wipe down the sides of the shower or tub. It
takes a minute to do, but it will prevent having to bend over the
tub to scrub it out periodically.
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• Once a week, sweep your bathroom floors and catch the hair that
collects there.
Maintaining the Study
• Don’t accumulate papers on your desktop.. When a bill comes in,
put it in the desk-organizer on your table or pay it. The same with
other mail and paperwork. A useful tip would be to open the mail
right over the trash can—that way, whatever is garbage doesn’t
collect on the desk, but hits the bin immediately and it’s out of
your hair.
• Dust bookshelves once a week. Run your duster over the area
between the ends of the books and the edge of the shelf.
• Wipe down your laptop or desktop monitor weekly with window
cleaner and a duster.
Maintaining the Bedrooms
“The Bed is the biggest furniture in the room. When the bed is neat the room
appears organized”

• Cultivate the habit of making your bed as you rise up to start your
day. A neat bed gives the impression of an organized room.
• Don’t throw clothes all over the room. Hang them in the wardrobe
or fold them neatly in the chest of drawers, separating underwear
from your clothes in several drawers.
• Arrange shoes neatly under the bed or in a shoe bag.
• For those who read in bed, keep the books neatly stacked up on
the bedside cabinet.
• Sweep the floor 2 to 3 times in a week and run a damp mop over
it to get the week’s dirt washed off. No need to polish the floor.
The use of a damp mop would wipe off dust from the floor.
Maintaining the Laundry
• Do the laundry 2 to3 times in a week, depending on the size of
your family. For families with more than 3 children, it is advisable
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to do a bit of laundry every day Take note that baby laundry is
handled differently from adult laundry. No fabric softener should
be used for baby laundry. Choose a day to do only baby laundry.
• Choose a different day to do adult laundry. Separate the laundry
into white, colored and dark/black garments. This helps to protect
the clothes from color run.
• Do the ironing when the laundry is clean and dry. Be done with
the task and make sure that clean, ready-to-wear shirts, blouses
and clothes are smiling at you when you walk into the closet in the
morning.
Maintaining Your Sanity
This is easier said than done. Putting the home on a schedule prevents
you from being overwhelmed with the chores. Make a timetable for
when specific chores will be handled, such that vacuuming will be done
on a particular day and that laundry on another day.
You will not resent walking in to the bathroom, because it will make you
smile to see a shiny sink when you turn on the light. And you will know
that YOU are special enough to have a clean bathroom, not just the
visitor that comes to visit, with the peace of mind that comes with living
in a clean and neat house.
Most of all, you will have the appreciation of your family, and you will
know that you are setting up good habits for your children to observe
and repeat in their own homes.
Remember that it takes a few minutes each day to maintain your
organized household.
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Home Finance
This is an important aspect of marriage as this is where 80% of conflicts
start in the home. We will highlight some areas that need to be
discussed.
• Joint bank account or separate accounts?
This is one of the most important decisions the two of you need to
make regarding your finances. A joint account is recommended for
family projects and separate accounts for personal expenses.
Having your own money that you can spend however you want
can lessen arguments about money.
• Feeding and family / household expenses
It is a good idea to agree on the monthly / weekly feeding
allowance for the family while making provision for household
expenses like rent, mortgage, utilities, repairs, cable, wi-fi etc.
Childcare and choice of school for the children and how the school
fees will be paid need to be discussed and agreed.
• Save 10% of Your Income
Couples usually feel that they don't have enough money to save.
Make the decision to save at least 10% of your income.
This should be channeled to cover
(1) an emergency fund, usually an equivalent of 3 to
6months salary,
(2) an investment account for major family investments like
mortgage deposit or private school fees,
(3) funding your goal to own your own house as soon as
possible,
(4) An investment in a pension / retirement account.
The earlier the two of you start saving money for your
retirement years, the easier it will be to have a retirement
lifestyle that you both desire.
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• Live debt free and handle debt as a couple
As much as possible live within your means, delay gratification and
try not to buy things on credit or go into debt to finance
household gadgets. Discuss any existing debt and budget a
repayment plan into your family finances.
• Don't Keep Big Financial Secrets
Not being honest about your finances, large financial purchases or
keeping debts hidden is considered financial infidelity by many
people. Such secrets can destroy your marriage. Try to discuss
your family financial situation regularly.

Family Altar
The home is the smallest unit of the community and it is important for a
newly married couple to have God as the anchor point in their marriage
whether they are Muslims or Christians. A family that prays together
stays together.
It is advisable and highly recommended for the couple to always pray
together, attend the same church or mosque, get involved in spiritual
activities and be accountable to spiritual authority.
Psalm 127:1 “Except the Lord build the house, they labor in vain that
build it. Except the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in vain”
The family altar is not a physical location or place in the home. It is a
regular time of sharing the word of God together as a unit and bearing
one another’s burden. This will keep the marriage strong as the family
altar will bring down the presence of God. The most powerful force in
the universe involves Two or more people agreeing on a matter. That is
the Power of Agreement. “If two of you shall agree on earth as
touching anything that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of my
Father which is in heaven.” Matt 18:19
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The format is flexible but should include, Bible reading, exhortation &
contribution, Praise and worship and Prayers to round it up. A daily
devotional would be a useful guide. Every member of the family should
be involved especially young children as the bible states in Proverbs 22:6
“Train up a child in the way he should go and when he is old, he will not
depart from it.”
The family altar should not replace personal bible study and fellowship;
it should complement it as everybody needs a personal relationship with
God.

Family Life: 10 Secrets to a Happy Marriage
Having a happy marriage doesn’t come easily simply because you love
each other. While love is very important in a marriage, it is not enough.
Like any other relationship, you have to work at your marriage. It is
imperative to understand that a marriage is a multi-faceted relationship
that needs to be nurtured in all of its capacities in order to be successful.
Open communication and careful consideration of each other’s feelings
are two of the emotional aspects that are key to a happy marriage. Even
more mundane details such as household responsibilities and financial
understanding can affect the state of the marriage. Other areas to take
into consideration include: • Being willing to make sacrifices - is one secret to a happy
marriage. Both partners in the marriage must be prepared to put
the other’s happiness ahead of their own from time to time for
the marriage to truly work. If either partner is completely selfcentered and unwilling to make sacrifices it will create resentment
in the marriage. Sometimes the sacrifices may be big but most
often it is the smaller things that matter most. Even preparing a
dish that you don’t like but that you know your spouse likes lets
your partner know that you care and are willing to put their
happiness first.
• While making sacrifices is important in a happy marriage, it is also
important to sometimes do things that are just for you. It is great
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to have a lot of common interests but it is also essential to have
some things that you enjoy doing on your own. Having some
separate activities gives you a little time away from your partner
once in a while and gives you a chance to realize how much you
miss them when you are apart. It also gives you an opportunity to
explore things on your own and prevents boredom in the
relationship.
• Another secret to a happy marriage is to maintain an intimate
and affectionate relationship. Sharing physical closeness will
keep your marriage happy. Even small gestures such as hugs or
holding hands give you the opportunity to reconnect with your
spouse on a daily basis.
• Finances can cause a great deal of stress in a marriage so it is
important to do your best to ensure that you do not allow your
financial situation to destroy your marriage. When financial
concerns arise, it is important to discuss the problems so that both
partners are aware of what is going on and to work on
establishing a budget together. Working together on this issue
will make sure that neither partner feels left out of the decisionmaking process and neither partner bears the stress of worrying
about finances on their own.
• Sharing household responsibilities is another secret to a happy
marriage. If any partner feels as though they are taking on too
much responsibility in the household it can lead to resentment.
Not only does sharing these responsibilities prevent resentment
but it also gives the couple an opportunity to work as a team
which strengthens their bond. Both partners need to take an
active role in completing household chores and let their partner
know if they are beginning to feel overburdened.
• Open and honest communication is also necessary for a happy
marriage. Without communication the relationship will
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continually struggle. It’s important to be honest with your partner
and share your concern and to listen to what your partner has to
say and make an effort to understand their point of view.
Communicating about problems and concerns is important but it’s
also important to communicate about your aspirations and even
your daily lives. All of these types of communication bring a
couple closer together and foster a happy marriage.

• Along the lines of open communication, it is also important that
you let your partner know if they have said or done something to
hurt you. Failure to do so will allow the problem to continue to
cause problems in the marriage. If you bottle up your feelings
your partner will be unaware of what they have done to hurt you
and may likely repeat their actions.
You also may begin to avoid your partner because you are angry
and you don’t want to start a confrontation. Your partner in turn
may sense you behaving differently and be annoyed by your
behavior. Simply coming out and telling your partner why you are
upset can help you avoid this unnecessary host of problems.
• Understanding that you and your partner won’t always be in
complete agreement is also critical to a happy marriage. While
you may agree on a lot of things it is unrealistic to believe that you
and your partner will be in sync at all times. It is okay to disagree
sometimes as long as you respect each other’s feelings and beliefs
and do not think that any one disagreement will be the end of the
relationship.
• Spontaneity is also an important part of a happy marriage.
Allowing yourself to fall into a predictable pattern can lead to
boredom but being spontaneous at times will prevent boredom
from setting in and keep the relationship interesting.
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• Finally, remembering why you married your spouse is one of the
most important secrets of a happy marriage. Always
remembering what it is about your partner that drew you to
them will ensure that you never forget your love for your
partner. It will also ensure that they are always beautiful in your
eyes. Many things may change throughout the course of your
marriage but the one thing that will always remain is the reason
you fell in love in the first place.
A happy marriage is not guaranteed no matter how much the partners
love each other. There are so many variables that can have an effect on
the happiness and success of the marriage. It is important that both
partners realize that they must continuously work on all of these aspects
if they want their marriage to remain a happy and healthy relationship.

Family Planning
Family planning is the practice of controlling the number of children one
has and the intervals between their births, particularly by means of
contraception or voluntary sterilization.
There are different methods of contraception. The type that works best
for you will depend on your health and your circumstances.
There are several issues to consider when deciding which method of
contraception is right for you. Once you’ve read this information, please
go to your doctor or family planning clinic to discuss your choices.
The methods of contraception
There are lots of methods to choose from, so don't be put off if the first
thing you use isn't quite right for you; you can try other options.
•
•
•
•

Combined pill
Condoms
Contraceptive implant
Contraceptive injection
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contraceptive patch
Diaphragms and caps
Intrauterine device (IUD)
Intrauterine system (IUS)
Natural family planning
Progestogen-only pill
Vaginal ring

There are two permanent methods of contraception:
•
•

Female sterilisation.
Male sterilisation (vasectomy).

Natural family planning
What is it?
Natural family planning is a method that teaches you when you can have
sex without contraception with a reduced risk of getting pregnant.
How does it work?
It works by plotting the times of the month (menstrual cycle) when you
are fertile and when you are not.
You learn how to record fertility signals, such as your body temperature
and fluids in your cervix, to identify when it is safer to have sex. This
method is more effective when more than one fertility signal is
monitored.
You can't learn natural family planning from a book. It has to be learned
from a specialist teacher. To find a natural family planning teacher, ask
your doctor or contact the family planning clinic.
How effective is it?
If the instructions are properly followed, natural family planning
methods are up to 98% effective, depending on what method is used.
This means that up to two women in 100 who use natural family
planning will get pregnant in one year.
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It will be less effective if it is not used according to the instructions. It
takes commitment and time to achieve 98% effectiveness.
Added benefits?
•

There are no physical side effects, and you can use it to plan when
you want to get pregnant.

What else should I know?
•

•
•

You have to keep a daily record of your fertility signals, such as
your temperature and the fluids coming from your cervix. It takes
three to six menstrual cycles to learn the method.
Fertility signals can be affected by illness, stress and travel.
If you want to have sex during your fertile time (which lasts
around eight days a month), use a condom.

Please go to your doctor or family planning clinic to discuss your
options.

FERTILITY AND CONCEPTION
Pregnancy is one of the most joyous and stressful times in a woman's
life. While physically taxing and nerve-wracking, it is also wonderful. This
section breaks down just how the process of conception works, fertility
issues, how to tell if you are pregnant and what you can expect along the
way.
Fertility and Conception
Some people become pregnant easily, while others have to wait a while
to achieve a pregnancy. A lot of it depends on where you are in your life
and your own predisposition to becoming pregnant.
Pre-conception
There are many ways to monitor your fertility to ensure you try to
conceive on the most optimum days. One of the most common ways to
do this is to chart your basal body temperature or your BBT.
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The BBT is the temperature of the body at rest and it can tell you a lot
about a woman’s fertility and where she is in her cycle. You can do this
by taking your temperature with a digital thermometer at the same time
each morning when you wake up. Write down the temperature for each
morning, beginning on the day you first start your period.
After you ovulate, you will notice a rise in temperature of around 0 .4
degrees. Now you know that the days prior to this increase in
temperature were your most fertile days, that is, the best time to
attempt to conceive.
Another way to monitor your fertility is to chart the cervical fluid. This
can be done by wiping the vaginal area with your fingers before you
urinate. If you are ovulating, the fluid will be of an egg white
consistency; slightly clear, wet and stretchy. This is the best time to have
sex, as this type of cervical fluid is indicative of prime fertility. This is
followed by a period of creamy, white fluid. While it may seem
somewhat gross, this is your body’s natural way of telling you when
you’re ready to conceive.
Boosting Fertility
Not every couple can have a baby easily. In fact, many couples have to
boost their fertility by monitoring their daily activities. Maintaining a
healthy weight, eating properly and exercising regularly all contribute to
an individual’s ability to conceive. While it is primarily the woman that
must be in the normal weight range, men should also be cautious of this
factor.
Along with being in good health in general, the foods you eat can play a
vital role in boosting fertility. Some foods to add to your diet include:
• Antioxidants: Green tea, in particular is a great source of
antioxidants which keep the immune system high and makes
sure baby will be healthy when you do conceive.
• Vitamin C: Oranges or any other citrus fruit act as a good
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fertility booster.
• Water: Good old H2O may seem like a no-brainer, but ensuring
you are getting your 8 glasses of water a day can work wonders
on fertility.
• Calcium: Women in particular need lots of calcium to grow a
healthy baby. After all, it promotes the growth of healthy
bones.
• Folic Acid: Whole grains and green, leafy vegetables are great
for you and baby. Eating foods rich in folic acid can actual help
prevent defects.
Fertility Challenges
Many couples suffer from infertility wherein the man, woman or both
suffer from a condition that makes it difficult for them to conceive a
child.
Infertility can be caused by:
-

Ovulation problems.
Low sperm count.
Low quality sperm.
Infections of the vagina, cervix, and other reproductive organs.
Certain illnesses such as diabetes.
STDs.
Aging.
Radiation exposure from cancer treatment or other sources.
Genetic diseases.

As you can see, there are many factors that can affect a couple’s ability
to conceive. It only takes one problem to cause infertility; however,
most couples who suffer from fertility problems have more than one
problem to contend with. The best way to beat fertility issues is to see
your doctor. If you have been trying to conceive for a year with no luck,
it may be time to pay a visit to the doctor so that both the man and the
woman can be tested.
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DELAY IN CONCEPTION: WAITING
EFFECTIVELY FOR YOUR GIFT FROM GOD
GOAL: You might be wondering what this chapter is doing in this book
and you might even be afraid of reading it. Your hesitation and
sentiments are perfectly understandable. Many of you reading this are
hoping and praying that you will not have to wait to conceive. Thus, the
purpose of this article is to help couples deal with the expectations of
marriage regarding childbearing, delayed conception and the fortitude
to wait graciously and effectively. The waiting game has never been an
easy path to tread; it has always been filled with thorns, turbulence,
trials and all whatnot.
LESSON:
We are going to examine ways to wait without losing our balance in
body and spirit.
TIPS ON HOW TO WAIT EFFECTIVELY
1. Take One Day at a Time
Each day comes laden with its own wealth of opportunities and
challenges. So, take it one day at a time. Enjoy each day as it comes and
make the best of it.
2. Accept the Fact that We are Not in Control of the Final Outcome
All anyone can do is their best; we do not have control over our
reproductive organs. Some people have tried to have a baby at all cost.
And it eventually cost them their life, marriage, self-esteem, and the will
to live. Your purpose is not tied to your womb; it is tied to the reason
why you were created. Examples abide of people who have gone
through such harrowing experiences as fibroid surgeries, multiple IVF
procedures and hysteroscopy,
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but have found a way to overcome their experiences and become a
blessing in the lives of others. They have been able to make a difference
in the lives of others. Remember, your purpose is not tied to your womb.
3. Look for Creative Ways to Vent
The emotional stress associated with infertility has been compared to
that of cancer or other terminal diseases. On this journey, one must
learn how to express emotions constructively. Learn to write in a diary
or journal, do exercises, join a dance class or garden, etc. It is very
important that anyone going through infertility lets off steam positively
or they will have blow outs when it is least expected.
4. Research and Gather Information
Reading about the situation and what can be done enables one to know
what options are available and what can be done. This will definitely give
some peace of mind and a certain level of control. Doing a lot of reading
and research puts one in a comfortable position whenever one has an
appointment with a doctor because you now understand the facts and
terminologies and are not unduly worried.
5. Look for Opportunities to Serve
Those of us who are fertility challenged have some time to spare.
Instead of hiding away or burying/focusing on work as an escape or
distraction; go out and touch someone’s life. We all have the gift of
nurturing. Putting this gift to use can be quite uplifting.
6. Be Grateful and Forgiving
True contentment in life is not based on having everything we want, but
being thankful for all we have. We must be quick to forgive a wrong
especially from those who do not know better. We cannot afford to trap
ourselves with questions that limit us and make us victims. We must
change the negative narrative and be grateful for who we are and what
we have.
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7. Find A Support Group or Form One
We must never underestimate what can happen when we decide to use
our experience for good! My decision to establish Elizabeth’s Surprise at
that time has been one of the most helpful steps I have taken on this
journey. My sisters in the Support Group helped me through all the
turbulent moments. Why walk alone when you can get help?
8. Build Your Relationship with Your Spouse
Marriage is first for companionship, then procreation. Do not put your
life on hold. Look good, pursue your dreams and celebrate life. Focus on
nurturing your relationship with your spouse. If you successfully weather
the storm of infertility, your marriage will be stronger for it and you will
be better prepared to enter the phase of parenting or child-free living.
ACTION STEPS:
In all said so far, take note to:
1. Wait proactively. Define your life. Don’t become a victim of infertility,
re-invent yourself, actively pursue opportunities towards creating a
better and improved YOU.
2. Seek company. Don’t go languishing in self-pity. Avoid depressing
situations.
3. Stay productive and purposeful. It is a productive and purposeful
person that makes a remarkable parent. Don’t become an accidental
parent.
4. Seek God in all and at all times. Like the Boy Scout Motto: BE
PREPARED!
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PREGNANCY
Signs and Signals of Pregnancy
The body provides several clues that one is pregnant, several weeks
before a pregnancy test can even provide a result. If you have been
trying to get pregnant and experience one or several of the following
symptoms, you might just be expecting!
• Light Spotting: A bit of bleeding at the earliest stage of pregnancy
is completely normal and indicates the egg has implanted itself in
the uterine lining. This may also cause mild cramping.
• Tender Breasts: Your breasts will begin to enlarge and feel fuller.
They may also be quite tender, sore or just feel plain odd.
• Nausea: While morning sickness typically doesn’t begin until
around four weeks, it can start as early as two! You may feel
nausea and experience vomiting, especially after having just eaten
or being around any strong odor.
• Fatigue: In the earliest stages of pregnancy, your body is preparing
to support and nurture the life that is growing inside you. Your
heart pumps faster as your body produces more blood to
accommodate the carrying of nutrients to baby. All of this internal
work is bound to leave you feeling drained.
• Dizziness: A number of factors may contribute to a feeling of lightheadedness early in pregnancy. Your blood pressure drops as the
blood vessels in your body expand to accommodate the increase
in blood. Low blood sugar can also contribute to this sensation of
faintness.
• Constipation: Fatigue is a common symptom of pregnancy.
Funnily enough, this fatigue does not just slow down how you feel
and function. It also slows down the digestive tract. With high
levels of the hormone progesterone in your system, digestion
slows down, leading to potential constipation.
• Cravings and Aversions: Pregnant women are known for their out
–of- this- world cravings. Your food actually tastes different in
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early pregnancy as hormones prepare your body to grow a human
being.
• Elevated BBT: Your BBT or Basal Body Temperature is your
temperature immediately after you wake up in the morning. Many
women use the BBT to monitor their ovulation, as it is slightly
raised at this point in the cycle. If your BBT is raised for two weeks
or more after ovulation, you’re most likely pregnant!
Each trimester of your pregnancy brings with it unique challenges. Your
expectations of yourself and others will change as your body changes.
The following breaks down what you can expect out of each trimester of
your pregnancy, along with how to stay healthy for baby—mind, body
and soul.
First Trimester
This is it! You’re pregnant and may not even know it yet as a tiny baby
begins to grow inside you. But becoming pregnant brings with it massive
changes. Pregnancy is one of the most physically demanding tasks a
woman can endure.
Symptoms
Much of the symptoms you will encounter during the first trimester of
pregnancy are the same or similar to those that may have indicated you
were pregnant to begin with. As hormones begin to rush throughout
your body in preparation for a brand-new life, you may experience
nausea, dizziness, fatigue, sore breasts, and frequent urination. It can be
difficult dealing with these symptoms, but with a bit of knowledge you
can battle these pregnancy ailments like a pro.
For instance, if you’re experiencing morning sickness, eating smaller
meals, avoiding odors that make you queasy can help to squelch the
nausea. Or, if you’re lightheaded, avoid standing in one spot for lengthy
periods of time and rise very slowly when getting up from a nap or from
sitting. It may seem impossible to deal with at first, but you can learn to
cope with these early pregnancy symptoms.
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Pre-natal Exam
This should be the first thing on your pregnancy to-do list. While you
may want to go out to find cute things to decorate the nursery with, the
first thing you should do upon finding out you are pregnant is to set up
an appointment with your doctor. This initial appointment will cover a
lot of ground regarding you, your health and your baby. Expect to go
through all of the following:
• Health assessment. Basically, you’ll undergo a regular physical
exam to determine your overall health. Expect to be weighed,
have a height measurement taken and to have your heart listened
to.
• Medical History. Even though it is annoying and it seems like you
are always asked the same questions each time you go to the
doctor, this time, your doctor will ask questions with your
pregnant state in mind. You will be asked about your menstrual
cycle, allergies, and family history of certain medical conditions
including genetic defects.
• Pelvic Exam. Your doctor will evaluate the vagina and the cervix
for abnormalities. He /She will also look to confirm how far along
in your pregnancy you are.
• Blood Samples. No one likes needles, but blood tests are
absolutely necessary to have important information about you on
file. They will test to see what your blood type is, for Rh factor and
to see if you have been exposed to diseases such as syphilis,
measles and hepatitis B.
• Urine Samples. Yes, you need to pee in a cup. But this test is good
for determining whether or not you have a kidney or bladder
infection and can determine if you are a candidate for gestational
diabetes.
• Due Date. One of the most important things you will learn at your
prenatal exam is your due date! This is determined by taking the
date of your last period and adding 40 weeks.
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Diet and Exercise in Pregnancy
A prenatal vitamin should become a part of your daily regimen right
when you find out you are pregnant. If you smoke, you will need to quit
right away, along with stopping the consumption of alcohol. Remember:
whatever you put in your body; you’re also putting in your baby’s body.
With your doctor’s approval, you should be able to maintain your regular
fitness routine. If you’re not one for exercising, take up walking. This will
help you maintain a healthy weight during your pregnancy and keep up
your strength for when it comes time to deliver.
Development
By now, you may be wondering what baby is up to in the womb while
you are keeping doctor’s visits and puking up a storm. The first trimester
is the first three months of your baby’s life. Let’s look at it week – on week.
Weeks 1-3 are devoted to becoming pregnant: They include your last
period, conception and the actual point the fertilized egg becomes
implanted in the uterus.
Weeks 4-6: At week 4, baby is officially an embryo and begins to develop
major organ systems such as the brain and spinal cord. Week 5 brings
the first beats of your baby’s heart and Week 6 brings the first hint of
facial features.
Weeks 7-9: The appearance of the umbilical cord, completed limbs,
fingers and toes and the first hints of movement mark these three weeks
in your baby’s development. Note: even though baby may begin to move
as early as week 9, you will not be able to feel it yet.
Weeks 10-12: The embryonic tail disappears at week 10 and bones begin
to form. At week 11, baby is officially a fetus and the sex of the baby can
now be easily determined. Up to three inches long at week 12, baby
begins to form fingernails and toenails.
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Second Trimester
We are moving right along! Many women consider the second trimester
to be the most enjoyable of pregnancy. Most of the morning sickness
and fatigue have subsided by now.
Symptoms
Many of the bodily symptoms associated with the second trimester of
pregnancy are common sense, but they still need to be mentioned. After
all, it’s better to know what to expect, right?
• The Ever-Expanding Tummy: Of course, your belly grows! In fact,
you will probably gain around 2kg every month until it’s time to
deliver. As your baby grows, your uterus grows. As your uterus
grows your abdomen grows too.
• Bigger Breasts: Did you know your breasts can grow up to two cup
sizes during pregnancy? The hormones surging through your body
stimulate the glands that produce milk in your breasts.
• Constipation: You may have experienced constipation during the
first trimester as well, but it can still be quite a problem
throughout the rest of your pregnancy. As your baby grows, she
presses on your internal organs, causing the digestive system to
slow down considerably, resulting in complications such as
constipation.
• Discharge: A bit of extra vaginal discharge during the second
trimester is completely normal. It is believed that this highly acidic
discharge helps to fight off bacteria that could potentially enter
the vagina.
• Braxton-Hicks: You can consider these contractions as “practice”
contractions. Your uterus has a very big job to do come delivery
day, so it starts to build its strength early on. Painless contractions
in the lower abdominal and groin areas are perfectly normal.
• Bladder Infections: The longer urine sits in your bladder, the more
likely you are of developing a bladder infection. As the uterus
grows, it presses on the bladder, further slowing down the flow of
urine. Be sure to drink plenty of water to combat this unpleasant
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side effect.
Dizziness and Shortness of Breath: As your body prepares for
baby, blood vessels expand yet may not have a sufficient enough
blood volume to fill them, causing you to feel dizzy. While this
problem will generally work itself out, it is best to avoid standing
for long periods of time to combat the light-headedness. Likewise,
your lungs are filling up with more oxygen than they ever have
before, leaving you feeling slightly out of breath.
Darkened Skin: Due to all of this increased blood flow, your skin
can change pigment as well, especially the nipples, genital area
and face. While you may end up with a healthy glow, you may also
end up a bit blotchy!
Heartburn: Again, your digestive system slows way down during
pregnancy. When you eat, the food is pushed down the
esophagus much slower than normal, leaving you with a nasty
case of heartburn.
Sinus Congestion: While this increased blood flow thing has been
good for the rest of your body, it can be quite disruptive to the
nasal passages. In fact, as your blood volume increases, the
mucous membranes of the nose and sinuses swell up, leaving you
feeling congested.

Prenatal Care During Second Trimester
You should be getting quite friendly with your obstetrician by now!
During the second trimester, you will probably have an appointment
once a month to ensure everything is right on track. Here are some
things you should expect at the doctor’s office.
• Tests: Lots of them, too! Everything from the standard diagnostic
procedures like blood tests, urine tests and blood pressure checks
will be performed to make sure you are in tip-top shape. Likewise,
your weight will be monitored closely, also the size of your
abdomen.
• Movement: Around 20 weeks, you should feel baby move for the
first time. Your doctor will want to know when you first feel
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movement in the womb.
• Heartbeat: An ultrasound scan will be performed to gain a visual
of the baby and to ensure the baby is developing properly. You
should also be able to hear the baby’s heartbeat.
• Pre-natal Testing: Whilst this may not be compulsory, it is always
a good idea to consider having prenatal testing done to determine
the risk of congenital defects, genetic diseases and other such
problems. Common tests performed are blood tests to check for
genetic problems, ultrasounds for developmental problems and
more invasive tests such as the amniocentesis to check for specific
conditions.
Diet and Exercise
If you were active before your pregnancy and during the first trimester,
there is no reason why you cannot continue to be active during the
second trimester, with your doctor’s permission, of course. Avoid jarring
physical activities and anything that may put your balance at risk. As
your belly grows, your center of gravity shifts, making the likelihood of a
tumble higher. Activities to avoid include hiking, mountain biking, skiing
and any other activity that puts your tummy at risk.
You may notice your appetite increasing. While you are not literally
eating for two, you will have to eat a bit more, of healthy foods, that is,
to keep up a higher caloric intake. It is important to keep your energy
level up so baby can grow healthy and strong. Try eating several smaller
meals throughout the day to keep those carbohydrates in your system.
Development
Now you are really cooking! Baby is changing each and every day and
looking more and more like an actual little person! Below is the weekby-week rundown of what the little one is doing in the womb.
Weeks 13-15: Baby starts kicking and moving all over the womb at week
13, though you may not feel it yet. The sex of the baby continues to
become more and more apparent with the prostate developing in males
and the ovaries moving into place in females. Likewise, at week 15, baby
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will develop skin and possibly hair follicles.
Weeks 16-18: The fetus can now make a fist and is capable of simple
facial expressions. At week 17, fat begins to be stored in the body for
protection and warmth afterbirth. The ears will become functional as
well, allowing baby to hear your heartbeat, stomach grumble and loud
noises from outside the womb.
Weeks 19- 21: A protective coating called vernix now covers baby’s skin.
At 20 weeks, you are halfway through your pregnancy and baby’s
movements are probably perceivable by you now. At week 21, baby can
swallow amniotic fluid and gain nourishment from it.
Weeks 22-24: Baby will begin to develop the sense of touch and will try
to touching everything around him or her. Amazingly, females are now
equipped with all of the eggs they will ever have at this point. The lungs
prepare for breathing outside the womb at week 23 and the skin slowly
loses its transparency. Baby has a completely developed inner ear at this
point and can tell if he is upside down or right side up. Baby will also
sleep and wake regularly.
Weeks 25-27: While nerve connections are not fully developed yet, baby
will still use her hands to touch and feel all that is around her. Hair on
the head, eyebrows and eyelashes are forming well and fully. At the end
of the second trimester, baby will have tripled her length from what it
was at the end of the first trimester.
Third Trimester
You are nearing the end of the exciting journey of pregnancy. You might
be counting the hours until the end, or enjoying every last minute of it.
Each woman’s experience is different.
Symptoms
While much of the annoying symptoms you experienced at the
beginning of the pregnancy have now passed, you may find yourself
more uncomfortable than ever or suffering from new symptoms
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altogether. The following should give you an idea of what to expect.
• Swelling: Swollen feet are no stranger to pregnant women in the
third trimester. As your belly continues to grow, it presses on the
veins that bring the blood back out of the legs, leaving them
swollen. With all of those dilated blood vessels, other parts of the
body may begin to swell as well, such as the face and hands.
• Backaches: As the baby grows, so does the abdomen, throwing a
considerable amount of strain on the lower back. Not to mention
the fact that hormones during pregnancy work to loosen the
ligaments between the bones. This places an even greater strain
on the back.
• Varicose Veins: If you notice blue or raised veins on your body you
have varicose veins. These appear most frequently in the legs
during pregnancy. Since the veins in the pelvis are somewhat
compressed, blood tends to pool in the legs, causing unsightly
eruptions.
• Increased Urination: Expect to be running to the bathroom
often during the last trimester of your pregnancy. As baby grows,
the more she will press on your bladder making it feel as though
you have to go all the time. Also, once baby drops nearer to your
due date, the pressure will increase even more.
• Bigger Breasts: Yes, they keep on growing! Women tend to gain
1-3 pounds of breast tissue during pregnancy! Also, as your due
date draws near, expect to begin to leak colostrum, the nutrientrich substance your baby will survive on for a few days after birth.
• Increased Weight: About 15kg of weight gain is normal during
pregnancy. While the baby is a key factor for this additional
weight, so do several other things such as the placenta, the extra
blood in your system, increased fat and fluid retention.
Prenatal Care During the Third Trimester
Your doctor visits will become more frequent now as your due date
approaches. Expect more pelvic exams and general discussion on the
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condition of your cervix. You will also be tested for certain conditions
during the third trimester including:
• Group B Strep: This is a bacteria that lives in the rectum or
vagina of some women. While it is not harmful to you, it can
cause serious infection if baby is exposed to it at birth. If you
test positive for this bacteria, you will most likely be required
to go on antibiotics during labor.
• Anemia: If you are found to be anemic, wherein you have a
low red blood cell count, you will need to take iron
supplements to boost the hemoglobin in your blood. Being
anemic during pregnancy can cause slowed development and
even pre-term labor.
• Diabetes: Some women experience gestational diabetes; a
form of diabetes that is only present during pregnancy. If you
are diagnosed with gestational diabetes, a proper diet should
be able to manage the problem.
Your baby’s position will also be monitored. If your baby is breech, or
has its feet down, the doctor may attempt to turn the baby using a
procedure called external version, where he presses on the abdomen in
a certain way to encourage the baby to turn. C-Section is also an option
to consider in the case of a breech baby.
After week 36, you’ll most likely be asked to come once a week until the
onset of labor.
Diet and Exercise
If everything looks good, you will most likely be able to continue your
normal fitness plan. Remember to avoid any activities that put your
balance in question. Also, avoid any strenuous weight lifting, as this can
also throw you off balance as it places a large amount of pressure on the
abdomen.
Remember that: you are not eating for two, but you are eating for more
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than one! A slightly increased caloric intake is necessary to ensure both
you and baby receive all the proper nutrients.
During pregnancy, having a healthy lifestyle is important and necessary
for having a healthy baby.
• Attend your monthly ante-natal session
• Take your multivitamins daily,
• Eating and resting well is also important.
• Pray for your baby in the womb,
• Speak to your baby in the womb, they can hear you.
Development
It’s on now! Baby is developing fast and changing everyday inside the
womb. Keep reading to find out what your baby is doing as you get
closer to your due date.
Week 28-30: Baby’s eyes can open and close now and you will become
much more aware of baby’s movements. As baby’s bones harden, her
kicks will be much more noticeable. Baby will also continue to gain
weight, as much as 1kg a week.
Week 31-33: Baby’s lungs continue to develop to maturity. If he is born
at this point, the survival rate is extremely high. Also, the hair that has
covered his skin now begins to fall out. By week 33, he can see light and
his pupils’ contract and dilate.
Week 34-36: That white, filmy coating called vernix now becomes much
thicker and may even still be visible at birth. You will probably not feel
baby moving quite as much, as he is growing rapidly and there is
reduced room for him/her to move about! He can also suck now and is
probably moving into the head down position in preparation for birth.
Week 37-39: Congratulations! Baby is full-term at 37 weeks. She
continues to put on weight and store fat, giving her that baby roundness
seen at the time of birth. The brain continues to develop, as it will
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continue to do so all throughout childhood.
Week 40: Baby’s here! Your due date has arrived and baby should make
an appearance into the world anytime now.
Labor and Delivery
The time has finally arrived! You are watching a favorite TV show rerun,
when all of a sudden you feel your very first contraction. Don’t panic!
Call who you need to call, pick up that overnight bag and head to the
hospital once your contractions are five minutes apart.
Stage 1: Early Labor
It may be hard to determine exactly when labor starts, unless your water
breaks or contractions become regular immediately. You may
experience Braxton Hicks contractions until labor starts. However, your
contractions may be so mild at first that you don’t notice them.
However, once early labor starts you may experience pain with these
contractions. Some women can go about their household activities
during early labor. In fact, some report that it takes their mind off
the impending more intense labor and allows them to relax. The key is
to do what makes you most comfortable. Take a walk or take a bath.
You will also experience a greater rate of vaginal discharge called bloody
show, as it is often a bit bloody. You will most likely be able to wait out
early labor from the comfort of your own home
Once your contractions become more regular, it will be time to go to the
hospital, although the precise time you need to go should be discussed
with your doctor at one of your prenatal meetings.
The best way to handle this stage of labor is to take it easy, drink plenty
of water and urinate often. It is important to maintain your energy for
the more difficult stages of labor.
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Stage 2: Active Labor
Contractions now become more frequent and more intense. Your cervix
continues to dilate from 4cm at the beginning of active labor to 10cm at
the end. Baby will most likely descend further into the pelvis, placing
pressure on the rectum.
You can expect to be in active labor for about six hours on the average. It
may be best to change the position you are in, walk around or get on all
fours to cope with the contractions. You will also want to try to rest as
much as possible between them.
A nice massage from your partner, practicing breathing techniques and
encouragement can help you get through this phase. It is also the time
to get an epidural if you want one.
Stage 3: Transition
This is the last stage of labor. The cervix will dilate from around 8 to
10cm and the contractions will come closer together and more intense.
You may feel nauseous and have the urge to vomit. You may also find
yourself shivering as though cold. You will also begin to feel pressure on
your rectum as baby descends further into the birth canal.
Stage 4: Pushing
It is show time! With each contraction, you will likely have the urge to
push. With your caregiver’s approval, it is time to bear down and push
with all your might. If you do not have the strength to push, you may
“cough” as coughing produces the effect given that the it is the same
muscles group used when pushing.
As baby makes his way further down the birth canal, you will begin to
feel pressure on your perineum. At some point, the doctor may instruct
you to stop pushing in order to allow the perineum to stretch naturally.
Pushing too hard and too fast can cause tears.
Once baby crowns and his face appear his mouth and nose will be
suctioned. Baby’s shoulders are delivered one at a time. Your child has
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arrived!
Normal delivery may last for as long as an hour for a first-time mother.
With the use of an epidural, it may last a bit longer.
Take these moments while waiting for Stage 3 to enjoy your baby.
Stage 5: Placental Delivery
After a few minutes of rest, your uterus will begin to contract in a bid to
detach the placenta from the uterine wall. Once the placenta has been
detached, you will be instructed to push gently. Once the placenta is
delivered, your uterus will contract, closing off any open blood vessels.
You may wish to try to nurse your baby now. Even if he is not ready to
do so, just hold him close to the breast and he may latch on eventually.
Any tears or problems will be taken care of at this point. You can use
that time to bond with baby and your partner. It is an exciting time and
you certainly do not want to let routine doctor checks and such other
activity interfere with this special moment.
Motherhood
Having gone through the grueling hours of labor and delivery, it is time
to enjoy your newborn. While you may not get enough sleep and will
feel like you are running on empty, the sheer joy that a child brings is
enough to make up for all of the sacrifices.
Taking Baby Home
While your body went through massive changes during pregnancy (and
will continue to do so post-partum), your life will also change
dramatically now that baby has arrived. Once you get home you will
more than likely want to take a nap. The old adage, sleep when baby
sleeps is a good one to follow. You and your partner may wish to
introduce the little one to his or her new home and then tuck them in
their new crib.
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New fathers can help out by taking care of household duties, changing
diapers and letting mom get some well-deserved sleep. You may even
wish to take a nap together while baby sleeps. You probably have not
had very much alone time these past few days, so take these relaxing
moments for all they are worth.
You should also expect visits from family and friends at this point in
time. Everyone will be enthusiastic to see your baby, but be careful not
to run yourself ragged. Be honest with family when you are tired and
need to rest rather than socialize.
While you will most likely feel overwhelmed, remember that there are
always people to help you. Your partner, your family and friends should
be willing to lend a helping hand so you can have some time for yourself.

Omugwo (New baby care)
Important tradition after child birth when the bride’s mother or motherin-law comes to the home to take care of the mother and baby.
The Ibos call it “omugwo”, Yorubas call it “Itoju omo” and Igalas call it
“Iwagwala-oma”. The new mother is not expected to do anything in the
first few weeks after giving birth to a baby.
Everything is done for her, including bathing the baby, massaging the
new mother’s tummy, performing household chores and cooking special
meals
Becoming a "Mom"
It may be a bit strange to take on this new role as “mother,” considering
the only mother in your life up until now has been your own. Becoming a
mom is not that difficult in the sense that you must suddenly begin
acting like one. For most women, it will be instinctual. You will naturally
worry about the well-being of your child and do your best for them all
the time. However, as your child grows, the skills necessary to cope with
your child’s behavior are learned. Just as with every other role in life or
even jobs, the finer details are learned, not inherited.
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A lot of new moms and even many not-so-new moms feel as though
they lose a bit of themselves or a bit of their personal identity upon
becoming a mother. While it may feel this way, it certainly does not have
to be this way.
Letting a child take over your entire life is not very healthy. You still need
to continue to do things for yourself like your career, love life and
hobbies. While you may not be able to devote as much time to these
things as before, you can still keep your “old” self alive and kicking.
Postpartum Depression
While many women experience what is called the “baby blues” or a
period of about a week after baby is born where she feels a bit
depressed, postpartum depression is an entirely different story.
Between 10-15% of women experience postpartum depression to some
degree and while the condition is treatable, it is very serious.
Postpartum depression (PPD) can be defined as the onset of serious
mood changes anywhere from one month to one year after baby is born.
It is much more serious than the baby blues and must be treated by a
doctor with appropriate therapy and medication.
Causes
Postpartum depression is believed to be caused by the radical shifting of
hormones after childbirth. While some women only experience mild
mood swings, others are thrown into the depths of depression.
Symptoms
PPD can express itself in several different ways. While the symptoms are
very much like those of regular depression, there are a few key
differences. Common symptoms of postpartum depression include:
- Lethargy.
- Hopelessness.
- Lack of appetite.
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Inability to sleep.
Restlessness.
Continuous crying.
Mood swings.
Lack of interest in previously enjoyed activities.
Lack of interest in baby.
Confusion.
Fear of harming oneself.
Fear of harming baby.

Likely Candidates
• As with all mood disorders and instances of depression, a family
history of the disease automatically pre-disposes you to becoming
diagnosed.
• You are also more likely to have postpartum depression if you
have suffered from depression prior to pregnancy, or suffered
from postpartum depression with a previous pregnancy.
• An unhappy or stressed marriage can also contribute to a
woman’s likelihood of developing the disorder.
• Women without close relatives or friends to discuss their feelings
with are also more likely to become depressed.
Many women feel ashamed of their feelings and disinterest in their baby
when suffering from postpartum depression, so do not share them with
their spouse or loved ones. While it is understandable why a woman
would feel this way, there is no need to be ashamed or feel guilty. PPD is
no one’s fault (except for maybe hormones).
If you think you may be suffering from PPD, it is imperative you notify
someone so you can seek proper treatment. PPD left untreated can
escalate into a more serious condition or leave you unhappy for a long
time.
Treatments
Upon seeing your doctor, he or she will evaluate you to first rule out any
sort of physiological problem. Next, you will be evaluated and then
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diagnosed with PPD. Once diagnosed, you can receive proper treatment.
The most common forms of treatment for PPD include a combination of
medication and therapy. Antidepressants can help restore the chemical
balance to your brain, therefore lifting your mood and allowing you to
enjoy life once again. The therapy portion provides women with the
proper coping skills.
Many women also enroll in a support group with other women that are
going through the same or similar condition in order to help them get
through this trying time. It is also very important for women to continue
their treatment plan until their doctor prescribes otherwise. To stop
medication suddenly is dangerous and increases the likelihood of a
relapse.
What Your Partner Can Do
Sometimes, a woman’s husband or partner may not understand what
PPD is, and place guilt on the woman. In most cases, your partner will be
willing to help you and be there for you, but he may not know how. The
partner of a woman with postpartum depression can do several things
to help speed up the healing process including:
• Make yourself available: Many new fathers are feeling
overwhelmed, too. You can help your wife by making yourself
available to her. Be open to talk and listen to her feelings
• Don’t judge: Being judgmental of your partner’s feelings can be
incredibly detrimental to her health. Be honest but do not
make her feel guilty for being sick. She cannot help it. With
your help, she can get better faster.
• Take on responsibilities: New moms feel overwhelmed. You
can help her deal with it all better by cleaning up the house,
cooking meals and taking care of the baby more often so she
can rest.
• Be observant: if the mother of your child is acting strangely,
shows no interest in the baby at all or does not care about her
own life, contact her mother and doctor immediately.
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Above all else, it is important to be aware of your body and your mental
state. You can easily avoid unnecessary complications by keeping a close
watch on your own emotions.
Getting Back to Normal
Having a baby changes everything. As cliché as it sounds, it is true.
Regardless of whether you had a baby a month ago or ten years ago,
having a child creates a whole new set of demands in your life. However,
you can regain some bit of normalcy in your life after the upheaval of
having a newborn settles down.
Redefining “normal” for your life is essential to being happy. You will no
longer be able to go anywhere you want at any time. You have to
consider your baby in every decision you make. The sooner you accept
this, the happier you will be.
Knowing when to ask for help can also take some of the burden off you.
You cannot be expected to take care of your child every day and night
without a moment’s rest for yourself. Have a close friend or relative
baby sit every once in awhile so you can take a nice long bath, read a
book or spend a night out with your partner.
Getting back to normal also involves regaining the body you had prior to
pregnancy. While you won’t go back to stick thin right away, you can
certainly begin to up your exercise levels and lower your caloric intake
within a few weeks after giving birth (with your doctor’s permission, of
course).
Becoming a mother is a life-changing event, but it does not mean you
have to change your entire life. Keep your hobbies and interests alive by
planning time to participate in them. Keep your love life alive by taking
time out to spend with your partner. Go out to dinner, see a movie or
just have a nice relaxing night at home without baby.
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PARENTING /MOTHERHOOD
Who is a Parent?
A parent is a caregiver of the offspring in their own species. A parent is
the caretaker of a child whose duty it is to provide encouragement,
support and access to activities that enable the child to master key
developmental tasks.
A parent is the child’s first friend, teacher, nurse, protector, provider,
shelter, answer to all life’s challenges.

Baby and Toddler Care
Goal: How to raise exceptional children that will grow up healthy, happy,
loving, well behaved, focused and that would bring joy to you.
The Lesson
One of the beautiful things about marriage is procreation. Raising a
healthy and happy family is essential and important in marriage.
It is advisable to have a discussion with your partner during courtship to
plan towards the future. Discuss and agree before marriage how many
children you will like to have so as to be able to raise them and educate
them properly to a high standard as per your dream lifestyle.
As parents-to-be, do not wait till when your children are with you before
you start praying for them. Whatever you wish for your children’s future,
start believing it for them now.
When your baby arrives
• If you need help, don’t hesitate to ask for help from family and
friends.
• Always trust your motherly instincts when taking care of your
baby. No two children are the same; even parents with twins can
confirm that.
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• Appreciate your baby’s difference and development attainment.
Never compare your baby with other babies. As long as yours is
reaching those specific milestones, there is no reason to worry.
• Consult with your baby’s doctor if you are concerned about any
aspect of your baby’s health.
• Don’t miss your baby’s medical check-ups and vaccinations. These
are important for their health and development now and in the
future.
• Give your child age appropriate food. Exclusive Breastfeeding is
important for the first 6months of your child’s life. WHO and
UNICEF recommend that infants should be exclusively breast-fed
for the first six months of life to achieve optimal growth,
development and good health.
• When your child is 6 months start scheduling a routine sleeping
time especially at night.
• Proof guard your home when your infant becomes mobile and
starts crawling.
From generations to generations in the Nigerian culture, there were
myths that parents believe in when caring for their babies. In taking care
of your infant always believe in your motherly instincts.
The first five years of a child’s life are especially crucial for physical,
intellectual, and social development. Recent research shows that from
birth to age three, the infant’s brain develops during this period so
please censor what your child is exposed to.
Do not make the TV or multimedia screens your babysitter.
Here are some tips to consider during your child’s early years:
▪ Be warm, loving and responsive
▪ Talk, read, and sing to your child
▪ Establish routines
▪ Encourage safe explorations and play
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▪ Limit exposure to screens and TV watching and be selective of the
programs
▪ Use discipline as an opportunity to teach
▪ Recognize that each child is unique
▪ Choose quality child care and stay involved
▪ Take care of yourself. This is very important.
It is pertinent to re-iterate the importance of choosing quality childcare
options and staying involved. As this stage of your infant’s life it is
important to make sure you arrange for trusted and quality child care.
Do apply due diligence when deciding on the different options for child
care and get involved. Don’t be too busy for your child. Do not over trust
the care-giver and create time to bond with your child so your child
trusts you enough to tell you everything going on around them.
Above all, pray for your children at every stage of their lives and for their
future.

RAISING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
A great woman who wants to raise exceptional children will continue to
thrive with wisdom to achieve her objectives. She knows what she
wants her children to become in life and completely directs her mind
towards the achievement of her goals.
The enthusiasm she has for her children captivates her mind to learning
great things to inspire them. Do you know what makes her thrive? Her
love for her children! Her desire to raise the exceptional child! How?
To raise exceptional children, we must inculcate the following values in
our children
• Honesty - An ideal way to inculcate honesty in your child is to lead
by example. Children usually take cues from their parents.
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Therefore, it is vital to try and refrain from any kind of dishonesty,
however small or harmless, as your children will imitate what you
do more than what you say.
Love and Respect – Treating people with love and respect turns
our children into classy people who possess good character. We
must teach our children that all people have value and they must
learn to value themselves. Their belief in their self-worth prepares
them up to live their lives with a high level of confidence in who
they are and what they have to offer.
Time management - Good time management helps to increase
focus and enhance decision-making abilities. Parents must
inculcate the value of time in their children by helping them
understand how to prioritize things, plan well and organize
efficiently so they can grow up to have successful careers.
Set Goals and dream big - One of the best ways to keep our
children motivated is to teach them to write things down as a
method of defining their goals and direction. We must parent
them with a "motivation mind-set" by teaching them to
consistently monitor, evaluate and adjust to the work ahead of
them and their attitude about it and to steer clear of
sabotaging beliefs that may give rise to complacency.
Money skills – Give the children an ethical head start on how to
handle money, the value of saving 10% of any money they receive
and to give 10% to charity or their religious affiliation. Teach them
the consequences of wasteful spending habits as soon as he starts
getting an allowance. Introduce them to budgeting early in life.
Good manners – Teach your children to always remember to say
please and thank you. Instill good manners in your child as early as
possible. Good manners may help you to shape your child into a
pleasant and loving person and boost his social IQ.
Accountability & Responsibility - Taking responsibility allows our
children to learn the value of humility. For our children to be
successful we must parent them to understand that whatever
happens in their life or career, the best path to follow is always to
take responsibility for the outcomes; both positive and negative. If
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they make a mistake, we must encourage them to see their
mistake as a self-created learning experience.
Reading and Learning – Readers are leaders. Regularly learning
new things will infuse them with confidence, lift their selfesteem and make them more receptive to learning from life
situations. Read to them at an early age and encourage them to
develop a good reading habit.
Compassion & Forgiveness - Gradually teach your child to extend
a helping hand every time an opportunity may arise. It can be little
things like helping you to carry your bag, or assisting with
household chores. Teach them to consider the requests of others
first as this will promote the values of compassion and kindness.
Encourage your child to always forgive. The ability to forgive
others is important for peace of mind and for being happy in life.
Respect - Respect for elders, respect for other people, respect for
authority, respect for God and respect for oneself is crucial for
becoming a good human being. Being respectful helps generate
the feeling of self-worth and empathy for others. It would teach
children to co-exist peacefully and accept people as they are
irrespective of their caste, creed and religion.
Healthy Food Choices - You can train your children to develop
healthy eating habits. Lead by example, offering nutritious meals
from their early years and by preferring nutritious food items for
yourself as well. Making sure they consume more water than fizzy
drinks.
Teamwork - Encourage your children to get involved in extracurricular activities assigning them chores and responsibilities in
the home as a way of garnering a sense of teamwork as part of
their repertoire of life skills.

•

Solution- focused – Encourage them to take on challenges and to
see possibilities where others see problems. When we teach our
children to approach their challenges with a belief in solutions,
this encourages them to engage in the creative process of
examining and creating alternate routes up the mountain.
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BRIDE and HER RELATIONSHIPS
GOAL: The aim here is to create an understanding and appreciation of
the concept of extended family, how to live harmoniously and blend
properly into the groom’s family; a cord that goes beyond blood ties.
We will be looking at managing different relationships with wisdom.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bride and her husband with submission in marriage
Bride and her parents -in-law
IN-LAWS, IN-LOVES AND OUT-LAWS
Mother “in-love” and Sister “in-love”
Relating with husband’s friends
Relating with Domestic Staff

Bride and Her husband
You are now a wife and no longer a girlfriend. It is a new role that would
require you making major adjustments.
YOUR ROLE AS A WIFE
• You are the help meet for your husband, so you must support
your husband as much as possible in providing for the home, by
getting involved in revenue generation projects i.e. career or
business.
• Encourage your husband as his success is a measure of your
success. “Beside / behind every successful man is a woman”.
• The responsibility of managing available resources, especially
money for housekeeping rests on you.
• In times of pressure and financial hardship, encourage and
support your husband. Treat him like a king at home and create a
peaceful and safe haven that he looks forward to returning to at
the end of the day.
• Raising God- fearing, disciplined and focused children is your
primary duty as a wife and mother. Work on this duty diligently as
your future peace depends on being successful with this
assignment.
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SUBMISSION IN MARRIAGE
Submission is the act of accepting another power or authority. It can be
called obedience or humility. There is a universal order of authority
which can be represented as follows
GOD

MAN

WOMAN

CHILDREN
Extent of wifely Submission
1. Submission of the wife in marriage should be total and absolute
with wisdom being the key.
2. Your husband should be respected and honored as the head of
the family.
3. Do not overturn your husband’s decisions or challenge it in public;
wait till you get home for a private discussion.
4. The more difficult or conflicting the instructions he wants you to
obey, the more you should try to maintain peace. Now is the time
to spend more time connecting with your God for wisdom, favor
and instruction.
Areas of Submission in marriage
1. Money and finance
2. Discipline of children
3. Family vows and pledges
4. Relationship with in - laws
5. Spiritual responsibility
6. Sex
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7. Domestic affairs
God commands the wife to obey her husband. In Nigerian culture, it is
more pronounced as lack of submission might be seen as challenging his
authority in the home. Pray for wisdom on how to handle this sensitive
area of your marriage.
Relating with His Parents
Meeting and relating with your husband’s parents after the wedding is a
crucial moment in your relationship and it is very important that you
make a good impression as a loving and caring daughter- in- law.
Ask your husband about any specific issues, culture or traditions that
you need to know or observe, like how to greet or relate with in- laws
which is different depending on the religion and cultural views of your
husband’s family.
In Nigeria, the extended family system makes the impact of in-laws on
the nuclear family very strong. The demands of this socio-cultural
custom vary from one culture to another.
Remember you are now a member of the family and no longer a guest or
girlfriend. As a new “wife” in the family, you will be expected to assist
your in- laws when you visit them. Offer to assist with the cooking if the
situation warrants it or is expected in the traditional family setting.
It is important to remember that his parents are no different than any
other people you have met in your lifetime, so just be yourself and
relate with them the way you will relate with your own parents but with
more respect, care and wisdom.
It is very important in your marriage relationship to try to get along with
his parents and siblings as they are a permanent feature in his life. You
must also realize that your husband’s parents also recognize your new
role as their son’s wife and daughter- in- law, and will be observing you
closely, scrutinizing you. However, you should know that being yourself
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and not putting on any false airs is the best way to relate to his parents.
Do not let this intimidate you as your husband already loves you so there
is no real reason for his parents not to feel the same way.
• Determine to have a very cordial relationship with your in-laws,
have positive assumptions, do not entertain any fear. Instead,
demonstrate love. Create a conducive atmosphere that is devoid
of sentiments or resentments.
• Never condemn, rebuke or criticize any in-law openly, they will
see your comments as insults.
• Never confront any in-law openly. The wound may never heal.
• Your loyalty must always be towards your home first and always
shield your partner in their presence.
• You and your husband should discuss key in-laws and their
dispositions. This would assist in avoiding conflicts even before
you come to understand them.
• Never disagree vehemently in the presence of your in-laws. They
will capitalize on your weakness.
• Never display or relate your conflicts before in-laws. Resolve them
yourselves privately.
• You and your husband are one, therefore maintain a united
position and a single voice in the presence of your in-laws.
• Discuss and agree on what, when, how and the magnitude of the
assistance to be given to relatives. Make full disclosure to your
spouse of the extent of your financial commitment to dependent
relatives. Discuss and adjust where necessary so that full priority is
given to the needs of your nuclear family.
• Do not bring up topics that he is not yet ready to share with his
parents as this can make the situation awkward for everyone
involved. Just follow his lead and don’t offer any information
about your future plans unless your husband brings up the
subject.
• Another key to relating to his parents is to understand that he is
allowed to be critical of them but you are not. Your husband may
complain incessantly about his parents but deep inside he knows
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that he loves them and is just venting about certain things that
may bother him. He may leave their house after the meeting
complaining about the way his mother asked a lot of nosy
questions but if you jump in and are critical of his mother, he may
quickly become defensive. Even if you are just agreeing with what
he is saying, he may still be offended by your opinions.
Understand that your husband loves his parents and may be
bothered by them at times but that it is not acceptable for you
to be critical of them.
• Avoiding controversial issues is also critical to relating with your
husband’s parents. Topics that elicit a highly emotional response
are never a good idea. If you have opposing viewpoints, then
things can become heated and uncomfortable very quickly. Even
if you feel the same way about the issue, it may lead to the topic
dominating the conversation and the four of you not really getting
a chance to discuss anything else or really get to know each other.
Steering clear of emotionally charged issues when visiting your
husband’s parents will keep the relationship calm and help things
to go smoothly.

IN-LAWS, IN-LOVES AND OUT-LAWS
Your in-laws are your spouse’s family members and it is important that
you get along with them. There is a common saying that “You don’t just
marry a person; you marry his or her family.”
This has been proved by research. In a survey of over 700 married
people who had been married for a long time, this statement was seen
as a vital truth. According to Divorce.com “conflicts with family which
includes in-laws, is one of the top ten reasons why marriages fail”.
Maintaining a healthy relationship with life-long bonds of attachment
and obligation to parents, siblings and other kith and kin is a great and
invaluable legacy to pass on to the next generation.
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“Treat your father-in-law as you would treat your husband, forgive his
every wrong, accept your sisters and brothers- in-law as your siblings
with all their idiosyncrasies.
As a matter of fact, remove the phrase ‘in-law’ and replace it with “inlove”. Accept them as your new family. Whatever they do to you,
believe that that they did it because that is the way they would treat
everyone not because you are their daughter-in-law and you will have a
good relationship with your new family and your marriage will be
happier and better for it.

FORGING NEW RELATIONSHIPS
In the natural order of things your father and mother-in-law will die
before you. Honor them by giving them all that is due to them and if you
can, give sacrificially and much more than you would. It is your
responsibility to ensure that your husband does not shirk his
responsibilities towards his parents. Always encourage him to do more
and God will bless you.

ACTION STEPS:
BUILDING A RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR ADOPTED FAMILY
“Your people shall be my people”

• Realize that everyone has a role to play in your spouse’s life.
You cannot be sufficient for your spouse. Every member of the
family has a place of value in your spouse’s life and you are not
in competition to prove who is more important.
• Remember that you and your spouse cannot control anyone –
some in-laws can be aptly described as outlaws. Some can be
opinionated and obnoxious. You cannot control them, but you
can control your reactions. You can choose not to be upset or
bear grudge, but to see each individual as you see yourself;
someone who is going through a process of growth and will
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never stop growing until you die. The truth is you can only
change yourself.
Do not pretend to be who you are not. You can put your best
foot forward but do not pretend to be who you are not just to
please them. Remember that this is a lifelong relationship and
sooner or later your real self will surface. Instead, grow along
with them.
Avoid being judgemental, disrespectful or getting into
arguments. I know this is easier said than done, especially at
the beginning or when you have out-laws. However, look for
their positive sides; try to stay objective and calm.
Be kind to them, not because they deserve it, but because you
know better. Most people complain that their in-laws have an
entitlement mentality, or they are never satisfied. This can be
tough sometimes, especially when your kindness is never
acknowledged or it is met with ingratitude. However, do good
to them because that is the right thing to do.
Know that you cannot please everybody. Sometimes, there are
some people that no matter what you do, they will never be
satisfied. There is the case of an elderly lady who was such a
nag that her daughter-in-law moved out of the home. Her son
was the only child. The daughter-in-law and her son lived in the
same compound with her and his father. The daughter-in-law
could not do anything right in her eyes. Eventually, after some
years, the wife returned and decided to just accept the
mother-in-law the way she is.
Finally, if nothing else works for you, love them because you
love and care for your spouse. If you love your spouse and you
want him to be happy then, love them not for themselves, but
for your spouse. And more importantly, if you are a Christian,
because God commands us to love our neighbours. Remember,
if you have children, you will one day be an in-law too. How
would you like to be treated?
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NURTURING A GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR MOTHER “IN-LOVE”
AND SISTER “IN-LOVE”
Perhaps the reason they are called IN-LAWS is because they have a
LAWFUL right to be IN our marriages. Of all the personalities mentioned
in the in-law category, it is the Mother-in-law and Sister-in-law who are
feared by the bride-to-be and are most often culpable of meddlesome
behavior.
• Pray – You must not despise the power of prayers. When
praying about your husband, you must also pray about your inlaws too because praying for good in-laws is just as important,
if not more important, than praying for a good husband.
• No Death Wish – This death wish is a secret desire of the
woman to find a man whose mother is dead. Indeed, some
have gone as far as to wish for a man who is an orphan with no
family ties. The reasoning is that this category of man will help
them avoid the probable stress of dealing with in-laws.
The advice to women with the Death Wish is simple, PERISH
THE THOUGHT. The death wish is a destructive mindset and
women in this position will seldom enjoy beautiful
relationships with their in-laws because they have made up
their minds from the onset that in-laws are the enemy.
Without any pre-conceived ideas, the bride will be able to
relate with her in-laws pleasantly and give them a fair start at
building a good relationship with her. It will be easy for her to
welcome them into her home and not interpret their innocent
gestures with unfounded suspicion.
• Humility - Many brides say that they cannot lose themselves
just because they are married. No one is asking you to lose
yourself. Humility is not about losing oneself, on the contrary,
it is a praise-worthy virtue that enhances your personality and
trains you to relate and interact properly with other people. It
is called Emotional Intelligence. It is a proven fact that humility
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makes people attractive and endearing while pride repels and
makes them unattractive. Women with great wisdom that have
practiced humility have enjoyed marital bliss. Remember
“Pride comes before a fall” – Proverbs 16:18
• Forgiveness - In maintaining a healthy relationship with her inlaws, a woman must learn to forgive at all times. The power of
forgiveness cannot be under-estimated in ensuring that there
is peace in a marriage. It is important for every potential bride
to start praying for the spirit of forgiveness even before she
finds her life partner. Satan often uses an unforgiving heart as
a tool not only to destroy the bride herself, but also to destroy
her relationship with her in-laws. Every bride must decide
within herself that there is nothing too much or too little to
forgive where her marriage and her in-laws are concerned.
“Be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as
God for Christ’s sake hath forgiven you.” – Ephesians 4:32
“And whenever you stand praying, forgive, if you have anything against
anyone so that your Father also who is in Heaven may forgive you your
trespasses” – Mark 11:25

WHEN THE INLAWS COME VISITING
What they would like to experience – Love, Acceptance, Interaction,
Peace and Relevance
• They want to feel welcomed – Go out of your way to welcome
them, prepare the guest room with love, Prepare at least two
types of soup ready with stew as well. Make sure food is ready for
them on arrival
• They would like to experience love – If possible, take time off
work, even if only for a day to be with them. Take very good care
of them, “SPOIL THEM” with love, buy gifts for them and go the
extra mile in loving them. It’s a seed you’re sowing for your own
peace
• They would like to “experience” a connection with their son or
brother – Give them space to talk and interact, Do not feel left out
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or create a scene or argue with your husband in front of them,
encourage your husband to spend time alone with them.
• Do not quarrel with them or exchange words with them even
when they offend you or “interfere”. Propose in your heart that
the time they spend with you will be peaceful and they will go
back with good report
RELATING WITH HUSBAND’S FRIENDS
For men, introducing their wife to their friends is a very important step
in a relationship. It says that he cares enough about you to feel
comfortable introducing you to his friends as his wife and that he
subconsciously is seeking their approval of you. While men may not talk
as openly and freely to their friends as women do, they still value the
opinions of their friends so getting along with his friends is critical to
your relationship.
The most important way to survive meeting his friends is to relax and
just be you. Men are not as critical or judgmental as women are so
there is no need to be phony or pretend to be something you are not.
His friends will appreciate a genuine attitude and will be more willing to
accept you for who you are.
Men love to show off their treasure like a trophy. Become a “Trophy
Wife”. Make your husband proud of your sense of hospitality with the
way you receive, entertain and respect his friends. It will help with you
being accepted and honored as well.
While it is important not to be too talkative when you meet his friends, it
is also important not to be too quiet or reserved. Talking too much can
make you seem insincere and nosy but being too quiet can make you
seem snobbish. Don’t be afraid to participate in the conversations that
your husband and his friends are having but don’t try to dominate the
conversation either.
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RELATING WITH DOMESTICS
A house help, nanny or domestic is one who assists in the home to
reduce the burden of household chores. In Africa, their characteristic
behaviors often vary according to their family and socio-cultural
background.
1. Assess each domestic staff physically, intellectually and
psychologically. This will help to determine how much
responsibility and in what areas things can be committed into
their hands.
2. Do not abandon your responsibility towards your husband and
children to domestic staff.
3. Do not be lazy and do not spoil your children with domestic staff.
Teach your children to do things for themselves.
4. Do not give too many instructions at the same time as they might
get confused.
5. Remember their sense of loyalty is minimal, if any, as they are
used to being moved from one home to another. Therefore, do
not raise your expectation too high or expose your valuables to
them, i.e. large sums of money, expensive jewelry and clothes.
6. Whatever you do for them, do it as unto the Lord. Share their
burdens and sorrows and do not limit your care to only physical or
spiritual well- being. Encourage them to pick up vocational or
other formal training if they stay for a sufficiently long time.
7. If possible, arrange for them to go for a full medical examination
e.g. HIV/Aids test, as your family will be interacting with them.
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How to Balance Family and Career
Are you a career-oriented woman who also happens to be a parent? If
you are, you may be dealing with a number of different issues. Many
women, like you, find it somewhat difficult to balance having a career
and a family. While it is more than possible to do both, it can be
overwhelming at times.
One of the many issues working mothers experience is that they do not
know how to balance their time. Mothers who need to work or finish an
upcoming project often do so, but they occasionally feel guilty about
missing out on quality time with their children or their romantic partner.
It can also be the other way around, as well. Many working mothers are
afraid to, essentially, put their family first in certain situations, for fear of
losing their jobs.
We will look at many ways that you can go about balancing a family and
a career.
• Set aside time for both your family and your important
career. For instance, if at all possible, you will want to try and
establish hours just for work or work-related tasks. If you have
to work overtime, it is advised that you do so, especially if your
job may be at risk. That is often what is difficult for many
mothers, when relying on their income, it can be fearful to put
work second. With that in mind, it is important that you leave
work at work. This gives you the opportunity to put your
family first, especially when you are at home with them.
• Create a schedule for your family time as well. While your
days don’t have to be planned out hour by hour, it is nice to at
least, develop a little schedule. This schedule could include
days of the week when you may want to take a trip to the zoo
with your children or days that you may want to spend visiting
family. By having your plans already made and in place, you
are more likely to follow through with them. Your family,
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including your children and your partner, will likely be pleased
with this follow through.
• Hire an assistant or domestic help - Although raising a family is
often associated with spending time with your children, that is
not all that motherhood is about. For that reason, you likely
have a full plate. That plate may include grocery shopping, the
preparation of family meals, as well as house cleaning. To
reduce the stress associated with many of these tasks, as well
as give you more quality time to spend with your family, you
may want to consider hiring assistance. Whether you choose to
hire a professional housekeeper or a landscaper to mow your
yard for you, this extra time may come in handy.
The above-mentioned points are just a few of the many ways that you
can go about balancing a career and a family. Although it may seem
impossible to do right now, especially if you just recently got a new job
or had your first child, it is more than possible for you to have a great
career, as well as a happy and healthy family life at home.

How to Spend Quality Time with Your Children
“Children understand and experience love
as quality focused time spent with them”
Are you a career-oriented mother? If you are, you may have a number
of different issues tugging at your heart. There are many mothers who
are fearful that their children will grow up resenting them due to the
amount of time they spent focused on work.
While being a mother and a career-oriented woman, at the same time,
may seem like an impossible task, it is a task that you can more than
perform. What you need to remember, although difficult as it may be, is
that you should be a mom first. However, that doesn’t mean that you
should toss your workload to the side and not care. There are a number
of different ways that you can go about being a good parent, while still
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bringing home an income. One of those ways involves spending quality
time with your child or children when you are not working.
• Schedule it - One of the best ways for you to go about spending
quality time with your child or children is by creating a schedule for
yourself. This schedule can be used to outline any important events
that you and your child or children have planned. Although your
schedule does not need to be followed right down to the letter, it is
important to have one. Mothers who create schedules for
themselves are more likely to follow through with their plans.
• What should you do to spend quality time with your child or
children? Of course, it is important to keep your child’s age in
mind. A child who is three years old will prefer different activities
from one who is nine or ten years old. With that in mind, there
are a number of different activities that many children, of all ages,
love. A few of those activities are outlined below for your
convenience.
➢ One activity that you may want to think about doing with
your child or children is taking them to the zoo. Regardless of
where you live, you should have a zoo within a reasonable
driving distance to your home. Zoo trips are fun and exciting,
as they often last all day. What is nice about zoo trips is that
they are fun and educational all at the same time. This means
that your quality time can benefit your child or children in
more ways than one.
➢ Another activity that you may want to think about doing is
taking your child or children to the movies. Whether your
child is three years old or fifteen years old, there should be a
movie playing that would likely interest them. Going to the
movies is nice, as many children view it as a treat. For more
affordable movie tickets, you may want to think about going to
see a movie with your family during the daytime.
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➢ Additional activities that many children enjoy are those of
park visits, museum visits, and sporting events. In all
honestly, it really doesn’t matter what you do. To your child or
children, whatever their age, they will likely just appreciate the
fact that you took some time away from work to have fun with
them, no matter what the activity.

Visit http://www.NigerianBridesAcademy.com to
download printable books and video training on Marriage,
Pregnancy, Parenting, Relationships, Finance and Creating
Multiple Income Streams
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WARM FOOD
HOME COOKING AND MENU PLANNING
GOAL: Our focus here is on how to become the “the best restaurant and
Mama put joint” for your husband. The way to a man’s heart is said to
be through his stomach. Men appreciate good food and a bride that can
cook well is always an asset.
HINT: You don’t have to be the one that does all the cooking but be there to
serve “the love of your life” his food and keep him company while eating. The
family that eats and prays together stays together. Cultivate a culture of “family
time” during meal times especially at dinner so you can discuss the highlights of
your day. Make it a time to share and catch up.

Even with a busy schedule, food preparation and meal planning can be
managed. This article aims at presenting the best methods towards
eating better, spending less, saving time, improving family’s health and
reducing waste.
INTRODUCTION
Menu planning is a fantastic tool for the everyday home cook. Menu
planning is the process of deciding what you will eat for each meal,
including main dishes, side dishes and desserts. Menu planning is also
the selection of a menu for an event.
Menu planning is a great way to make sure you are eating a balanced
diet and meeting your nutritional needs. And, as every frugal cook
knows, menu planning can save you money and time. It also promotes
healthier choices and improves grocery shopping skills as well as helping
to keep meals fresh with variety.
It refers to whatever manner you organize yourself to cook a meal, be it
breakfast, lunch or dinner. It is the plan you make before you shop.
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Some people plan a month in advance, freezing neatly labelled packets
of soup and stew. Others swing it, shopping for that evening’s meal at
the market or on the road in traffic, picking up whatever looks good to
them. The goal is to find a process that is both enjoyable and effective.
Do whatever works for you. There is no right way to plan your meals;
you should do what is effective for you. Don’t spend too much time
looking for the most perfect and impeccably-maintained system. The
system is just a tool. The focus is the meal.
LESSON
There are many benefits to be derived from planning a menu that
cannot be over-emphasized.
ADVANTAGES OF MEAL PLANNING
Meal planning can be beneficial in the following ways:
BUDGET FRIENDLY - If you know what you want to cook, what you
already have available and what exactly you need to buy, you are
less apt to over spend at the grocery store on items you might not
need. Not to mention that you will waste less when you don’t buy
more items than you need
LESS STRESS- There’s no wondering what’s for dinner if you have
it already planned. You will spend less time preparing, cooking and
serving dinner like a professional.
EATING HEALTHIER-We all know that preparing your food at
home is much better than running to the local joints (eateries).
You know what type and how much nutrient is in your food. And
that is definitely better for you and your family.
FAMILY INVOLVEMENT- Sitting down once a week or month to
tackle menu planning can get every family member involved in
choosing your meals. When everyone has a say in your family
menu, there is no complaining that they don’t like a particular
meal. It also gives you a break from trying to come up with ideas
of your own.
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ACHIEVING A PRACTICAL MENU PLAN: Tips for Menu planning
The under-listed are things to put into consideration for effective
menu planning in order to achieve optimum benefit and satisfaction.
1. Spend time setting up a food menu. Even if you don’t
follow it religiously, it will give you meal ideas that you can work
with. Get inspired! Do whatever works for you.
2. Ask your spouse, family and children what they would like
to eat. This might sound obvious, but it’s easy to get caught up in
our weeks and forget to ask our household especially your Hubby
what they will like to eat.
3. Choose a shopping day and make a shopping list. Most
people who have had success in meal planning shopped
purposefully. They looked at their cooking schedule and made a
shopping list.
4. Plan for leftovers.
Most of us have at least some tolerance for leftovers. Make a little
extra of everything, and if you don’t want it right away, freeze it.
HINT: A big time saver is for you to make more than necessary serving for
dinner so you have leftovers for lunch the next day or multiple days.

5. Prepare food as soon as you get back from the store and cook
components of your meals. Wash and dry vegetables. Chop
onions, clean peppers, tomatoes, pick beans, wash beans and
meat. Stack up glass containers of prepared ingredients in the
refrigerator and bask in your own awesome preparedness. Bag
them away into freezers, stores etc. All these reduce cooking time.
HINT: Cook large batches of components on the weekend, then mix-andmatch them according to what you are craving for during the week.

6. Be strategic about freezing
The freezer is your friend. Actually, it’s the friend of the “future
you” especially if you live in an area where the power supply is
regular. Make a double batch of the tomato sauce and freeze half
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for later. Make a double batch of soup, stew; chicken, cooked
beans- throw it in the freezer. Let a month go by, and those
leftovers will look fresh and tasty!
HINT: Be strategic about freezing dishes and components of dishes.
It’s surprising how many things can be frozen with good results.
Always have at least a bowl of cooked stew with meat or chicken in
your freezer that you can defrost to serve guests (family, friends, and
in-laws) who might pop in unannounced. Boil some meat and
chicken as well that you can fry for guests.
Having ready- made stew means that you can quickly boil rice for
lunch / dinner or boil yam for breakfast with the stew which can also
be served with bread. The cooked stew can also be used to cook yam
pottage, jollof rice or beans. It’s a good idea to always have 2 big
bowls and two small bowls of cooked stew in your freezer ready for
unexpected guests.

7. Don’t overstuff the refrigerator.
It’s easy to get overwhelmed when your fridge is too full. Don’t let
things go bad. Keep your fridge airy and light, with a sensible,
realistic amount of food in it. Keep a list nearby of everything in
the fridge, especially leftovers, as a visual reminder of what
remains to be eaten.
HINT: Don’t stuff the fridge to the point that you can’t see what’s in
it. I can see how this point wouldn’t work out for someone who lives
a long way from the grocery store, but for many people it is pretty
easy to stop at the store on a weekly or semi-weekly basis.

8. Keep a well-stocked pantry.
Meals are easier and quicker to prepare when you have a wellstocked pantry. Don’t ever run out of rice, vegetable oil, salt,
sugar and seasoning. Have spices ready to dress up chicken and
beans quickly.
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BECOMING THE BEST NIGERIAN “HOME CHEF”
Even if you do not know how to cook, the recipes below will guide you.
In Nigerian food culture, the main thing you need to know how to make
are the stews and soups. Most meals accompany the soup in Nigeria, so
once you can perfect making soups and stews you are a winner.
We have divided this section on food preparation into:
• Stews
• Indigenous Traditional Soups
• Pepper Soups
• Rice Dishes
• Other dishes
• Continental Food
• Snacks and finger foods

NIGERIAN STEWS
CHICKEN STEW
This tasty and aromatic stew is everyone's favorite in Nigeria. From the
road side hawkers to the elite, it is a welcome accompaniment to
complement any meal. It is the aromatic spices added that make this
wonderful dish mouthwatering and delicious.
Ingredients

Serves 6
1 large chicken
225g fresh chilies
1 kg fresh tomatoes
2 large onions, sliced
2 garlic cloves, peeled and ground
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1 small tin tomato puree
1 teaspoon thyme
2 onions, sliced
1 teaspoon curry
500ml groundnut-oil
Salt to taste
1. Wash and cut the chicken into 10 or12 pieces. Season with salt, sliced
onions, ground garlic, thyme, curry and cook for 30 to40 minutes until
tender.
2. Heat up half of the oil in a pan and fry the cooked chicken until brown
but not too dry.
3. In another pot heat up the rest of the oil and fry the ground onions,
chilies and tomatoes for 20minutes until fairly dry. Add the tomato
puree and some stock if required. Stir thoroughly and add the fried
chicken pieces.
4. Allow to simmer gently for another 10 minutes stirring frequently
until well blended. Drain off excessive oil that rises to the top. Remove
from fire and serve with Boiled rice and fried plantain.
VARIATIONS
GOAT MEAT STEW
Replace chicken with 1kg fried goat meat
GUINEA FOWL STEW
Replace chicken with fried pieces of guinea fowl
TURKEY STEW
Replace chicken with pieces of fried turkey
MIXED MEAT STEW
Replace chicken with 1kg fried assorted parts of beef.
(Tripe, Cow leg, Kidney, Liver etc)
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OBE EJA DINDIN (Fried fish stew)
Ingredients
Serves 4
1 large fish (cleaned & gutted)
450g fresh tomatoes
225g fresh chilies
3 tablespoon tomato puree
1 large onion
2 lemon
19Oml groundnut-oil
pinch of thyme and curry
salt to taste
Clean and gut the fish Cut into medium sized pieces and wash
thoroughly with the lemons. Place in a bowl and season with salt, thyme
and curry. Leave aside for 15-20 minutes to absorb seasoning. Heat
some oil in a frying pan and fry the fish.
Blend the tomatoes, onions and peppers. Heat oil in a pot. Add the
ground ingredients and cook for 20 minutes. Add the tomato puree and
cook for another 7-10 minutes then add the fried pieces of fish. Season
and allow to simmer gently for additional 10minutes. Remove from heat
and serve with boiled rice, yam or plantain.
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OBE EJA TUTU (Fresh fish stew)
This simple and delicious dish is a favorite with Nigerians. Fresh Cat fish
or croaker fish can be used although any other large fresh fish will
produce the same results but not in taste.
Ingredients
Serves 4
1 large fish
450g fresh tomatoes
225g fresh chilies
3 tablespoon tomato puree
1 large Onion, diced
2 lemons
190ml groundnut-oil
Pinch of thyme and curry
Salt to taste
1. Clean and cut the fish into medium size pieces and wash thoroughly
with the lemons. Place in a bowl and season with salt, thyme and curry.
Marinate for 15-20minutes.
2. Blend the tomatoes, onions and peppers. Heat oil in a pot, pour in the
ground ingredients and cook for 20 minutes.
3. Blend in the tomato puree; add the marinated pieces of fish, season
and cook for 20minutes stirring gently to avoid breaking up the fish.
Serve with rice or boiled yam.
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Designer stew
INGREDIENTS
Assorted Beef parts (Orisirishi)
Salt
Seasoning chicken cubes
Garlic
Onions
4 Green Bell Peppers
2 Red Bell Peppers
Habanero pepper (Decide on how spicy you want it to be)
1 Cup of Palm Oil
Long grain or Ofada Rice
DIRECTIONS
1. Rinse the beef thoroughly and cut into small pieces. Put in a pot and
season with salt, and sliced onions until tender.
(Even though this is designer stew DO NOT USE any other seasoning.)
2. Pre-heat the oven to 475 degrees. Put the cooked beef in an oven
tray and bake for 30-45 minutes or until brown.
3. Blend the green pepper, red pepper, onion, and the habanero. Don’t
add water or TOMATO. (at this point it looks like the green pepper
refuses to mix with the red—that’s ok).
4. Heat up the palm oil with sliced onion and some garlic until the onions
and garlic are burnt then remove the oil from the stove and let it cool.
Take out the burnt onions and garlic
5. Put the palm oil back on the stove and add the blended peppers.
Season with salt to taste and leave to fry. The pepper is fried when the
palm oil floats above the heated pepper. Also, the pepper should have
shrunk in quantity. Add the baked beef to the fried pepper and leave to
cook. Once the stew changes to a dark brown colour, turn off the heat.
Serve with boiled ofada rice.
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Ofada Rice stew
Ingredients
Palm oil,
Assorted boiled meat - small pieces of meat, tripe, gizzard (or any other
type of meat of your choice)
Seasoning cubes,
Salt,
Ground pepper, fresh or frozen and could be made very spicy depending
on your preference
Meat, quantity is as desired.
1. Heat a large quantity of palm oil in a pot Until it is bleached; that is as
clear as vegetable oil. This is the source of the peculiar taste and aroma
of designer stew.
2. Season the meat with onion and other spics and pour into the
bleached palm oil. Cook on low heat until tender. Do Not add water.
Pour the ground pepper and allow to cook until the pepper is fried. Add
salt to taste. Serve with boiled ofada rice.

ALAPA (Palm-oil stew) This is the real traditional stew
commonly served in the villages and by the roadside food hawkers.
There is a contrast in taste when compared with any other stew due to
the palm-oil.
Ingredients
Serves 4
1 kg fresh beef (cubed)
1 kg fresh tomatoes
100g fresh peppers
2 medium sized onions
1 small tin of tomato puree
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150ml palm-oil
Salt to taste
1. Wash the cubed pieces of meat. Place in a clean pot, season with salt
and some sliced onions and cook for about 30 minutes.
2. Heat oil in a clean pot and fry the ground ingredients for 10 minutes.
Add tomato puree and stir in thoroughly. Finally add the cooked meat
and meat stock. Stir thoroughly and leave to simmer for 15 minutes.
3. Remove from the fire and serve with boiled rice or yam. It can also be
combined with ewedu or okra sauce and served with eba or amala.
VARIATIONS
Stockfish or fresh fish could also be used instead of meat.

OBE-ONIGBA - Garden egg stew
Aubergines and courgettes could be used as substitutes
for the garden egg in this dish. Suitable for vegetarians.
Ingredients
Serves 6:
1Kg garden egg (cubed)
1 large Onion
1 kg fresh tomatoes
100g fresh chilies
4 tablespoon tomato puree
150ml palm oil
Salt to taste
1. Blend the fresh tomatoes, peppers and onions.
2. Heat oil in a clean pot and fry the ground ingredients for 10 minutes.
Add tomato puree and stir in thoroughly. Cook for 5 minutes until well
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blended. Add the cubed garden eggs. Stir thoroughly. Allow to simmer
for l5 minutes.
3. Remove from fire and serve with boiled rice or yam.

SPINACH AND EGG STEW This colorful dish can be served
with boiled rice for a light meal and it is also suitable for vegetarians.
INGREDIENTS
Serves 4
1 kg/2lb fresh spinach (blanched and chopped)
8 soft- boiled eggs
4 fresh chili peppers
8 fresh tomatoes
1 garlic clove
1 large onion
4 tablespoons Tomato puree
6 tablespoons groundnut oil
1 teaspoon fresh thyme
1 teaspoon locust bean
Salt to taste
1. Blend the onions, tomatoes, chilies and garlic.
2. Heat the oil in a clean pot, add the ingredients and cook for 15
minutes. Add the tomato puree and seasoning while stirring. The sauce
should be fairly thick. Add the chopped spinach and soft- boiled eggs.
Season and stir. Allow to simmer for 5 minutes. Serve hot with boiled
rice or cold eko.
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INDIGENOUS TRADITIONAL SOUPS
OHA – SOUP
This rich soup is from the Eastern part of Nigeria.
Ingredients -:
Goat meat or Beef – 4pcs (medium)
Oha leaf – 1 bunch (small) =50g
Stock fish – 4pcs = 100g
Cray fish – ½ cup = 125g
Dry fish (de-boned) – 2pcs (medium) =200g
Coco yam – 100g
Palm oil – 62ml (1/4cup)
Ogiri (local seasoning) – little to flavour (10g)
Blended pepper & onions 50g)
Salt & any other seasoning to taste
Uziza leaf – ½ bunch =20g
1. Wash your meat, season with onions and salt. Cook for 45mins until
tender.
2. Boil the coco yam and pound to get a smooth paste.
3. Wash the stock fish and cook for 15min until soft. Add the de-boned
dry fish, the meat and the other spices and cook for another 7minutes.
Add the remaining ingredients except coco yam and cook for ten
minutes. Stir in the smooth coco yam paste and cook until the paste
dissolves.
4. Using your hands, pick the Uziza and Oha leaves. Add the leaves and
stir. Serve with pounded yam or any desired starch available.
N.B -: The above recipe is a primary soup (before adding the leaves) for
Oha soup and bitter leaf soup (Onugbu soup)
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BITTER LEAF SOUP
Add washed and cut bitter leaf into the above recipe and it
becomes a tasty pot of bitter leaf soup.

AFANG SOUP
Afang soup is a vegetable soup that originates from the Efik and
the Ibibio people of Cross River and Akwa Ibom States in SouthSouth Nigeria.
Ingredients -:
Beef or mixed meat (Assorted meat) cubed 200gBeef or mixed meat
(Assorted meat) cubed 200g
o Stock fish – 6pcs = 200g
o Dry fish – 2pcs = 200g
o Cray fish – 1cup = 250ml
o Pepper (fresh & blended) – 50g
o Okazi leaf – (mashed) – 250g
o Water leaf – (Shredded) 200g
o Snail – 4pcs = 160g
o Periwinkle -½cup = 125g
o Salt & any other seasoning – to taste
o Palm oil – 1 cup 250ml
o Onions – (chopped)125ml
o Ugwu – 1 bunch (100g) shredded
1. Boil the washed meat with salt, onion and any other seasoning until
the meat is tender. Add the washed stock fish to it and cook for 20mins.
The de-boned and washed dry fish is then added and cooked for another
20mins.
2. Boil the cleaned snail in another pot and add to the soup. Boil the
periwinkle till the water dries up and set aside.
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3. In a separate pot/pan, heat the palm oil and fry the sliced
onions. Add the water leaf and fry till the water dries up. Add
the cooked meat and stock from the first pot into the water
leaf pot and stir together with the pounded okazi and ugwu
leaves. Cook for a few minutes. Add salt and other seasoning to
taste. Serve with Akpu or pounded yam.

BITTER LEAF SOUP (OFE ONUGBU)
Ofe is an Igbo word for soup. It includes most traditional soups
that are specific to the Igbo people of Eastern Nigeria. Hence Ofe
Onugbu or bitter leaf soup like most soups from the region has a
meat / fish broth base and requires thickening which is done by
adding pounded coco yam paste. The peculiar taste comes from
the leaves used and the presence of Ogiri (fermented pumpkin
seed).
Ingredients
Same as Oha soup but Oha leaf will be replaced with washed bitter leaf
and uziza leaf.

OFE - OWERRI
This is a classic Owerri soup flavoured with aromatic Uziza leaves and
lightly thickened with Cocoyam really captures the scent of the Igbo
land.
Ingredients
Serves 4 to 6
1kg assorted meats (Beef Oxtail, Tripe, Ponmo, Bokoto & Bushmeat)
450g stock fish (washed & flaked)
1 medium dry fish, washed & flaked
225g ground chilies
225g ground crayfish
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225g Uziza leaves, shredded
450g cocoyam, boiled and pounded
1litre of meat stock or water
Salt to taste
1. Wash the meat thoroughly and place in a large pot. Add seasoning,
salt, ground chilies and some stock. Cook for 45 minutes.
2. Wash and peel the cocoyam. Cook until soft and pound in a mortar.
Add the washed smoked fish and stock to the pot of meat and cook for
I0 minutes. Mould the pounded cocoyam into small balls and add to
soup. Stir in the crayfish, shredded Uziza leaves and oil. Adjust seasoning
and simmer for 15 minutes until slightly thick. Serve hot with Ini-oka or
Pounded yam

NSALA SOUP
This soup is called white soup and is popular with the people from
the riverine areas of Nigeria.
Ingredients o Fresh cat fish – 150g
o Goat meat – 300g
o Smoked fish – 100g
o Stock fish – 200g
o Cray fish – 250ml (½ blend)
o Salt and any other seasoning to taste
o Boiled yam – 200g
o Uziza leaf – 50g
1. Wash the meat, add salt, onions, any other seasoning and cook for 20
minutes. Add the stock fish, the de-boned fish and the remaining
ingredients. Cook for another ten minutes. (10 mins).
2. Add the boiled yam (already mashed) to the mixture in the pot until it
dissolves. and check the thickness and add other seasoning.
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3. Pick and wash the uziza leaf and add to the pot of soup. Allow to cook
for a few minutes. Serve with pounded yam or Akpu.

MIYAN KUKA
Miyan kuka also known as Luru soup is a type of Nigerian dish
from the northern region of the country. The soup is made from
powdered baobab leaves and dried okra. It is usually served with
Tuwo Shinkafa or Tuwo Dawa.
Ingredients -: o Beef or lamb – 300g
o Smoked fish – 400g
o Palm oil – 250ml
o Cray fish – 125ml, ground
o Pepper & onions – 250ml, freshly ground
o Dawadawa – 50g
o Kuka powder – 375ml
o Salt & any other seasoning to taste
1. Put the meat in a pot with water and season. Cook for 40 minutes.
2. Wash the de-boned dry fish and add to the pot of meat. Add a bit of
the ground dawadawa into the pot. Leave to boil for a few minutes, add
palm oil, Cray fish and the other ingredients.
3. Sieve the kuka powder into the soup pot and stir together. Serve with
Tuwo Shinkafa or Tuwo Masara.

OKOROUCHE SOUP
This special soup is made from okra, blended melon and shredded
ugwu leaf. It has an amazing and distinct taste. It originates from
Ebonyi State, South East Nigeria, where farming is a popular
occupation.
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Ingredients -:
o Mixed meat – 200g
o Okra – 150g
o Ugwu leaf – 50g
o Melon, ground – 50g
o Stock fish – 200g
o Dry fish – 200g
o Cray fish, ground
o Pepper & onion, freshly ground – 62ml
o Palm oil – 83ml
o Salt & any other seasoning – to taste
1. Wash and chop the okra into smaller pieces.
2. Grind the melon and set aside with the washed ugwu leaves.
3 Boil washed meat in a pot with a small amount of water for 40minutes.
Add the stock fish into the pot and cook for 20 minutes. Add the washed
de-boned fish and the remaining ingredients including the palm oil into
the pot and cook for another 10 minutes. Add the ground melon to the
pot and allow it to dissolve before adding the okra. Allow to cook for 5
to 7minutes.
4Add the shredded ugwu leaves and season to taste. Leave to cook for
another 3 minutes. Serve with semovita, gari, pounded yam or akpu.
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EDIKAIKONG SOUP
A popular Nigerian soup, indigenous to Cross River and Akwa Ibom
states, located in the South South region of Nigeria. Both states are rich
in vegetables and seafood products.
The soup is enjoyed and appreciated amongst connoisseurs and lovers of
good food all over the country.

Ingredients
o Beef, goat meat or mixed meat cubed – 300g
o Stock fish – 300g
o Cray fish – 2cups (250ml) x2
o Grounded pepper – ¼ cup (62ml)
o Water leaf (properly cut) – 300g
o Snails – 6-8 pcs – 200g
o Periwinkle – 1 ½ cup (250ml + 125ml)
o Smoked fish (de-boned)
o Palm oil – 500ml
o Onions – 250g
o Ugwu – 200g
o Big Dry prawns – 200g

1. Wash, the meat and season with onions and salt. Cook the meat until
tender.
2. Wash and add the stock fish to the pot of meat and boil together for
20 mins. Add the de-boned, smoked fish and cook for another 20 mins.
Add the washed snail. Ensure it is free from slime into the soup to cook.
3. Boil the periwinkle till the water dries up and set aside.
4. Remove the first pot of meat from the fire and set aside.
5. In a separate pot, heat the palm oil and add sliced onions. Fry the
onions with water leaf. Fry the mix until the water dries up. Then add
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Cray fish and the cooked meat and fish with the periwinkle into the
frying water leaf and stir together.
6. Add the big dry prawns and cook for 5-10minutes before adding the
shredded Ugwu leaves. Add seasoning to taste, reduce the heat and
cook for another 5 minutes.

EFO RIRO – Sokoyokoto (Local spinach)
This soup is from the South Western region of Nigeria. Each state in the
South West has a unique way of preparing the soup. Some enrich it by
adding other vegetables such as pumpkin leaves and bitter leaf. The
style of cooking also differs from State to State.
Ingredients
➢ Green vegetable leaf (200g)
➢ Locust beans 100g
➢ Palm oil 250ml
➢ Onions, diced
➢ Smoked fish (150g)
➢ 1 tablespoonful of crayfish
➢ Any other seasoning to taste
➢ Beef or assorted meat– 300g
1. Pick and wash the vegetable twice before cutting and once after
cutting or shredding it.
2. In a pot, pour the palm oil but don’t allow it to bleach. Add the onions
and ground pepper and leave to fry for 10 minutes before adding the
washed locust beans, cray fish and washed de-boned smoked fish. Allow
all these to cook for about 10 minutes before setting aside.
3. Wash and season the beef or assorted meat in another pot and cook
for 35 minutes. You can season the meat with any other spice if
required.
4. Add the cooked meat to the ready-made pepper sauce in a pot. Pour
boiling water over the shredded vegetables and cover. Leave to stand
for about 3 minutes.
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Pour the vegetables into a colander or sieve. Run cold water over it and
squeeze out the water. Add the blanched vegetable to the pepper sauce,
add salt and spice to taste.

FISHERMAN/SEAFOOD OKRA
Fisherman/Seafood okra is an easy African gumbo that goes very well
with Eba and pounded yam. It is cooked with fresh seafood like crabs,
shrimps, prawns, fish, oysters or clams or with a combination of all
seafoods. Seafood goes well with fresh okra as it takes a little time for
okra to cook which would also prevent the seafood from cooking for
too long or being ruined during the process. This simple seafood okra
soup is filled with all nutritious goodness; it is savoury with rich
authentic flavours and has an incredibly delicious taste.
Ingredients
o Okra
o Palm oil
o Ponmo
o Bonnet pepper
o Locust beans
o Smoked fish
o Ground Crayfish Shrimps
o Shrimps
o Salt and other seasoning to taste
1. Boil the fresh fish and smoked fish together with the ponmo. Add
the seasoning and a bit of salt as well as the shrimps. (NOTE: remove
the shrimps once they are cooked to prevent overcooking).
2. Add 1 spoon of ground crayfish and the bonnet pepper. Remove
the fresh fish so that it won’t break up into pieces while stirring and
add a spoon of palm oil. Add the locust beans, cover the pot and
allow to steam for some minutes.
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3. Add the okra, fresh fish and shrimps and allow to cook for about 3
minutes. Turn off the heat and let it steam for about a minute. Serve
hot.

EGUSI SOUP
This melon seed soup is very popular all over Nigeria. Although cooking
techniques and the kind of vegetables used might differ from region to
region it is absolutely delicious when properly cooked.
Ingredients
Serves 4-6
250g fresh beef chunks
500g bushmeat
500g stockfish, pre-soaked
500g smoked fish
250g oxtail
250g cleaned tripe
2pt stock water
300g ground melon (egusi)
500g fresh tomatoes
250g fresh peppers
2 large onions
1 teaspoon locust beans
4 tablespoons ground crayfish
500g fresh bitter leaf, washed to remove excessive bitterness
Salt and other seasoning and to taste
1. Wash thoroughly the beef, oxtail, bushmeat and tripe. Place in a large
pot with sliced onions and season with salt. Add a drop of water or
stock and cook for 30 minutes or until tender.
2. Add the washed dry fish and stockfish and cook for another 10
minutes. When cooked pour into a large clean bowl. Wipe out the pot
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and return to the heat. Pour the oil into the pot, add the ground
tomatoes, onions and peppers and fry for 10 minutes. Add the ground
melon seed (egusi) and locust beans stirring continuously. Cook for 5-7
minutes. Finally add the cooked meats washed bitter leaf Crayfish and
the stock. Allow to simmer for 15 minutes. Serve hot.

VARIATIONS
you can use other green leafy vegetables such as fresh waterleaf, Soko,
Tete, ugwu (pumpkin leaves) and Uziza leaves or a combination of leaves
in the above recipe using the same method.

OGBONO SOUP
Like the egusi soup, ogbono soup is thoroughly enjoyed by all Nigerians.
It is a favourite dish amongst the people of the South South and South
East regions, in Edo and Delta states as well as the Igbos of the South
East to whom this superb soup is deemed incomplete without the
addition of stockfish.
Ingredients
o 1kg assorted meats (oxtail, tripe, ponmo & bush meat)

450g stock fish, pre-soaked
450g dried fish, washed
225g whole dry prawns, cleaned
225g ground ogbono seeds
225g ground crayfish
25g ground pepper
25g locust beans
1 medium sized onion
290ml palm oil
Meat Stock
Salt and other seasoning to taste
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1. Wash the assorted meat and place in a pot. Add the sliced onions,
ground pepper and some stock. Cook for 30 minutes or until tender. Add
the washed smoked fish and stockfish, cook for a further 10-15 minutes,
adding a drop of water or stock as needed to prevent the mixture from
burning.
2. In another pot, heat the oil and fry the ground seeds for 3 minutes to
bring out the nutty flavour.
3. Gradually add the stock and stir continuously until it draws and
bubbles. Add the meat, pepper and crayfish.
Dissolve the locust bean in a little stock and add to the soup. Allow to
simmer for another 10 minutes, check seasoning and serve hot with
pounded yam.
VARIATIONS

OGBONO SOUP WITH BITTER LEAF
225g / 8oz washed bitter leaf added to main recipe
OGBONO SOUP WITH UGWU
500g / 1lb shredded ugwu leaves added to main recipe.
OGBONO SOUP WITH WATERLEAF
500g/1lb washed water leaf added to main recipe.

Okra Soup - Ila Asepo
Ingredients
Serves 6
3kg beef ( fish or goat meat can also be used)
1 cup of dried crayfish (or dried shrimps)
2 kg okra, chopped
1 teaspoon dried red pepper*, powdered or crushed (or chopped
ground red bell pepper)
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2 tablespoons salt
1 medium sized onion, chopped
4 tablespoons red palm oil
Spinach, chopped
7 cups of water
Preparation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cut beef into small pieces
Place in a pot with water
Add onion, seasoning and salt
Cook for 15 to 25 minutes or until tender
Add the chopped okra and stir until completely blended in with
the other ingredients
6. Pour in the palm oil and cook for 5 - 10 minutes
7. Add the remaining ingredients, stir and cook for 10 more minutes
8. Serve with pounded yam, pounded cassava, or eba (fried grated
cassava)

OWO SOUP
Traditional soup of the Urhobos from South South region of Nigeria
cooked and served in earthenware pots with boiled yam or plantain.
Ingredients
Serves 4
500g smoked fish, washed
250g fresh tomatoes, ground
100g fresh chilies, ground100g ground crayfish
6 tablespoons Palm oil
6g (potash) kanhun
3g iru (locust bean)
600ml water
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1. Pour the stock into a clean pot, add the washed fish and other
ingredients except the oil. Add salt and other seasoning, cover and cook
for 10-15 minutes.
2. Remove pot from the heat. Allow to cool for 10 minutes then
gradually stir in the oil until it is thick in consistency and golden yellow in
colour. Serve with boiled yam or plantain.

BANGA SOUP / OBE EYIN Palm-nut soup Ingredients
Serves 4
500g Assorted parts of meat
225g stockfish, pre-soaked
225g bush meat, washed
1kg oil-palm nuts
225g ground crayfish
1pt stock or water
100g ground pepper
1 onion, diced
Salt to taste
1. Place the washed meat in a large pot, add a drop of water or stock.
Season with salt and ground pepper and boil for 30 minutes or until
tender.
2. Add the smoked fish and stockfish and cook for another 10 minutes.
Prepare the oil-palm nut to extract the oil by boiling the washed nuts for
20 minutes until soft. Remove from water and pound. Pass through a
sieve to separate the kernels from the chaff. Pour the strained pulp into
the meat along with the ground pepper, and onions,
Sprinkle in the crayfish and cook for 15minutes until the soup is fairly
reduced and thickened to coat the back of spoon. Check seasoning and
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serve with pounded yam (Iyan) or Usin/Egun obobo (starch & plantain
pudding).
VARIATION
Fresh fish, crayfish and shrimps could be used instead of meat with a
small amount of ground egusi (melon seeds) added instead of Okra.
Freshly washed bitter leaf could also be added.

ABAK ATAMA SOUP
This is a rich-palm nut soup, highly spiced and flavored with the aromatic
atama leaves, a spicy aromatic leaf that could be used dried or fresh. The
flavor of the dried leaves is a lot more pungent.
Ingredients
Serves 4-6
1 kg assorted meats (beef, oxtail, tripe, ponmo, bokoto & bushmeat)
450g stock fish, pre-soaked
1 medium dry fish, washed & flaked
225g atama leaves, washed & shredded
225g periwinkle, top & tail
225g ground chilies
225g ground crayfish
1kg oil palm-nut concentrated
Salt to taste
1. Wash the meat thoroughly and place in a large pot. Season with salt
and ground chilies. Add some stock and cook for 30 minutes.
2. Wash the oil-palm nuts and cook until soft to make the concentrate.
Remove from water and pound to extract the oil. Pass through a sieve to
separate the kernels from the chaff.
3. Add the washed smoked fish and stockfish to the pot of cooked meat
and cook for another 10 minutes. Add the palm oil concentrate and
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Atama leaves, bring to the boil and cook till the soup coats the back of a
spoon. Stir in the crayfish and periwinkles. Cook for another 15minutes
until well blended, check seasoning and serve with pounded yam.

IBABA SOUP
This is a slightly thickened and aromatic soup made by using self
thickening lbaba seeds and Etinkirin / Uziza leaves. Very indigenous to
Efiks.
Ingredients
1 kg assorted meats (Beef, oxtail, tripe, ponmo, bokoto & bushmeat)
4 snails, washed with lemon or lime
450g stockfish, pre soaked
450g dry fish, washed
100g ground ibaba seeds
225g ground crayfish
225g ground pepper
1 medium sized onion
450g Efirin leaves, shredded
200ml palm-oil
1 litre stock
Salt to taste
1. Wash the meat thoroughly and place in a large pot. Add sliced onions,
ground chilies and stock. Place on heat and cook for 50 minutes or until
tender.
2. Wash the smoked dry fish with salt and soak in boiling water for 5 to
10 minutes to loosen any sand or grit and kill any insect present. Rinse
thoroughly with cold water.
3. Add the stock fish, dry fish and snails to the pot of meat and cook for
another 10 minutes. Add the remaining stock, palm oil and ground ibaba
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seeds. Stir thoroughly till it thickens. Finally add the shredded efinrin
leaves and crayfish. Leave to simmer for 15minutes. If too thick, adjust
consistency by adding more stock as required. It should lightly coat the
back of a spoon.

GROUNDNUT SOUP
Ingredients
Serves 4
500g assorted parts of meat, washed
1 medium sized smoked fish, washed
225g stockfish
225g bushmeat, washed
500g / 8oz roasted groundnuts
1litre meat stock or water
100g ground crayfish
25g iru (locust bean)
2 medium fresh tomatoes
100g ground pepper
1 onion
3 large pepper (tatase)
Salt and seasoning to taste
1. Place the washed meats in a large pot, add water or stock, season
with salt and ground pepper and boil for 30 minutes or until tender. Add
the smoked fish and stockfish, cook for another l0 minutes. Add the
remaining stock. Bring to the boil and add the ground fresh tomatoes,
onions, pepper, and iru.
2. Grind the groundnut into powder with a dry mill. Add to the soup and
cook for another 20 minutes until the soup thickens. Sprinkle in ground
crayfish and stir. Simmer for another 10 minutes. Check seasoning and
serve hot with boiled rice.
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Afia Efere (White soup)
This light Efik soup is traditionally cooked without oil using goatmeat or
chicken in which case, they are called "afia efere ebot" or "afia efere
unen" respectively. Fresh fish can also be used.
Ingredients
Serves 4
1 kg fresh goatmeat
1 medium sized smoked fish, washed
250g fresh okra, sliced
100g ground crayfish
250g pounded yam
25g chopped fresh chilies
1 uyayak pod
1litre meat stock or water
Salt to taste
1. Wash and cut the meat into even sized pieces. Season with salt and
boil for 30 minutes or until tender. Add the stock, washed fish, chopped
chilies, and okra and ground crayfish. Break the uyayak pod into small
pieces and add to the pot.
Cover and cook for 15 minutes.
2. Mould the pounded yam into small rounds and drop into the soup to
slightly thicken. Add seasoning and serve with pounded yam.

GBEGIRI - Bean stew
Ingredients
Serves 4-6
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450g white or red beans
6 fresh chilies, liquidized / blend)
2 medium sized onions, liquidized / blend)
450g fresh tomatoes, liquidize / blend
1 kg dry smoked fish
3 tablespoons tomato puree
1 oz iru (locust bean)
200ml Palm oil
2 litres meat stock
225g ground crayfish
Salt to taste
Season and boil meat. Soak beans in water for 20 minutes. Remove the
outer skin and wash until it is clean. Rub and squeeze together with both
hands to peel the skin off the beans. Continue rubbing and rinsing until
all the skin is removed.
Boil the skinned beans for 35 minutes until soft and almost cooked. Add
the rest of the ingredients and more stock. Simmer for another 20
minutes, see that the beans has turned into a smooth paste and that the
ingredients are well blended into it. Season to taste.

PEPPER SOUPS
Pepper soup is a spicy soup that has a light, watery texture. It is
considered a delicacy with medicinal qualities. It is served at "leisure
spots" as a recreational or "feel good" dish. It is prepared using various
meats, fish, chili peppers, herbs and spices as primary ingredients.
Pepper soup is also sometimes consumed by new mothers, because it is
believed to aid the secretion of breast milk.
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SPICED CHICKEN PEPPERSOUP
Guinea Fowl or Turkey can also be used.
Ingredients
serves 6-8
1.5kg chicken, diced
2 litres water or stock
50g chopped chilies
100g pepper soup seasoning
50g ground crayfish
50g chopped mint
1 onion
1 clove of garlic, crushed
Wash the diced chicken and place in a pot with some water, chopped
onions, chilies and crushed garlic. Season with salt and boil for 30
minutes. Add the pepper soup seasoning and the rest of the stock and
continue cooking for another 30 minutes until chicken is tender. Stir in
the crayfish and mint leaves stir and simmer for 10minutes. Season to
taste and serves hot in soup bowls.

TRADITIONAL PEPPER SOUP SEASONING
50g / 2oz ata riro
50g / 2oz uda
50g / 2oz gbafilo
50g / 2oz ginger, dried
50g / 2oz rigije
50g / 2oz uyayak
Combine all the ingredients and blend in a clean coffee grinder to a
smooth powder. Store in an airtight jar and use as required. Would store
indefinitely
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FRESH FISH PEPPERSOUP
Ingredients
Serves 4
2 medium-sized fish (tilapia, catfish or croaker)
1 lemon or lime
50g pepper soup seasoning
50g chopped chillies
100g fresh prawns1 litre water or stock
25g chopped mint leaves
1. Have the fishmonger clean the fish and slice into 8 pieces. Wash the
fish thoroughly with lime or lemon to remove any slime, season with
salt, cover and leave in a cool place until required.
2. Pour the stock into a clean pot and add chopped onions, chilies and
pepper soup seasoning. Bring to the boil for 15 minutes to blend
together the flavours. Add the seasoned fish and peeled fresh prawns.
Allow to simmer gently for 20minutes. Check seasoning and serve
garnished with chopped mint leaves

SPICED GOATMEAT PEPPER SOUP
This soup called Ngwo-ngwo is the most popular of all the pepper soups.
Ingredients
Serves 4
1kg goat meat or mutton (with bone)
1 litre water or stock
1 onion
75g pepper soup seasoning
50g ground chillies
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50g ground crayfish
25g chopped wild mint
25g chopped utazi leaves
Salt to taste
1. Wash and cut the meat into small pieces and place into a deep pan.
Add some water, chopped onions and ground chilies. Season with salt
and cook for 30-45minutes until meat is tender.
2. Add the pepper soup seasoning and the rest of the stock and cook for
another 10-15minutes until meat is very soft. Sprinkle in the crayfish,
chopped mint and utazi leaves. Stir and allow to simmer for 5 minutes.
Serve hot in traditional earthenware soup pots or bowls.

SPICY MIXED MEAT PEPPER SOUP
Ingredients
Serves 6-8
500g beef or mutton
225g cleaned tripe
500g cow foot, cut into small pieces
225g kidney
1OOg pepper soup seasoning
50g ground chilies
50g ground crayfish
2 1itres / 3pints stock or water
50g / 2oz chopped mint
50g / 2oz chopped utazi leaves
1 medium-sized onion
Salt to taste
1. Wash and cut the kidney into small cubes. Leave to soak in salted
water for 1 hour. Wash and place the diced beef, tripe and cow's foot
into a deep pot. Add the chopped onions and chilies. Season with salt,
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add some water or stock and cook for 45 minutes to an hour until almost
tender.
2. Drain the water from the kidney and cook separately for 5-10
minutes, rinse and add to the pot of cooked meats. Add pepper soup
seasoning and stock. Bring to the boil and cook for 15 more minutes.
Stir in the crayfish and utazi leaves and allow to simmer for 10 minutes.
Season with salt and serve in earthenware soup bowls garnished with
chopped mint.

Isi-Ewu (spiced goat head)
Cooked and served in a thick spicy sauce, this is an authentic dish of the
Igbos from South East, Nigeria. This dish is a favourite amongst Nigerians
and certainty not for the faint-hearted as the heat from the large
amount of pepper used makes it very spicy. The quantity of pepper used
in this recipe has been reduced. However, it can be adjusted to suit
one’s taste.
Ingredients:
Serves 6
1 goat (head and legs only)
3 fresh pepper
8 fresh tomatoes
2 onions
1 clove of garlic
1 teaspoon pepper soup seasoning
3 tablespoon lemon juice
4 tablespoon tomato puree
200ml Palm-oil
1litre stock or water
1 onion, sliced
Chopped wild mint
Salt to taste
1. Scrape the hair off the head and legs of the goat, until all the hair is
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off. Wash the head and legs thoroughly with soap and a rough sponge or
brush. Chop into small pieces with a sharp cleaver and rinse thoroughly,
discarding the brains. Pour over the lemon juice and mix in. Leave to rest
for 15 minutes.
2. Burn the hoofs and horns and peel off with the point of a heavy knife.
3. Grind together the onions, garlic, chilies and tomatoes. Place meat in
a large pot, add the sliced onions, chilies, stock and seasonings. Cover
and cook for 45 minutes. Stir frequently.
4.Finally add the ground chilies, tomatoes, onions, palm-oil and wild
mint. Bring to the boil and simmer gently for 30-40 minutes until meat is
tender. Adjust seasoning and serve in traditional earthenware dishes
garnished with chopped mint.
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RICE DISHES
PLAIN BOILED RICE
Ingredients
Serves 4
600g rice
1 litre of water
Salt to taste
Wash the rice and place in a good-sized pot. Cover with cold water,
place on the heat and allow to boil for 5minutes. Remove from the heat
and wash away excess starch with cold water. Cover rice with cold
water, add some salt and a little butter. Cover pot and cook for 20
minutes until tender and all the moisture is absorbed. Fluff with a fork to
separate grains and serve hot.

JOLLOF RICE
Ingredients
Serves 4
600g rice
1 kg meat or chicken
2 chilies, liquidized
1 onion liquidized
11itre stock
1 onion, sliced
3 fresh tomatoes, sliced
200ml groundnut oil
Seasoning
1 bay leaf
1 teaspoon thyme
1 clove of garlic
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1 teaspoon curry
1 teaspoon nutmeg
Salt to taste
Wash the meat or chicken, season with garlic and salt. Cook until tender.
Wash the rice and leave to drain. Heat the oil and fry the cooked meat
until brown, remove from pan and fry the ground tomatoes, onions and
chilies for 10minutes. Add the tomato puree and seasonings, fry for
another 5 minutes, add the washed rice and gradually add the stock,
stirring continuously.
Bring to a boil and reduce heat, cook for 15minutes until nearly soft. Add
the sliced tomatoes, onions and fried meats. Stir, cover and allow to
steam until all the liquid is well absorbed. Serve hot garnished with meat
pieces and boiled eggs.

TOMATO RICE
Serves 4
This colour rich dish is the ideal accompaniment for grilled meat and
fish.
Ingredients
500g boiled rice
2lb groundnut oil
1 onion, finely chopped
2 cloves of garlic, crushed2teaspoons tomato puree
225g cooked green peas
Heat oil in a medium-sized frying pan. Add onion and garlic and fry until
soft. Add the tomato puree and peas. Add the boiled rice and cook for 5
minutes stirring frequently.
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NIGERIAN FRIED RICE
A Nigerian party favourite. Most times people cannot choose between
Fried Rice and Jollof Rice, so they settle for the two on their plates.
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2½ cups (500g) long grain parboiled rice
Vegetable Oil
Chicken (whole chicken or chicken drumsticks)
100g kidney and liver bits
1 tablespoon Nigerian curry powder (NOT Indian Curry)
½ cup green beans and green peas
½ cup diced carrots
½ cup sweet corn
3 tablespoons diced red bell pepper (NOT tatashe)
Salt to taste
2 onions
3 seasoning cubes
1 tablespoon thyme

Prepare the vegetables
Wash all the vegetables to be used in cooking the fried rice. Scrape and
cut the carrots into tiny cubes. Cut the green beans into small pieces of
about 0.7cm long. Soak these 2 vegetables separately in hot water for
about 5 minutes and drain. Cut 1 bulb of onion. Set all these aside.
Prepare the liver and chicken
1. Cook the beef, liver and kidney until tender and cut into tiny
pieces. To save time and energy, you can cook the liver with the
chicken.
2. Cut the whole chicken into pieces and cook adding the seasoning
cubes, thyme and the chopped onions until tender. Grill in an
oven or deep fry with vegetable oil until it turns golden brown.
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This makes the chicken more presentable when entertaining
guests.
Cooking Directions
1. Parboil the rice to ensure that the grains of rice will not stick
together when the rice is cooked. Rinse the parboiled rice with
cold water and put in a sieve so all the water drains out.
2. Pour the chicken stock into a sieve to remove all traces of onions,
thyme etc used in cooking the chicken. Pour the stock into a pot
and set to boil. Once the water boils, add the parboiled rice. Also,
add 1 tablespoon of plain yellow curry powder, then add salt to
taste. The plain yellow curry powder is merely for colouring so
should not contain chili.
3. The water level should be slightly less than or at the same level as
the level of the rice. This is to ensure that all the water dries up by
the time the rice is cooked and that the rice is not over cooked.
This is the quantity of water that will cook the rice and ensure the
grains will not stick together. Stir the contents; cover the pot and
leave to cook on medium heat. This way the rice does not burn
before the water dries up.
4. Once the water has dried up, the rice should be cooked perfectly.
5. Transfer the rice to a casserole dish or another pot for it to cool.
This is essential to keep the grains from sticking to each other. If
left in the original hot pot, the rice will continue to cook and
eventually stick together.
At this point, it is advisable to divide the vegetables into say 4, 5 or
6 equal parts. The rice will be fried in batches so this number
depends on the quantity of rice you can comfortably fry in the pan
or pot. Also, divide the cooked rice and the diced cow liver into
the same number of equal parts.
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6. Pour a small amount of vegetable oil into a frying pan. This
quantity of oil should be such that it would be absorbed by 1 part
of the cooked rice and 1 part each of the vegetables. When the oil
is hot, add 1 part of diced onions and stir for 10 seconds, followed
by 1 part of diced cow liver, one part each of the diced vegetables,
then 1 part of cooked rice.
7. Add more salt if necessary. More curry powder may also be added
at this stage if you need to touch up on the colour. Stir till all the
ingredients have mixed well and transfer to a dry pot. Repeat this
for the remaining batches of the ingredients.
The fried rice is ready. Serve with fried chicken. You can add
coleslaw, Moin-moin or fried plantain / dodo
NOTE: Nigerian Fried Rice can go off very quickly. You can avoid this by
spreading it to cool and refrigerate immediately.

RICE AND BEANS CASSEROLE
Very popular and nutritious dish for vegetarians
Ingredients
Serves 4
225g long-grain rice
2tablespoons, ground nut oil
1 onion, finely sliced
2 cloves of garlic, crushed
1 chili, finely chopped
350g tomatoes, skinned and chopped
1 red pepper, seeded and diced
225g cooked red beans
600ml water or stock
1 green pepper, seeded and diced
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1. Heat oil in a medium-sized frying pan. Add onion and garlic, fry until
soft and translucent. Add the chili, tomatoes, and peppers and cook until
thick and well blended. Season with salt, stir in the beans mixing well
and cook for another 10 minutes. Add the rice and some more water.
Cover and cook for 20 minutes until rice is tender and all the water is
absorbed. Stir and serve hot.

Coconut Rice
How to make Coconut Milk - Break a coconut by tapping around the
middle of the nut with a hammer until it cracks open into two. Remove
the white flesh and roughly grate it. Pour hot water over the grated
coconut and leave to stand until lukewarm. Press and squeeze the flesh
to extract the milk, then sieve in separate liquid. The more water you
use the thinner the milk will be. In general, one fresh coconut will yield
about 600ml medium thick milk.
225g long grain rice
2tablespoons ground nut oil
1 Onion, finely sliced
600ml coconut milk
Salt to taste
Wash the rice in several changes of cold water and drain. Heat the oil in
a saucepan and fry the onions for 3 minutes. Add the rice and coconut
milk, season with salt. Cover and cook on low heat for 20 minutes, or
until tender. Fluff the rice with a fork and serve hot.
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OTHER DISHES
POTTAGE WITH FISH PEPPER SAUCE (YAM OR
UNRIPE PLANTAIN)
This pottage meal is one of the fastest dishes used when planning
menus because it cuts across all states within Nigeria. Unripe plantain
pottage is a dish that is in high demand for people living with
diabetes while it is one of the staple meals for those in the southsouth geopolitical zone in Nigeria. Whole yam porridge is a semi solid
meal; rich on its own
Ingredients
o Yam/Plantain (250g)
o Palm oil (250 ml)
o 120 ml Pepper, blended with onion
o Cray fish
o Smoked fish
o Seasoning
o Frozen or fresh fish
Peel, clean and wash yam/plantain and cut into cubes. In a separate pot,
add palm oil, onion and ground pepper. Allow to boil. Add the cubed or
diced yam / plantain and cook for another 20-25 minutes. Add the
smoked fish, crayfish and stir. Add spices as required.
NOTE: The food gets burnt easily, so be careful.

IKOKORE
Water yam contains nutrients, such as minerals and vitamins which are
very beneficial to the human body. It contains a lot of minerals like
calcium, potassium, iron, phosphorus and copper. It contains vitamins C
and E which have anti-oxidant properties. It also contains vitamin A and
some B vitamins.
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Ikokore is a traditional delicacy of the Ijebus in South west Nigeria. It is a
special menu found at parties hosted by the Ijebus. Without Ikokore at
an Ijebu party, the party is not complete.
Ingredients
o 300g Water yam
o 83ml ground pepper and onions
o 125ml Crayfish
o 125ml Dry fish, deboned and shredded ()
o 125ml Dry bonga fish
o 50g Locust beans
o Any other desired spices
1. Boil the ground pepper and onions with some water in a pot, add the
required amount of crayfish (usually half of the available quantity) half
the amount of the dry fish and bonga fish. In another bowl, grate the
water yam to a smooth paste and add it to the boiling mixture. Cook for
10-15minutes.
Add the remainder of the different fish used above (I.e. cray fish, stock
fish and bonga fish), if needed. Add the right amount of spices and locust
beans and serve hot.

BEANS (EWA) and DODO
Black-eyed peas (ewa) and plantain (dodo) are staple foods in Nigeria.
Ewa dodo is a spicy, stewy combination of black-eyed peas usually
served with a side dish of fried plantain. A Nigerian favorite, ewa dodo
makes a nutritious and filling meal.
INGREDIENTS Serves 4 to 6
• Black-eyed peas -- 2 cups
• Oil -- 2 or 3 tablespoons
• 1 Onion, finely chopped
• 2 or 3 Chile peppers, minced
• 350g tomatoes, skinned and chopped
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•
•
•
•

Fish filets, cut into 1-inch pieces (optional) -- 1 pound
Salt and pepper to taste
Oil for frying
3 ripe plantains, peeled and cut into 1/2-inch circles

1. Rinse the black-eyed peas, and pour into a large saucepan with
enough water to cover the beans by about an inch. Bring to a boil and
simmer for about one hour, or until the beans are thoroughly cooked
and tender. Add water as required to keep the beans covered.
2. Heat the oil in a large pot over medium-high flame. Add the onions,
chopped pepper and sauté until the onion is cooked through and
translucent.
3. Stir in the chopped tomatoes and simmer for 3 or 4 minutes
4. Add the black-eyed peas and their liquid to the pot and bring to a
boil. Stir in the fish, salt and pepper, reduce heat to low and allow to
simmer for about 10 minutes, or until the fish is cooked. Add the
seasoning and set aside while you make the dodo.
5. Heat about 1/4 inch of oil in a large skillet over medium-high flame.
Fry the cut plantain in batches until lightly brown on each side.
Remove onto a paper towel-lined plate when cooked to drain off
some of the oil.
6. Serve the beans with the fried dodo on the side.
EWA DODO VARIATIONS
• Fish and Seafood: Any type of fish fillet will do for this dish. Or try
using peeled and de-veined shrimp instead.
• Vegetarian Version: For a delicious vegetarian dish, simply
eliminate the fish or seafood.
• Seasonings: Stir a tablespoon or two of dried, ground shrimp or
crayfish into the sautéing onions for extra flavour. Add some
minced garlic. Substitute dried, ground pepper for the fresh chilis.
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Ewa Agoyin
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 cups (approx. 500g) brown/black-eyed beans
5 cooking spoons of palm oil
5 big plum tomatoes
1 handful of crayfish
1 big onion
Pepper & Salt (to taste)
2 seasoning cubes

Preparations before cooking Ewa Agoyin
1. Soak the beans in cold water for 5 hours. Boil the beans for 5
minutes and discard the water. Rinse the beans in cold water and
set aside. This soaking and pre-cooking process will help reduce
the gas inducing elements.
2. Chop the onions, grind the crayfish and pound the pepper.
3. Blend the tomatoes and boil the tomato puree till all the water
has dried from it.
4. Pre-cook the diced onions without any added water. The aim is to
get it to caramelize a bit so that it will take less time to fully
caramelize during frying.
Directions
1. Cook the beans for about 45mins till soft. For Ewa Agoyin, the
beans has to be very soft.
Note: If you have a pressure cooker, beans is one of the staple
foods you will want to use it for. It reduces the cooking time
significantly.
2. When the beans is soft, add salt, and cook until all the water is
dry, then and set aside.
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Cooking the Agoyin sauce
2.1 Pour the palm oil into a separate dry pot. Allow to heat up till the
oil starts to smoke and the colour changes to clear. It is better to do
this at medium heat so that the oil does not get too hot too quickly.
Remember to turn off your smoke alarm before doing this.
2.2 To keep the smoke to a minimum and still have the traditional
taste of Ewa Agoyin, use vegetable oil and when it is very hot, add a little
palm oil. Add the pre-cooked onions and stir continuously till the onion
is fully caramelized. It should be very dark in colour. Add the parboiled
tomato puree and stir continuously till you cannot tell the difference
between the tomatoes and onions. Add the pepper, crayfish, stock
cubes and salt to taste. You can also add a little water at this point, if
needed. Stir very well and bring to the boil. The Ewa Agoyin is ready!

Iyan (pounded yam)
It might be easier to use poundo yam (processed yam flour), as pounding yam
requires energy, strength and a special technique not easily acquired

Ingredients
Serves three
1 3kg medium-sized yam tuber medium.
5 cups water
Equipment
Mortar and pestle, food processor or blender
Knife
Large pot
Spatula or spoon
Bowl
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Preparation
1. Peel off the skin of the yam with a knife and cut into 1/2-inch
lengths
2. Wash in cold to lukewarm water.
3. Place yam in a large pot and bring to a boil.
4. Add enough water to cover the yam and cook for 25 minutes.
5. Drain and pound in to a smooth dough in a mortar using a pestle,
or put in a food processor or blender, one piece at a time until it
forms a soft dough of pounded yam.
6. Serve with okra or Egusi soup or any desired soup.

Eba/Gari (fried, grated cassava)
Ingredients
Serves four
4 cups garri (fried, grated cassava)
8 cups water
Equipment
Wooden spatula or spoon for stirring
Pot or kettle
Bowl
Preparation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bring water to a boil in a pot or kettle
Pour boiled water into a mortar or bowl
Sprinkle garri into the water until it forms a heavy paste
Blend the paste with a wooden spatula to the consistency of a soft
dough
5. Serve with okra soup or egusi soup or any soup of choice.
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Moin-Moin (steamed savoury bean cake)
Ingredients
500g beans
3 fresh chilies, liquidized
1 large onion, liquidized
200ml oil
225g fresh prawns
2 soft boiled eggs
Warm water to mix.
Leaves for Wrapping
Salt to taste
VARIATIONS:
MOIN-MOIN ELEMI-MEJE (Rich moin-moin with seven lives)
The so-called “seven lives” of this dish is derived from the seven
different garnishes incorporated into the basic mixture during
preparation i. e .cooked sliced Kidneys, chicken, tongue, prawns, corned
beef, flaked smoked fish and boiled eggs
1. Soak the beans for about 50 minutes and wash thoroughly to remove
skin. Grind or liquidize until smooth. If you don’t have a steamer,
arrange a false base with leaves or tin foil in a pot with water and bring
to a boil.
2. Mix the ground beans with other ingredients, add the warm water a
little at a time until mixture coats the back of a wooden spoon.
3. Scoop the mixture onto clean leaves and wrap into parcels. Arrange
parcels carefully in the pot of boiling water, cover with a tight-fitting lid
to avoid steam escaping. Steam for 1 hour or until moin-moin is cooked.
4. Refill pot with boiling water if dry during cooking process. The parcels
of beans should be firm to the touch after exposure to the air for a few
minutes. Unwrap the leaves and serve with Garri or cold eko. The
mixture can also be steamed in aluminium moulds or foil container.
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Akara (Bean balls)
Ingredients
Serves 8
500g beans
1 onion
3 fresh pepper
Warm water for mixing
Oil for frying
Salt to taste
1. Soak the beans for about 15 minutes and wash thoroughly to remove
skin. Grind or liquidize until smooth. Place in a large bowl season with
salt and beat in the warm water a little at a time to make it light. Fold in
the sliced onions and mix with a metal spoon to avoid letting out the air
which has been beaten in to the mixture.
2. Heat the oil until a blue faint smoke appears, scoop the mixture into
the oil to form balls and fry until golden brown. Drain on absorbent
kitchen paper. Serve hot.

DODO - Fried Plantain
The quantity of plantain will depend on the way it is eaten. If it is eaten
alone or with stew, or with fried eggs, you probably need at least a
whole plantain per person eating. If it is eaten with rice or beans, then
one plantain can probably satisfy two people.
(Unripe plantain is usually green in colour and hard. As the plantain
ripens, it becomes more yellowish in colour and a little softer, and when
it is becoming too ripe, black patches appear on the skin and it becomes
really soft).
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Ingredients
Ripe plantain
Vegetable oil
1. Pour the oil into a frying /sauce pan, about ½ inch (or about 1½
centimeters) high, and place on fire on low heat.
2. In a bowl or plate, slice or dice the plantain either vertically, that
is cutting along the circumference, and longitudinally, cutting
along the length).
o For larger slices, slice the plantains either vertically, or
diagonally, so that each slice is about ¼ inch (or about ½
centimeters) thick.
3. For smaller pieces, cut the plantain into two of four parts
longitudinally, and then slice vertically
4. Place the cut pieces into the hot oil, spreading over the bottom of
the pan.
5. Turn over when the bottom sides are golden brown in color.
(Some people prefer them more yellowish in color, and some
darker brown...any is fine because as long as the heat is low, the
plantain will be cooked). Let the other side get brown to the same
consistency as the first side.
6. Remove using a spatula or large spoon.

7. Depending on the ripeness of the plantain, you may want to put
the fried plantains on some napkins first to soak up some of the
excess oil before serving.
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ADALU (Beans and sweetcorn pottage)
Ingredients
Serves 4
225g beans
225g corn (picked from the cob) or tin of sweet corn
1 onion, sliced
3 fresh tomatoes, sliced
2 tablespoon ground crayfish
2 shawa (smoked dry fish)
1litre water
3 tablespoon palm-oil
Salt to taste.
1. Pick through the beans and sweetcorn, throwing out any stones or
pieces of grit. Wash and cook the corn in water until soft. Add the beans
and salt to taste. Cook the beans and corn until soft and pulpy for
approximately 40 minutes adding more water if necessary. Add the
sliced peppers, onions and tomatoes stirring frequently to avoid burning.
2. Remove skin and bones from the shawa and flake into small pieces.
Add to the beans together with ground crayfish and palm-oil. Check
seasoning and stir well. Allow to simmer for 10 minutes. Serves with
fried pepper sauce.

WAINA
Crispy omelet from the Northern region of Nigeria usually served with
freshly baked bread.
Ingredients:
4 medium-sized eggs
1 fresh pepper, chopped
50g chopped onions
Corn-oil or melted butter
Salt and pepper to taste
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1. Break the eggs into a clean bowl. Add the chopped peppers and
onions, season and whisk thoroughly adding a drop of water if
necessary.
2. Heat oil in a frying pan. When hot, pour a ladle full of egg mixture into
the hot oil and fry until golden and crisp. Remove from pan and drain on
absorbent kitchen paper. Continue to fry in this manner using up all the
egg mixture. Serves hot between slices of hot bread or toast.

SPICY SCRAMBLED EGG
Scrambled eggs in a spicy combination of tomatoes, fresh herbs and
chilies are quite delicious. It can be served with freshly baked bread for
breakfast or with fried plantain for a light lunch.
Ingredients
8 eggs
4 tomatoes, sliced and chopped
1 pepper, sliced
1 onion, sliced
1 clove of garlic, crushed
3 green peppers, seeded and chopped
1teaspoon fresh thyme
3tablespoons groundnut oil
Salt to taste
1. Heat the oil in a large frying pan, add the onion and cook until it
begins to change colour. Add the peppers and cook for 5 minutes, then
add the tomatoes, garlic, chili and seasoning. Stir and cook for another 5
minutes. Meanwhile, lightly whisk the eggs with a little salt and stir into
the tomatoes. Reduce the heat and cook, stirring constantly until creamy
and well mixed for about 8 minutes. Sprinkle with chopped coriander
and serve hot.
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SNACKS and FINGER FOODS
PUFF-PUFF (Traditional round doughnuts)
Making the Puff Puff recipe is both easy and complicated. Easy because
the mixing is quite straight-forward and you will see proof that you are
doing things correctly as you go along. It is only complicated when you
do not follow the steps as detailed in the recipe.
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 cups (250g) of Plain Flour
2 teaspoons of yeast (used in baking bread)
½ teaspoon ground nutmeg
½ cup granulated sugar (or to your taste)
3 pinches of salt
Lukewarm water (for mixing)
Vegetable Oil (for frying)

Before you make the Nigerian Puff Puff
If the yeast is the type that looks like tiny pebbles or is like paste, mix it
with lukewarm water and set aside. It should be put in after adding
water to the Puff Puff mix. If the yeast is in powder form, it should be
added to the flour along with the other dry ingredients.
1. Mix together in a bowl, the flour, ground nutmeg, powdered
yeast, sugar and salt. Add water in small quantities and mix until
the dough forms a good consistency. If applicable, add the yeast
already mixed with lukewarm water. Mix until the dough is
smooth and pliable. Place the dough in an airtight bowl and cover
with aluminium foil paper. To make the dough rise faster, mix the
ingredients with warm water. Leave to rise for about 45 minutes.
2. Heat up oil at temperature of 170C in a deep pot. The oil should
be at least 3 inches deep. This is so that the puff puff will become
spherical when scooped into the oil.
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3. Test that the oil is hot enough by putting a drop of batter into the
oil. If it sizzles and comes up to the surface of the oil, then the oil
is hot enough. If the oil is not hot enough, the batter will go down
to the bottom of the oil and stay there.
4. When the oil is hot enough, scoop some batter into the oil with
your hand by pressing the batter to come out from between your
thumb and index finger as this is what will make your Puff Puff
have a near-perfect spherical shape.
5. Put in more scoops of the batter, as much as the space in the
frying pot will allow without overcrowding it. Once the underside
of the puff puff has turned golden brown, flip the ball so that the
topside will be fried as well.
6. When both sides are golden brown, take out the puff puff balls
and place in a sieve. If you want to reduce the oil on your Puff Puff
as much as possible, then line your sieve with paper towels. The
paper towels help soak away the excess oil on the puff puff.

BUNS
Ingredients
500g self-raising flour
50g sugar
3 eggs
25g margarine / butter
2 drops vanilla extract
Oil for deep frying
1. Sift the flour into a clean bowl and rub in the butter.
2. Whisk together the eggs, vanilla extract and sugar. Add the mixture to
the flour and mix into a dropping consistency.
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3. Scoop up a little at a time into the hollows of your finger and deep fry
in hot oil until golden brown. Drain on absorbent kitchen paper and
serve warm or cold.

CHIN-CHIN
Ingredients
500g self-raising flour
100g sugar
3 large eggs
25g grated nutmeg
50g margarine
Pinch of salt
Oil for deep frying
1. Sift the flour and salt together. Work in the margarine, eggs, sugar and
nutmeg and mix into a fairly stiff dough.
2. Turn onto a floured board and roll out thinly. Cut into thin strips and
cut the strips into small squares.
3. Heat the oil and fry the squares of dough in small batches stirring
frequently until golden brown. Drain and allow to cool. Serve cold. Can
be stored for weeks in an air-tight container.

Shuku-shuku (Coconut cookies)
INGREDIENTS:
1 medium coconut, grated
3 egg yolks
50g/2oz caster sugar
1. Mix together in a bowl, the grated coconut, egg yolks and sugar.
Mould into small balls of about 2cm in diameter. Roll each ball in flour
and place on an oiled baking sheet.
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2. Bake in a fairly hot oven at 325F/ 170C until golden brown. Cool and
store in an air-tight tin.

Dodo Oni - yeri (Egg-coated fried plantain)
Ingredients
2 ripe plantain fingers
2 medium-sized eggs
Salt to taste
Groundnut-oil for frying
1. Wash, peel and cut the plantain into thin diagonal slices.
2. Break the eggs into a clean bowl, season with salt and whisk lightly.
3. Heat the oil in a frying pan, dip the sliced plantain in the egg and
shallow fry gently on both sides until brown. Drain on kitchen paper and
serve hot.

IPEKERE (Plantain chips)
Ingredients
4 semi-ripened plantain fingers
Salt to taste
Oil for deep frying
1. Peel the plantain and cut in half. Slice thinly in diagonal or round
pieces, sprinkle with salt.
2. Heat the oil and deep fry the slice of plantain until crisp and golden.
Drain and serve as a snack or to accompany drinks.
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WARM BED
GOAL: The essence of this section is to address issues and challenges of
sexual intimacy in marriage.
HINT: We need you to become more of your husband’s “mistress and
girlfriend” than his wife. The mistress is ever ready to satisfy her lover,
easy to please, forgiving, loving and will seize every opportunity to
keep the man’s attention thereby controlling his time and purse. Let us
work towards fewer headaches, body pain and tiredness and more of
you taking the initiative in “bedmatics”

INTIMACY IN MARRIAGE PT 1:
There is something about the psychological, spiritual, and physical
make-up of human beings that cries out for more intimacy, especially
between married couples. And that is because God designed marriage to
be the most intimate of all human relationships, one in which we are
bound emotionally, socially, intellectually, and physically without any
hindrance.
Intimacy is an umbrella term for people who feel close to one another
on a personal level when used to describe romantic relationships.
Intimacy also refers to a close sexual connection. Trusting your spouse
and feeling loved, respected, comfortable and safe with them is a large
part of sexual intimacy. Being intimate means more than just getting
physical with your spouse.

DIFFERENT FORMS OF INTIMACY
Most of the time, because of the nature of the womenfolk (an average
woman is highly endowed with intuition, while the man is very analytical
and logical); they are usually the first to notice when things need
attention. It is actually not a bad idea for couples to ask themselves if
they are intimate with each other and to investigate certain areas that
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suggest that they are drifting apart. The couple should make it a point to
work on such areas with a view to making an improvement. For instance,
there are areas that couples could critically look into, such as emotional
intimacy, intellectual intimacy, social and spiritual intimacy.
1. Emotional Intimacy: When it comes to emotional intimacy, it
is 100 percent focused on feelings. Human feelings are
spontaneous and emotional to what we encounter through the
five senses. When we share emotions, we build emotional
intimacy that has an inconceivable lasting effect on all areas of
the union. Although it is challenging for an African husband to
be openly intimate with his wife, especially after many years of
marriage; this type of challenge can easily be overcome with
positive determination. The older couples get, the better their
love should be. True love is like a flower that blossoms with
age. This is because this type of intimacy is one of the greatest
promoters of good sex. It is an ingredient that produces lasting
sexual escapades in a union.
2. Intellectual intimacy: This is another level of intimacy that
enhances good sex. It isn’t only about discussing highly
intellectual ideas. The important thing here is that couples
discuss their thoughts, which may be about food, finances,
health, crime, work, and politics. These thoughts reveal
something of what goes on in the mind of the couple every
day.
3. Social intimacy: This has to do with spending time around the
events of life. Some of them are experienced together; others
happen while both parties in a relationship live apart. When
married couples do things together, they develop a sense of
team work, which enhances their sense of intimacy. One thing
that is common in developing intimacy together is that
passionate, erotic and adventurous sex with each other
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happens spontaneously and becomes a common occurrence
among such couples.
4. Spiritual intimacy: This is the foundation of marital intimacy
which has a significant impact on all other forms of intimacy. It
doesn’t require agreement or belief on every detail. Instead,
married partners seek to tell each other what is going on in
their inner self. In this type of intimacy, couples are free to
discuss their thoughts about spiritual realities. The purpose
here isn’t all about agreement, but oneness and
understanding. And over the years, this has been the most
effective intimacy for exciting sexual activities. There is nothing
to hide; everything is laid out plain.

5. The most commonly experienced intimacy is the skin to skin,
body to body, Physical Intimacy. Though when it comes to
physical intimacy, men and women are not only different, they
often experience sexual intimacy in different dimensions and
express their preferences differently. Often, the husband
focuses on the physical aspect, which includes the visual
aspect, mostly the breasts, buttocks and so on, which he sees
first; then the attraction, which is the seductive role played by
the wife. Another aspect is the touching stage, which is how
well the woman can make him beg for more.
When a man is satisfied with these areas, he certifies the relationship as
intimate. But to his wife, the main objective is deep emotional intimacy
which normally leads to any form of sexual intimacy and ultimately, the
success of the relationship. Being loved, appreciated and treated with
tenderness brings joy to the woman. Therefore, explosive good sexual
intimacy with an electrifying effect requires understanding and response
to the different levels of intimacy from both parties.
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What is sexual intimacy?
People let down their emotional guard during sex. Also, the release of
cuddle hormone, oxytocin, triggers feelings of connectedness that allows
spouses to be vulnerable and to establish trust with one another.
Having sexual intimacy means that you and your spouse share a special
bond characterized by a shared sensual expression. You understand
each other on a sexual level that has emotion behind it, instead of it just
being a physical act
It is one thing to have knowledge about why and how your partner
responds differently and another thing to accept the differences and
change your behavior accordingly. To a large degree, a woman can make
her husband feel either great about himself sexually or inadequate.
When a wife makes her husband feel like a sexual king, he is much more
likely to fulfil that role and make her feel like a queen.
Likewise, by failing to create an atmosphere in which his wife can
respond, a man can deprive himself of the sexual pleasure that is
important to his happiness. He may wonder how she can say that she
still loves him and yet deny him what he wants and needs most. But
when things are out of balance in the sexual department, the husband
might well look at himself, for where you find a lukewarm wife, you will
most likely find a husband who fails to meet her needs.

THE SEXUAL ACT
The most common definition of sexual intercourse is an act that involves
a man putting his erect penis inside a woman's vagina. Sexual
intercourse between a man and a woman starts with them both getting
sexually excited. This is sometimes referred to as foreplay, and might
involve kissing and cuddling, touching each other and other sexual
activities. Foreplay is important as it means a woman's vagina begins to
get moist and a man gets an erection. If the woman's vagina does not
get moist enough, then having sexual intercourse could be difficult or
painful for her.
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Having sex for the first time may be a bit uncomfortable for a woman
because her hymen (a thin layer of skin that partially covers the
entrance to the vagina) may be stretched or torn. This may cause a little
bleeding, but it does not usually last long. First time sex is not usually
painful for a man.
After the first time, sex should become more comfortable. The vagina is
very stretchy and will usually accommodate a penis (even a large one)
with ease. However, a woman may experience pain when having sexual
intercourse if her vagina does not produce enough natural lubrication.
Extra vaginal fluids are usually produced when a woman becomes
sexually excited to allow the penis to enter the vagina easily. If a woman
is tensed or rushed when she has sex, her vagina may not become moist
enough to allow the penis to move in and out smoothly. Stress can also
cause the muscles in the vagina to involuntarily tense up, making
penetration difficult and painful. The best way to ensure pain free sex is
for both partners to relax and take their time.
Extra lubrication might also help, and can be bought from many
chemists and some supermarkets. When using a condom, it is very
important that a water-based lubricant (like KY jelly) is used, as oil-based
lubricants like Vaseline can cause the condom to disintegrate.

ACTION STEPS:
SIMPLE STEPS TO MAKING LOVE
Please refer to the book Kama Sutra- Love Making Techniques (available
on the Nigerian Brides Academy website) which is packed with
provocative information that will bring more variety and excitement to
your sex life. It has more than 100 color photographs with full
illustrations
1.

Making love is often a spontaneous event, and too much planning
can ruin the mood. However, you want to be sure you are in a safe
environment where no one will barge in on you.
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2.

Slowly undress and begin foreplay. Foreplay is the kissing and
touching that occurs before sex. Women being of a tender nature
want tender beginnings. While the male will want to jump right in to
the sex, the female requires a bit of warming up. Think of the man as
a gas cooker and the electric cooker they take different times to get
to the same “temperature.” Women, like electric cookers, are slow
to heat up while men can be likened to gas cookers that lights up
immediately it’s ignited.

3.

Lay horizontally on a bed. The man can be on top of the woman,
his body in between her legs, and their genitals aligned. This is called
the missionary position, and it is one of many different positions for
making love.

4.

Insert the erect penis into the vagina. If the vagina is dry and it is
hard to insert, use a few drops of lubricant.

5.

Engage in a rhythmic, tandem motion with your hips, carefully and
slowly moving the penis in and out of the vagina. It may take a few
minutes (or months) to get your rhythm together.

6.

As partners near climax, the rhythm will increase, as will the body
heat, sexual sounds and verbal declarations of love. Upon climax, the
male will release sperm into the condom or vagina, and his penis will
deflate.

7.

The male will roll off the partner. Please hold on to each other,
exchange your promises of love and enjoy the afterglow
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INTIMACY IN MARRIAGE PT 2: ENHANCING YOUR LOVE LIFE
How to Enhance Your Love Life
Enhancing your love life is something that every long-term relationship
eventually requires. Sooner or later your love life will be affected by the
regular stresses of everyday life and many other factors that may make
your love life seem lacking.
Often, we hear that our partners are too tired to make love or perhaps
there is a problem in the relationship that makes love making a bit more
difficult than it used to be. So many aspects of our daily lives are
affected and reflected in our personal relationships. This is when
learning how to enhance your love life becomes very important.
For starters it helps for you to be able to incorporate playfulness in the
bedroom. Being playful in the bedroom is a key factor to you having fun
during lovemaking. It also helps you to get closer to your husband.
Learning how to become more spontaneous when it comes to love
making can also help you to improve your love life. The reason for this is
because it lets your husband know that you still find him sexy and
attractive, which is the key to a great love life.

Decorating your bedroom for romance
Decorating your bedroom for romance doesn't even have to be difficult
or expensive. You can really let your creativity run wild here.
The most important thing to keep in mind is that you want to soothe all
of the senses to both take away other distractions and relax completely.
This should be your oasis, your refuge to reconnect and enjoy your
partner's company.
A great place to start is lighting. Get rid of the glare, and you're well on
the way to more romance!
Candles, candles and more candles can bring a lot of romance into the
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bedroom for a pretty small investment. Candles, both large and small,
tapered, pillar or votives all generate a warm, inviting, flickering light to
the room. Group them together in several areas of the room for the best
effect.
Adding a dimmer switch to lighting can also be quite effective in
designing bedrooms for romance- and cost very little as long as you can
install it yourself. It isn't as difficult as one might think!
Placing mirrors to reflect your softened light will add more depth to
your bedroom.
Window dressings that are plush and appealing should darken the
room and prevent lights from traffic or other external noise from
interrupting the romantic mood you are creating. The window treatment
can match or contrast the bedding and often can be found as an
accessory to the bedding set you select. Draperies that billow and flow
can add a touch of romance to the bedroom as well.
The bed, of course, is the focal point of the bedroom in most cases, and
the bedding you select for romance can set the perfect mood.
Many people think of silk and satin when thinking of romantic bedding.
Both silk and satin can be costly and a bit slippery on the bed. The good
news is that the same luxurious effect and feel can be created with 100%
cotton sheets if you don't want the added expense of genuine satin or
silk linen.
Choose bedding for your romantic bedroom that the color is relaxing
and romantic. Avoid using too much grey, yellow or pink. Red, black,
white, blue and green are very popular. Newer colors like pearl, bronze
and even gold can really create the feeling of luxury and are quite
romantic.
Remember that all of your senses should be involved for the perfect
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touch of romance- so adding interesting texture for bedding can be
another opportunity to bring out romance. Velvet, faux fur and velour
are rich, soft-to-the-touch fabrics that can be used for comforters,
blankets and throw pillows.
Finish your new romantic bedroom with a bit of soft music, sweet
smelling air fresheners and scented tissue paper!
You can live in a bedroom in which you are surrounded with romance
every night if you wish. Simply bring together your own creation of
romantic touches and enjoy.

ACTION STEPS:
Ideas to Revive a Fizzling Relationship, Keeping the Passion
alive
The honeymoon is over. Maybe you’ve been together a few months, a
few years, or even many years. At some point, though, the early flames
of passion will fade and you’ll start looking for ways to re-ignite them.
1. Have Fun Together
Remember the fun times you had when you first started dating? You
laughed, you played, and you spent time enjoying each other’s company.
There’s no reason for the fun to stop just because you’ve been together
for a while.
2. Be Romantic
What did you use to do when the two of you were romancing each
other? Jump start the romance by going back to some of those previous
activities that generated warm feelings.

3. Go Back to Dating
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One way to jump start your relationship is to “date” each other again.
Add to the fun by calling to ask each other out, and the one doing the
asking then plans the date. To make it more challenging, set a budget
limit for the date. You’d be amazed at how much fun it is to be creative
and plan a date for little or less.
Once you’re on the date, treat each other as you did when you were first
getting acquainted. Men, open the car door for your lady. Women, put
on a special dress and flirt with your gentleman.
4. Do the Little Things
The day to day grind of life can really wear you down, and at those times
paying attention to the little things gets harder. It is important that you
make the extra effort to do the little things that your spouse will really
appreciate. You could:
- Make a point to give your spouse a hug and a kiss every morning
before you leave and each evening when you get home.
- Remember to say please and thank you.
- Pick the chore your spouse dislikes the most, and do it for him or her
without being asked.
- Say “I love you” often, not just when you think it’s expected.
- Pray Together.
5. Be Physical
We’re not just talking about sex. Being physical means touching her arm,
holding his hand, offering a gentle caress or neck rub after a tough day.
Touch your partner as a friend and lover. Let them know that you are
there and when the two of you do move towards having sex, don’t just
turn out the lights and get on with it every time. Seduce each other a bit,
light some candles and take a shower together. As pleasurable as sex is,
doing the same thing the same way every time gets boring so spice
things up a bit and you’ll be amazed at what will happen.
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6. Do something unexpected. Send your partner gifts like flowers,
chocolates, cakes, ties, and perfume at work. Or take them out for
dinner on a week night.
7. What lit your fire to start with? Strike the match again, by duplicating
that initial moment you fell in love with your partner, and be sure to tell
them why you've created this just for them.
8. Communicate. If you find it hard to say things, try surprising your
better half with notes in their lunch, on their pillow, in the car, etc. Often
the written word opens other doors.
9. Make time just for you. And don't break the date! Book babysitters
ahead or clear your work calendar so there is nobody on it but the other
person.
10. Get out of the rut! -literarily. Take your partner somewhere new,
and alone. Rediscover each other all over. If possible, go away together
on a holiday just the two of you.
11. Find something you like about your partner, every day. Then tell
them what it is.
12. Find a shared interest. Explore new hobbies, sports, or other
interests that you both like, and can participate in together.
13. Accept your partner's faults. Then admit your own. Make an effort
not to keep repeating them out of laziness or habit.
14. Make promises, and keep them. Slip a note into their wallet or
purse that says what is being served for dinner tonight, and promise that
dessert will be worth waiting for!
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INTIMACY IN MARRIAGE PART 3: AMAZE YOUR LOVER
Having sexual intimacy with your spouse creates a deep emotional
connection that contributes to a more satisfying marital bond. Not
everyone will find it easy to develop sexual intimacy and connect with
their spouse during sex. That’s why we are looking at ways you can
deepen your bond with your spouse through sexual intimacy.
Sex is a very pleasurable experience and a bonding factor in a marriage
relationship. It generates pleasure and mutual satisfaction as well
symbolising the “two becoming one” mantra.
It is an obligatory act in marriage which is essential for the health of the
body, it provides the forum on which deep intimacy is developed; a
pathway for the release of tension and demonstration of love between
the couple.
BE COMMITTED TO YOUR PARTNER
One of the key factors in achieving a great sex life is remaining
committed to your spouse. It is called fidelity. Confining sex exclusively
to one’s spouse for a life-time is the only way to build an emotionally
healthy, stable relationship. Choosing to restrict one’s sexual focus to a
lifetime spouse is basic to character building. Your character defines who
you are. Paul wrote, “That each one of you should know how to process
(control, manage) his own body in consecration (purity, separated from
things profane), and in honour” (1 Thessalonians 4:4, Amplified)
Self-control is the key ingredient in all sexual expression, without it, not
only does society disintegrate, but a person becomes unpredictable and
dangerous.

IMPORTANCE OF SEX IN MARRIAGE
• It is the celebration of a committed covenant
• It cements the marriage covenant and binds the marriage
together
• It solidifies the relationship as a symbol of a healthy, happy union
• It restores loving emotions

• It is a form or relaxation and rest
• It makes a man able to conquer and face the outside world
• It empowers the woman and renews her exclusive relationship
with her husband
• It receives a smile from God as it is honourable

WRONG USE OF SEX IN MARRIAGE
1.

2.
3.

As a bait or weapon- To get your spouse to do something he
would not ordinarily do
As a reward – To compensate him for a good act
As a punishment – To penalize him for wrong doing

10 REASONS TO MAKE LOVE
•

Exercise: "Sexual activity is a form of physical exercise," according
to Dr. Michael Cirigliano of the University of Pennsylvania School
of Medicine. Making love three times a week burns around 7,500
calories in a year (the equivalent of jogging 75 miles).

•

Heavy Breathing: A night of love can raise the amount of oxygen
in cells helping to keep organs and tissues functioning at their
peak.

•

Strong Bones and Muscles: "Any kind of physical exercise is going
to increase testosterone," states Dr. Karen Donahey, Director of
the Sex and Marital Therapy Program at Chicago's North-Western
UniCrenshaw says affectionate touch will increase levels of
oxytocin, the "bonding hormone”, Varsity Medical Centre.
Testosterone is believed to help keep men's bones and muscles
strong.

•

Lowered Cholesterol: Making love regularly can lower levels of
the body's total cholesterol slightly, while positively changing the
ratio of good-to-bad cholesterol.

•

Pain Relief: Sex can lower levels of "arthritic pain, whiplash pain
and headache pain," according to Dr. Beverly Whipple. Hormones
that are released during sexual excitement and orgasm can
elevate pain thresholds.

•

DHEA Without Supplements: DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone), a
popular supplemental hormone is released naturally during
lovemaking. "Just before orgasm and ejaculation," Crenshaw says,
"DHEA spikes to levels three to five times higher than usual."

•

Prostate Protection: Researchers say prostate trouble may arise
or be worsened by fluid buildup within the gland. Regular
ejaculation will help wash out those fluids. Be cautious when
suddenly changing frequency --sudden changes may also trigger
prostate problems.

•

Stress Relief: Sex can be a very effective way of reducing stress.

•

Love Will Keep Us Together: Oxytocin is a desire-enhancing
chemical secreted by the pituitary. Regular oxytocin release may
help encourage frequent lovemaking.

•

Hormones (Naturally): "Regular lovemaking can increase a
woman's estrogen level, protect her heart and keep her vaginal
tissues more supple," states Donahey.

TIPS ON HOW TO MAKE YOUR SEX LIFE MORE ROMANTIC
AND MEANINGFUL
Although men today are more sexually aware than in any previous
generations, there is much to learn about satisfying a woman. This is
because good sex doesn’t just happen, you work at it.

How to Satisfy a Woman Sexually
1. Romance her outside the bedroom first: Lovemaking is a deeply
emotional experience for a woman. She is stimulated by the
amount of romantic love her husband has shown her throughout
the day and considers each romantic encounter a moment of
profound love and a deeply important part of her life.
If her husband seems to take their sex life for granted, she can feel
deeply hurt and offended. She withdraws instinctively from sexual
encounters devoid of love and adoration. Repeated assurances
may seem unnecessary and theatrical to him, but not so to her.
Romance her with loving touches, pats and hugs throughout the
day. Hold hands with her while riding in the car, or while you are
out walking. If you touch her only when you want sex, she’ll learn
that every hug or touch means a trip to the bedroom and will
resent it
A woman needs to hear and to experience feelings before she can
respond in the bedroom. When asked what one change she would
like to make in her mate’s lovemaking ability, one woman replied,
“Have him realize that the lovemaking atmosphere starts when
he jumps out of bed in the morning-not when he jumps in at
night”. Kind words, concern for me, touching, all of these actions
set the mood for me.” Any husband who thinks he can merely
walk into the bedroom and expect his wife to “turn on” with no
preparation doesn’t understand female sexuality.

Two things arouse a woman most – touch and words, “you mean
everything to me.” “The best day of my life was when I found
you.” “I’m the luckiest guy in the world to have you for a wife.”
Such words arouse a woman’s feelings of love and prepare her for
lovemaking. Beware of using crude sex words or terms while
making love to your wife. They may be stimulating to you, but
most women find them offensive. Through your words and touch
you have prepared her for lovemaking.
2. Take time in loving: The most important thing to remember is
that it takes 15 to 20 minutes on the average to prepare a woman
for the sexual experience, and an inexperienced bride or a woman
with a sexual problem might require 30 minutes or longer.
Just because she’s slower does not mean there is anything wrong
with her. Again, this happens by God’s design. If both sexes
achieved satisfaction as quickly as the male, it would take much of
the loving foreplay from the act. When a man has to slow down,
laying his own urgent needs aside to woo and prepare his wife, it
takes what could be a purely selfish act and turns it into an
unselfish love. When a man is patient with his wife, he can move
her along so both can enjoy the experience.
3. Key into the female pleasure zones: It is important that a man
understands the relationship between the three separate
components of his wife’s sexual apparatus:
➢ the pleasure zones of her body,
➢ the vulva, and
➢ the clitoris.
Most sexual focus for the male is centred in his penis, but the
female has many areas on her body that are potentially
erogenous. Her breasts, ears, mouth, and vagina are all responsive
to sexual exploration, depending on the individual woman. The
creative husband is not afraid to use his hands and mouth to

explore her body, looking for areas in which she is most sexually
responsive.
To make it more complicated for males, what is sexually
pleasurable for her may be distasteful on another! A skilled
husband will locate the areas that excite her and explore them in
ways that are appropriate and pleasing to her. Ideally the two will
be able to talk about what she needs from him so that he is able
to vary his approach to suit her mood.
4. Extend love and foreplay: Sooner or later while thrusting, the
male approaches “the point of no return.” Once a man learns the
sensations that precede ejaculation, he can learn to control
ejaculation and extend love play. When a man learns this, he is
well on his way to becoming a great lover. And he just may begin
to pleasure his wife so that she can enjoy lovemaking more than
ever. If she has never had an orgasm, she may begin to experience
multiple orgasms.
5. Don’t rush her, wait for an invitation: Prior to orgasm, the
husband inserts his penis into his wife’s body. Even though a
woman may have shown certain physical signs of readiness, the
husband should wait until her emotional response matches her
physical response before he enters her. Termed ‘entry by
invitation,’ such an approach gives her control over when and how
her body is entered.
If someone were to enter your home without your invitation, you
would feel that they had invaded your privacy, and they wouldn’t
be a welcome guest. So, it is with a woman. When she is ready,
she can ask you for entry. If he wants to feel welcome, the
husband should wait for an invitation. We all feel more welcome
when someone has invited us into their home. The same is true
for a woman’s body. The invitation might be non-verbal, or with a
pet word that you both understand.
When a woman feels adored, she wants her husband closer.

At her pace, she invites him to taste the sexual fruits of her body.
An accomplished lover will enter his wife slowly, all the time
remembering that the vagina has next to no nerve endings after
the first inch or two. He will concentrate his efforts around the
entrance to the vagina, where she experiences the greatest
sensation outside the clitoris.
6. Sexual pleasure and enjoyment: A woman does not have to
achieve an orgasm every time to enjoy sex. Many women can
participate in sexual relations, not achieve orgasm, and yet feel
fully satisfied. Never should a husband demand that his wife reach
an orgasm, for such a demand would put her in an irresolvable
stress. She might lose interest in sex altogether or can fake
orgasm.
Most men despise the farce, and as Dr. James Dobson points out,
“Once a woman begins to bluff in bed, there is no place to stop.
Forever after she must make her husband think she’s on a
prolonged pleasure trip when in fact her car is still in the garage.”
A man who insists on a brief night-time romp regardless of his
wife’s mood or of her state of health will always end up
disappointed in the quality of their sex life. A highly sexed,
egocentric, selfish man may experience maximum relief but
minimum fulfilment, since he has never learned the meaning of
genuine love.
Men are the pursuers, to a great extent, and women the
responders. But women must have something to respond to. Even
an inhibited woman can be responsive if her husband woos her
gently, slowly, patiently and creatively. What could be more
exciting or challenging for a man than improving his sex life? Any
man can become a better lover or even a great one, if he works at
it.

How to Satisfy a Man Sexually
Most women have been taught that when it comes to lovemaking
their husbands are to take the initiative. It is he who is supposed
to make love to her. Therefore, most women expect their
husbands to make love to them, and be sensitive to their needs
and desires. But making love should not be a one-way street, with
only the husband satisfying his wife. He needs and wants a
partner who knows how to make love to him. Most women have
never thought of lovemaking this way.
Let’s say you sense you should make some changes. How would
you begin?

1. Make him feel wanted. A woman needs to feel loved before
she can respond to her husband’s sexual needs and desires,
but the opposite is true for him. He needs to know she finds
him sexually attractive before he can respond to her emotional
needs. Remember, you are not just his wife, but his mistress,
his girlfriend, etc. so flirt with your own husband.
A Ladies’ Home Journal survey of more than 4,000 men listed
an unresponsive woman as the biggest turnoff. During the
initial phases of foreplay, a woman’s body responds
automatically to effective stimulation. But she must achieve it
through passivity, regardless of how skilful her husband’s
techniques may be. She must surrender, not only to her
husband, but to her own drive toward the release of sexual
tension. This takes active participation during lovemaking.
A man wants to feel wanted, not endured. Some women go
through the motions of sex as if they were paying compulsory
dues to an organisation. If a wife wants a happy husband, one
who will love and romance her, she must tell him how much
she wants him and what a great lover he is!

2. Know what turns a man on. What turns men on is not what
turns women on. A glimpse of her in a breezy nighty may be all
it takes to flip his switch, and his thoughts race with
excitement as he imagines what lies ahead. But she is wired
differently. Although she may enjoy his body build and enjoy
seeing him dressed in a racy sports outfit, this will rarely
sexually arouse her. Similarly, a passionate kiss arouses him far
more than it does to her.
God created the male to be sexually aroused by external
stimuli. His genitals are outside and so is his sexuality. He is
extremely vulnerable to visual stimulation and tactile
movement. Men love to look at the female body, and they turn
on at the glimpse of a nude or partially nude female.
One woman imagined her husband to be a “dirty old man”
simply because he became aroused when she undressed
before him at night. This frustrated both of them until she
realised that his attitude did not really constitute depravity on
his part. Instead he reacted this way because God created his
body to do so.
Think about what is in the drawer where you keep your night
clothes. Is it full of stained bathrobes, flannel pyjamas and
ragbag nighties? It’s time to shed those old rags and treat
yourself to some new nighties in attractive colours, pretty
styles and lengths. I’ve never yet heard a man complain about
this expenditure!
A normal healthy, virile man responds naturally to what he
sees and touches. For example, the more a wife wants to
cuddle at night, the more this excites his sexual pursuit. A
ready-to-go –at-any- time attitude isn’t the result of a man’s
depravity. It’s the way he was created by God.

3. Touch him often: Generally speaking, men respond to touch
differently than women do. Women see a hug or caress as a
sign of affection and warmth. Men see the same hug or caress
as a prelude to sexual activity. To a large extent, men usually
equate touching with a goal and that goal is usually sexual.
For a man, non-sexual touching is a series of steps he
progresses through to get to genital touching. A woman is
more likely to want genital touching and a gentle caress at the
later stages. A man however wants immediate and direct
genital stimulation, using a firmer and stronger touch, and he
tends to want it early, during the first stage of lovemaking. But
his wife should also introduce him to the erogenous zones all
over her body such as the ears, neck, nipples, buttocks, and
inner thighs (especially near her genitals).
4. Give time to lovemaking: Women have the idea that a man
should reach his orgasm rather quickly. But it takes an
extended amount of time for a man to reach an intense
orgasm. And an intense orgasm is what differentiates
lovemaking and routine sex. The more stimulation a man has
had, the more intense his orgasm would be. If he has 15 to 20
minutes of stimulation prior to intercourse, it would provide
greater intensity.
A man can be stimulated to a point just short of ejaculation,
stop few seconds then begin again. This build-up of sexual
tension and slow-down process gives an extraordinary intensity
to his orgasm. Most men can handle two, three, four and even
more cycles. You can tell when his orgasm is near. The
secretion becomes compact and ascends up into the body. You
can stop ejaculation by stopping your movements. With
experimentation, you can provide an experience for your
husband that he’ll talk about for a long time.

5. Be comfortable with your own body and flaunt it: Most
women aren’t comfortable with their own bodies. Take Yemisi,
for example, she’s an attractive 37-year old teacher with
gorgeous eyes and a kind of skin that most women would
dream about. But if you asked her how she feels about her
body, she’d say “As long as I have my clothes on, I’m OK. But
the minute I take my clothes off, I want to hide. My husband
says I’m beautiful, but I don’t think so.”
Many women are like Yemisi. They have to have the lights off
or at least down while making love. They’re afraid to show too
much flesh. But if you don’t think of yourself as sexy, you can’t
be sexy. A woman doesn’t have to be a beauty queen; she just
has to be proud of herself and her body. If you feel
comfortable about your body and feel sexy, your husband will
feel that way too. When you feel good about yourself, you’ll be
much more confident in the bedroom.
Do what you need to do to help yourself feel attractive.
Exercise. Wear clothes that make you-and-him feel sexy.
Pamper yourself in the bath. Enjoy the lotions, facials and
sessions in the beauty parlour that give you confidence about
your attractiveness and appeal in the bedroom. Often, it is just
little things that boost your self-confidence! Learn what they
are, and use them to good advantage.

6. Make sex a priority. One of the main hindrances to a woman’s
interest in sex is fatigue. After she has struggled through the
day’s work, sex can be the last thing on her mind-and whatever
gets done last probably gets done poorly. A loving wife will sort
things out in such a way that sex doesn’t languish in last place.
When 9:00 p.m. comes around, she will fight the urge to begin
one final project before bed. The woman who considers the
sexual aspect of her life important, would reserve time and
energy for it.

Here are some more tips to making your love life better:
• Try to add some spice into your relationship by asking your
husband how he would like to be touched and tell him how you
would like to be touched. It can make a huge difference.
• Role playing is a great way for you to be able to make your love
life a great deal better. It is also a good way to explore fantasies.
• Explore your fantasies with your husband and be very specific in
your requests. Just be sure that both you and your husband are
comfortable with your ideas.
• Be willing to talk openly with your husband about what you want
in the bedroom.
• Having an open mind towards sex is a key component in keeping
your love life secure.
• Making love in different areas other than the bedroom can spice
up any relationship and add a sense of exhilaration to it.
• Trying new and different positions can really make a difference in
your love life.
• A Couple's Retreat Can Enhance Their Love Life. Everyone needs
to get away from time to time and that includes married couples.
The boss, the kids, the bills, and the stresses of everyday life can
become overwhelming to just about any couple. In today’s
modern world, we become ill, moody, and it is easy for us to
forget what life and marriage is all about. It is during these times
that we need to consider marriage retreats so that we can put
things into proper perspective and to put our marriage back on
the right track. In such a relaxing atmosphere, it would be hard
not to connect with our spouses.

• Diet and exercise can give you all of the energy needed to
increase your stamina during sex and boost your self-esteem to
the point where you may be able to get rid of all of your hang-ups
about sex. When you feel good about yourself, many of your
inhibitions fly out of the window.
• Reduce Stress. To enhance your love life, include deep breathing
exercises, light physical exercise, reading, getting out into nature,
the calming effects of light music or going for aromatherapy or
body massage.
Husbands and wives should aim to be imaginative, creative, and willing
lovers. God designed that sex, unhampered by selfishness, be exciting,
enjoyable and fulfilling. Good sex, then, comes as a result of a satisfying
relationship. Should there be problems in this area, ask God for help in
solving the problems. Pray also that you might prioritize your life in such
a way that you can give the energy, time, and creativity needed to enjoy
a superior sex life. Remember, good sex doesn’t just happen! You work
at it.

AVOID EMOTIONAL AFFAIRS
According to Wikipedia the term “emotional affair” often describes a bond between two people
that mimics the closeness and emotional intimacy of a romantic relationship while never
being physically consummated.
An emotional affair is sometimes referred to as an affair of the heart.
An emotional affair may emerge from a friendship, and progress toward greater levels of personal
intimacy and attachment. What distinguishes an emotional affair from a friendship is the
assumption of emotional roles between the two participants that mimic of those of an actual
relationship - with regards to confiding personal information and turning to the other person during
moments of vulnerability or need.
The intimacy between the people involved usually stems from a friendship with confidence to tell
each other intimate aspects of themselves, their relationships, or even subjects they wouldn't talk
about with their partners. While not physical, this relationship can quickly cross that boundary, and
while the first physical contact can take a long time to happen (e.g. a kiss), what follows next usually
happens quickly due to the high levels of intimacy already existing between the two people
involved.

You took a marital vow to forsake all others. Do not break that vow no
matter how tough things become. It is not advisable to have a man as
your best or closest friend. Protect, Guard and Nurture your marriage.
In Africa the sin of adultery by a man though wrong is usually
pardonable while it is treated as an abomination on the part of the wife.
For your own personal peace and to be at peace with God, PLEASE avoid
relationships or situations that might make you fall into temptation.
In summary, every aspect of a relationship needs work; no relationship
can work by itself. In order for couples to be sexually intimate, it takes
continuous work, all the time.

ADDENDUM / FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ON SEXUAL
INTIMACY
Which position is best for having sex?
There are many positions for sexual intercourse. One of the most
common is the missionary position where a woman lies on her back and
a man lies on top of her. A man and woman might also lie on their sides,
the woman may sit on top of the man, or she may kneel on all fours
while the man puts his penis into her vagina from behind. If a couple is
in a position where the woman's clitoris is not being stimulated, they can
do this with their fingers.

What is foreplay?
In layman's terms, it's everything that leads up to penetration. Cuddling,
kissing, touching, oral, etc.
In human sexual behavior, foreplay is a set of intimate psychological and
physical acts between two or more people meant to build up sexual
arousal. Foreplay takes place in preparation for sexual intercourse or
another act meant to bring about mutual sexual gratification or orgasm.
Psychologically, foreplay lowers inhibitions and increases the emotional
comfort level between partners. Physically, it helps to produce an
erection in men, allowing them to penetrate easily, and it helps to
promote vaginal lubrication in women which allows penetration to take
place comfortably.
Foreplay can take many forms, and can take place, up to a point at least,
in public. The kiss has many of the characteristics of foreplay; whether or
not kissing is foreplay depends on where the couple goes from there.
At some point, foreplay typically becomes physical. Simple and
seemingly innocuous acts such as straightening someone's clothing or
hair, bumping into someone while walking, stroking someone's arm or
whispering in someone's ear can constitute foreplay. Holding hands,
other touching (especially of the face), kissing, biting, massaging, or
scratching any area of the body can all qualify as foreplay.
As the couple's degree of comfort and/or privacy increases, the level of
intimacy in their actions usually does. More intimate examples include:
* deep tongue kissing (also known as French kissing)
* touching and massaging erogenous zones over clothing (also known as
groping or petting)
* touching and massaging erogenous zones under clothing (also known
as heavy-petting)

* rubbing together of partners' erogenous zones over clothing (also
known as dry humping or grinding)
* undressing oneself or one's partner (also known as stripping)
These various examples are often combined; if foreplay doesn't lead to
sexual intercourse, a session of such acts is sometimes called "petting"
or "making out".
Direct manipulation of naked erogenous zones is almost always
considered foreplay. In women, this includes stimulation of the clitoris
and labia lips. In men, this includes stimulation of the penis and testicles.
For both genders, this includes stimulation of nipples and anus.
Stimulation can be achieved using mouth, hands, sex toys (such as dildos
or vibrators), or common household objects (such as feathers or ice
cubes).
Safe sex practices can be incorporated as part of foreplay. If a condom or
dental dam is going to be used, it can be applied in an erotic or playful
way as part of the final stages of foreplay. (Even if birth control is being
handled by using the pill or some other hormonal form, safe sex still
requires protection against sexually transmitted diseases.)
Foreplay tends to become more purely physical as well as more intense
as it progresses. Foreplay reaches its peak in the moments just before
intercourse, when it lowers any remaining inhibitions and produces a
strong mutual desire for penetration. Even at this point, some genital
teasing may take place for a brief time, which marks foreplay's final
seconds.

What 'counts' as losing your virginity?
Different people have different opinions on this, and some say there are
different types of virginity. But most people generally agree that if
anyone has had penetrative sex, that is sexual intercourse then he (or
she) is no longer a virgin.

Can a woman become pregnant even if she doesn't have
sexual intercourse?
Yes. Pre-ejaculate (pre-cum), the lubricating fluid that leaks out of a
man's penis when he's sexually excited, can sometimes contain sperm. If
pre-cum or semen (cum) gets inside or around the entrance to the
vagina this can lead to pregnancy. This can also pass on a sexually
transmitted infection.
Semen and pre-cum can be transferred to the vagina on fingers or sex
toys so it's important to make sure they're clean and washed before
they go anyway near a woman's vagina.

What does sex feel like?
Similar things happen to most people's bodies when they have sex - they
get sensitive and warm and excited and may have an orgasm. Enjoying
sexual activities with another person is possible whether you have an
orgasm or not. Not being able to have an orgasm with another person
doesn't mean that you don't fancy them or love them. Your emotions
might be different each time you have a sexual experience, depending
on the circumstances. Having sex can be one of the most intense and
pleasurable physical and emotional experiences a person can have.
However, it won't always be wonderful.

How do you have an orgasm?
When sexual excitement builds up and reaches a peak a person might
experience an orgasm, also called a climax, or 'cuming'. The sexual
excitement might start from someone masturbating on their own, or
through kissing, masturbating or having sex with their partner.
Sexual excitement usually grows gradually and a person feels more and
more pleasure and a kind of exciting tension. All the feelings of tension
then disappear when the orgasm happens and the person experiences
feelings of intense pleasure. The feeling can be so strong that a person
might not be able to see, or hear or think about anything for a moment.

They might even groan and call out with the pleasure. Orgasms usually
last only a few seconds but the feelings might last a lot longer.
When a man has an orgasm, he ejaculates. This means that sperm mixed
with semen comes out of the end of his penis in a sticky white fluid.
After a man has ejaculated, he loses his erection and usually needs to
stop for a while. When a woman has an orgasm, her vagina often
becomes very wet, but she can continue being sexually aroused as long
as she likes. Some women can experience more than one orgasm
without stopping.
If a person doesn't have an orgasm, it doesn't mean anything is wrong.
In fact, worrying about reaching an orgasm or being nervous is quite
likely to make it hard for a person to relax enough to have one.

How long does sex last?
It depends what you mean by sex! The time people devote to doing
sexual things can last from a few minutes, to several hours, or even a
whole day! The actual act of sexual intercourse will often last until a man
has an orgasm (ejaculates or cums), although there's nothing wrong with
stopping before this point.
A man might find he comes very quickly the first time he has sexual
intercourse. Usually sexual intercourse lasts longer as people get more
experienced and know what to expect. But with a new partner it can
take time for people to get used to each other. Sex will usually be
different every time - it depends on how a couple feels and what they
want.

Is sex noisy?
Only if you want it to be! Some people do make noises when they having
sex. They might moan or groan with pleasure or even cry out. Some
people talk to each other. Others don't speak or make any noises. But

your body might make noises that you can't help - squelching and
squishing. These might be embarrassing or funny, but they are perfectly
normal.

How often do people have sex?
Sexual appetite is entirely a matter of personal taste. Some people have
sex once or twice a day and others once a month. It probably varies for
most people depending on whether they are in a relationship, how busy
they are and how they feel. Most people think about sex far more often
than they do it.
What is QUICK SEX?
What is generally referred to as a ‘quickie’ can be for either or both
partners. A quickie can include intercourse, orgasm or ejaculation, or
none of the above. It is engaged in only by mutual agreement.
Quickies can be fun. They can be a before-breakfast treat, a-middle-ofthe-night special, or an afternoon rhapsody. They are a quick way to stir
up the passion for marriage. However, they should never be the staple
of your sexual diet. You might survive on quickies, but you will stagnate.
Occasionally engaging in them will add spark and variety to your sexual
diet.
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BONUS CHAPTER – GENERAL TIPS & IDEAS
How does a Man feel loved (Warm House, Warm Food, Warm Bed)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Domestic Security - make the home a peaceful haven
Respect – love, admire, honor, notice, prefer, esteem, praise.
Sexual Fulfilment
Attractive “trophy” wife
Tasty warm food
Recreational Companionship – getting involved / developing
mutual interest in hobbies & passions

How does a Woman feel loved?
• Family Commitment- The husband having a vital & active interest
in everything going on in the family
• Affection
• Communication
• Honesty & openness
• Financial Security
• Physical assistance around her
• Taking care of her family

Expressions of Love in Marriage
• Loving words – paying compliments, encouragement,
thoughtfulness, considering requests
• Kind actions
• Quality time
• Physical affection
• Thoughtful presents

5 Points about Marriage
• You are married to someone committed to you for life based on
covenant – Your life partner
• You are a helpmeet to your husband
• You are to find rest and peace in each other
• You are to prefer your husband in all things – self sacrifice
• Invoke the power of agreement in your marriage
3 things to do Daily
• Find something that makes you both laugh
• Take time out for a tender touch
• Pray together
2 things to do weekly
• Lift up your husband’s self esteem
• Have an activity you do together
2 things to do monthly
• Fire up passion in the bedroom
• Clear out the cobwebs in the marriage
Qualities of great lovers – communication, tenderness, responsiveness,
romance, variety, anticipation.

WARM BED Wisdom Quotes
• Men cannot get enough sex / women cannot get enough
romance
• Men are thinking about the destination / women are thinking
about the road
• Men are like gas cookers, they fire up rapidly & cool down rapidly
/ women are like electric cookers, they take their time to heat up
but stay hot for much longer

CHOOSING A MARRIAGE COUNSELLOR
Choosing a marriage counsellor is a very personal thing. The right
counsellor for you and your spouse is the one that you both feel
comfortable with and have confidence in their ability to help you resolve
your problems.
Do not wait until the marriage breaks down before looking for a
marriage counsellor, once you notice cracks and tension building up in
the home discuss with your partner about seeking counsel from
someone you both trust.
You usually ask a mechanic to take a look at your car when you hear a
funny sound, you don’t wait for the car to break down before you
service it. Look at your marriage the same way and work on it before it
breaks down.
If possible do not approach a family member but an independent person
that the two of you respect, have confidence in, who will be impartial
with their advice.
You may find counsellors who come highly recommended and who have
helped friends and family members of yours but unless you have faith in
the counsellor, they won’t be able to help you. Choosing a marriage
counsellor may be hindered by the fact that your marital relationship is
already troubled but it’s important that you work together to choose the
right marriage counsellor if you are serious about saving your
relationship.
Seeking recommendations from trusted friends and family members
who have employed the use of a marriage counsellor is a good place to
start your search. You can take the opportunity to ask your friends and
relatives what they liked and didn’t like about the counsellor who helped
them and use this information to determine whether or not you have

any interest in having a consultation with their recommended
counsellor.
In speaking to your friend or relative try to ask questions that elicit
specific responses about the marriage counsellor’s demeanor and
techniques without asking your trusted source to divulge any sensitive
details about their counselling sessions. You need to understand that
worked for others may not help your marriage but having a few trusted
persons make recommendations is a good place to begin your search.
If you both have a Pastor, an elder or couple in your church that you
trust they can be the choice of your marriage counsellor
Another option is to utilize the Internet to research marriage counsellors
in your area. Look for counsellors who have web pages that describe
their education, life experience and techniques for conflict resolution.
This type of information is useful for deciding before you even meet
them if you think they can help you. If there is anything about their
website that bothers you, trust your instincts and cross them off your list
of potential marriage counsellors. Trusting your marriage counsellor is
extremely important so if there is anything that bothers you right away,
then they aren’t the right counsellor for you because you will go into the
sessions feeling guarded which will hinder your progress.
The right marriage counsellor will be able to salvage your relationship as
long as you and your spouse are committed to using the counselling
option to solve your problems.
Contact us if you still can’t find a marriage counsellor at
www.NigerianBridesAcademy.com to connect with one of our
“Godmothers” not too far from your location that can assist with
your marriage counselling needs, all communications will be
treated in confidence
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